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ABSTRACT
JOYCE T. LIN: An Experimental and Mathematical Study on the Prolonged Residence
Time of a Sphere Falling through Stratified Fluids at Low Reynolds Number
(Under the direction of Roberto Camassa and Richard M. McLaughlin)
A sphere falling through a stable stratification of miscible fluids exhibits a prolonged
settling rate due to the deformation of the fluid density field. A detailed experimental
study is presented in which time-lapse images are analyzed to find the sphere and fluid
interface positions. We additionally quantify the effect of the enhanced residence time
through a settling-rate competition between spheres in homogeneous and stratified fluids.
Various aspects of the experiments, such as convection, diffusion, and internal waves, are
studied extensively.
We use a Green’s function formulation to derive from first principles a numerically
assisted theoretical model for the behavior of the sphere and the surrounding fluid at
low Reynolds number. This model is verified in a comparative study with experimental
results from a wide range of parameters. Analysis of the theoretical model provides the
streamlines and instantaneous stagnation points, affording some insight into the behavior
of the interior of the fluid. The nondimensional form of the model is used to characterize
the entire flow with only four parameters, and the impact of each of these parameters on
the flow is studied numerically.
ii
With a model that shows good agreement with experimental data, we can then ex-
tend the theory to free space. In this regime, the formulation is exact, rather than an
asymptotic approximation. We also discuss the convergence of volume integrals of the
model in light of the Stokes paradox, in which a sphere in homogeneous fluid will drag an
infinite volume. The model can be further pressed into a higher Reynolds number regime,
which we then compare with experimental data. A brief look is taken at the extension to
many-body sedimentation in which the similarities to a single settling sphere are noted.
Additionally, we can approximate a linear stratification and find fairly good agreement.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Understanding the influence that a surrounding medium has on immersed falling
particles in the environment is often compounded by the ubiquitous occurrence of steep
density gradients, which may play a major role in the dynamics of sedimenting particles
through mechanisms that have yet to be fully explored. Haloclines and thermoclines
in the ocean and atmosphere create regions of sharp stratification where particulate
matter are found to aggregate. Such prolonged settling rates affect many aspects of
sedimentation, including pollution clearing times [17, 32] and vertical distribution of
marine snow [21, 35]. Ambient stratification will also affect the dispersion behavior and
population growth of an organism [9, 11]. By studying the fluid mechanics behind a
settling organism in variable density fluid, we can gain insight into its the evolutionary
adaptation.
There have been numerous studies involving stratification of immiscible fluids, where
surface tension plays a dominant role [2, 22]. We turn instead to miscible fluids, which
is the natural medium for environmental applications. However, there are surprisingly
few theoretical or experimental investigations that provide the underlying dynamics for
settling through such stratifications. At moderate Reynolds number, Srdic´-Mitrovic´ et
al. experimentally studied falling particles in variable density fluids and observed an in-
creased drag on the sphere in regions of high stratification [29]. For even higher Reynolds
number, Abaid et al. found cases in which a sphere would levitate, sometimes even re-
verse direction, as it passes through a density interface between miscible fluids [1]. In a
recent article, the case for a sphere falling in infinite, uniform, linear stratification at low
Reynolds number was studied numerically, and a law for the enhanced drag was proposed
[37].
In our research, we focus on the case of a particle settling through stratified layers at
low Reynolds number, which is a relevant regime for a wide range of bio- and geo-physical
applications. This setup brings forth the stratification’s role in a carefully controlled
experiment where a single body, a sphere, falls through a prescribed miscibly stable
density transition. Our studies show that the sphere slows down substantially compared
to its terminal velocity in the densest part of the fluid due to a density anomaly force
caused by entrained, buoyant fluid [5].
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the experimental setup,
data, and discussion of the prolonged residence time through the interface. Many tan-
gential aspects of the experimental findings are also discussed, including damped internal
waves and the diffusion rate of the stratified fluid. In Chapter 3, we develop the equa-
tions behind the interaction between the fluid and sphere and present the final equations
of motion. We describe how the system is numerically integrated and show the results
of our findings as compared with the experimental data. In Chapter 4, we discuss the
analysis of our model. Velocity field and streamline plots are numerically generated and
measured against images from experiments done using particle image velocimetry (PIV).
The approach of the sphere towards the interface and the resulting slowdown are ex-
plored in light of studying trends due to parameter variation provided by the model.
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Given the nondimensional formulation of our model, we investigate the effect of vari-
ous components of the flow. Chapter 5 discusses the extension of our model to the free
space regime, higher Reynolds number flows, and an approximation to uniform, linear
stratification. Comparisons are also made between single-body settling and many-body
sedimentation in anticipation of future extensions of this theory.
Consider a sphere of radius A falling in the axial position of an infinite cylinder with
radius R0 through a stably, stratified two-layer fluid of upper density ρ1 and lower density
ρ2. The sphere is released from rest within the top layer and falls under gravity. Let
V (t) be the velocity and Y (t) be the position of the center of the sphere, and v(x, t)
be the velocity of the surrounding fluid. The notation will be (R, θ, Z) for cylindrical
coordinates and r =
√
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 (see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1. Notation for a sphere of radius A, falling with velocity V , in
a cylinder of radius R0. The resulting fluid flow has velocity field v(x, t).
Cartesian coordinates are written as x = (x1, x2, x3), but as the flow is
axisymmetric, cylindrical coordinates (R, θ, Z) are often used.
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CHAPTER 2
Experiments
This chapter discusses the primary experimental findings and procedures, along with
various tangential attributes, such as the effects of diffusion, convection, and the bottom
of the tank. Optics were also important, both in the data analysis as well as in under-
standing the distortions due to the changing index of refraction. Theoretical calculations
were made to ensure that internal waves were overdamped.
2.1. Experimental Setup
To create a two-layer sharp stratification, pure corn syrup with approximate density
1.377 g/cc and viscosity 35 Poise is poured over a mixture of corn syrup and dissolved salt
crystals. These top and bottom layers are each homogenized through a process of heating
and mixing and left to degas separately overnight. We use an airtight membrane to cover
exposed surfaces and eliminate evaporation, and a Thermo Neslab RTE 7 water bath to
control thermal convection. By densifying the lower layer with salt, the density of pure
corn syrup can be increased up to 1.388 g/cc while minimizing the viscosity difference
between the two layers (see Appendix A for the analysis of the viscosity change of corn
syrup when diluted with water).
Often, corn syrup is reused from a previous experiment. In this case, all the fluid is
first homogenized, sometimes with the addition of water to increase the solubility of salt,
then separated into two parts. Salt is mixed into one of the parts to make the bottom
layer. This procedure results in stratifications with relatively constant viscosity across
the fluids, though the value of this viscosity can vary widely.
Our cylindrical, clear plexiglass tanks range in diameter from 6.2 cm to 18.9 cm with
heights of either 31.75 cm or 52.07 cm. Spheres of diameter ranging from 0.08 - 1.27 cm
and densities 1.360 - 7.740 g/cc are released from rest inside the top layer along the
center axis of the tank. The spheres of radius ∼0.24 cm, for example, were obtained
from American Density Materials and are accurate to ± 0.0002 g/cc. Fluid densities are
measured to within an error of 5 × 10−5 g/cc with an Anton Paar DMA 4500 density
meter and viscosities are measured to within an error of 0.5% using a AMVn Automated
Micro Viscometer. For each experiment, photos are taken at specified time intervals with
a Nikon D2X or D3 camera that is aligned along the plane of the interface between the
two fluid layers. Using DataTank, an image analysis program, we extract the sphere
position and velocity (discussed in § 2.2).
For visualization purposes, we sometimes dye the top layer of the stratification. In
these cases, an equal volume of water is added to the bottom layer, again to maintain a
constant viscosity across the density transition.
2.2. Image Analysis
From a sequence of images taken at specified intervals, we extract the position of the
sphere and numerically differentiate the data to find the velocity as a function of time. In
order to extract the position of the sphere, we rely on two attributes of the experiment:
the sphere is a very different color from the background, and the background color stays
relatively constant in time. In Figure 2.1(a) and (b), we see images of the experiment
with and without the sphere.
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Figure 2.1. Images taken from an experiment (a) without and (b) with
the sphere. The background is a uniform pattern that allows for better
visualization of the interface in the stratified fluid, which can be seen as a
compressed horizontal band approximately halfway down the images.
Using DataTank, we extract the RGB coordinates from each pixel of the bitmap
and plot these coordinates in 3-D space. Figure 2.2(a) shows the cloud of 3-D color
points corresponding to the background in the absence of a sphere, like the image in
Figure 2.1(a). When we add the sphere, another distinct group of points can been seen
in Figure 2.2(b), because the sphere is of a very different color. We use a vector function
that enhances the difference between the sphere color and the background color, an
example of which is in Figure 2.2(c). This function assigns to each pixel coordinate a
magnitude that is largest on the sphere.
We can plot these values in 3D again, with two dimensions for each pixel of the bitmap,
and the third for the assigned value. This appears in Figure 2.3(a), where the sphere can
be seen as the red peak protruding from the background plane. We apply a threshold to
the values, which is visualized as the purple plane slicing parallel to the background in
Figure 2.3(a). To find the sphere, we take a contour where the plane intersects the peak.
In Figure 2.3(b), we see the 2D original bitmap, now re-colored according to the values
7
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Figure 2.2. The 3D RGB coordinates of the (a) background, (b) back-
ground with sphere, and (c) background with the sphere that is enhanced
by a function enforcing a gradient in the direction of the red vector.
assigned, so the sphere appears red. The computed contour around the sphere is seen as
the solid black outline.
!"# !$#
Figure 2.3. (a) A 3D image representation of the image after the gradient
function has been applied with a threshold plane (in purple) and (b) the
2D image, recolored to match the assigned values and where the contour of
the sphere is shown as the solid black outline and matches the intersection
of the peak with the purple plane.
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An example of the resulting velocity data derived from the position of the sphere over
time can be seen in Figure 2.4. We have noticed the existence of a periodic oscillation in
the data analysis, the search for the source of which is discussed in Appendix E.
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Figure 2.4. The resulting velocity vs. time graph generated by the image
analysis for a sphere of radius 0.24 cm falling through a fluid with top layer
density 1.37240 g/cc and bottom layer density 1.36734 g/cc in a cylinder
of radius 5.4 cm.
The error due to the experiment and the analysis can be calculated using the expan-
sion,
(2.1)
∆x+ δx
∆t+ δt
=
∆x
∆t
(
1− δt
∆t
+
δx
∆x
+ . . .
)
=
∆x
∆t
+
∆x
∆t
(
δx
∆x
− δt
∆t
)
+ . . .
where ∆x and ∆t are the spatial and time steps, respectively, and δx and δt are the
errors in each.
For our experiments, the 0.635 cm spheres generally have an error bounded by
10−2 cm/s, whereas the smaller spheres with a radius of 0.24 cm or 0.04 cm have an
error bounded by 10−4 cm/s. Data for each of these cases are presented in § 3.6.
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2.3. Fluid Entrainment
An immersed, translating sphere will entrain ambient fluid, regardless of the viscosity
or density variation [7, 10]. For a stably stratified fluid, lighter fluid is dragged into
denser fluid, giving rise to an extra buoyant force in the system. This is shown in
Figure 2.5, where a sphere falls through a stratification in which the upper layer has
been dyed. As our stratification is with miscible fluids, the stem persists at long lengths
without pinching off, which is often seen with immiscible fluids.
Figure 2.5. Images at 20-second intervals of a sphere of radius 0.635 cm
falling through a two-layer stratification of densities 1.37661 g/cm and
1.38384 g/cc and viscosity ∼17 Poise. The upper layer of fluid has been
dyed to better visualize the sharp density transition and entrained fluid.
The optical distortion caused by the cylindrical tank has been corrected,
but the strong change in refractive index across the interface between the
two fluids creates a different optical distortion (see § 2.7) and results in a
slight jump in slope of the stem boundary near the base.
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The stems in these images indicate a large amount of buoyant fluid is moved, due to
the high viscosity of the system. For comparison, the boundary of the entrained fluid,
which is the interface between the two layers, can be calculated for potential flow [7].
This interface, denoted as the white dashed line in Figure 2.6, shows the sphere drags
much less fluid.
Figure 2.6. An experimental image of a sphere of radius 0.635 cm
falling through a two-layer stratification of densities 1.37661 g/cm and
1.38384 g/cc and viscosity ∼17 Poise. The shape of the interface for po-
tential flow is overlaid on the image in the dashed white line.
With enough fluid in a sharp stratification, a sphere will reach terminal velocity
in the top and bottom layers. Rather than a monotonic transition between the two
terminal velocities, the buoyant, entrained fluid causes the sphere to slow down beyond
11
the terminal velocity of the bottom fluid. This is shown in Figure 2.7, where the sphere
reaches the theoretical terminal velocities computed using the drag force on a sphere
for a homogeneous fluid in a pipe [14] in both the upper and lower layers, but slows
down significantly in the transition. We are most interested in the slowdown that occurs
between these two values.
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Figure 2.7. Velocity profile of a 0.635 cm radius sphere falling through
a fluid of upper layer density 1.37741 g/cc and lower layer density
1.37891 g/cc. Dashed lines indicate the theoretical terminal velocities for
each layer using the drag force for a sphere falling through homogeneous
fluid in a pipe.
The local minimum in the velocity graph occurs soon after the sphere passes through
the interface and is an indication of the prolonged residence time due to the density
variation. The large parameter space includes the relative densities of the sphere and the
fluids, the viscosity of the fluids, the size of the cylinder and sphere, the initial distance
to the interface, and the density gradient. All these factors play an important role in
affecting the behavior of the sphere and the entrained, buoyant fluid.
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2.4. Convection and Air Bubbles
For some experiments, the runtime can range between 4 and 8 hours. In early ex-
periments, the sphere exhibited erratic behavior at these long timescales. Figure 2.8
shows the path of a sphere falling through homogeneous fluid, which is expected to be
a straight, vertical line. This odd behavior was seen in multiple experiments, without
preferential orientation with respect to the sphere or the tank.
Figure 2.8. The path of a sphere that has fallen through a homogeneous
fluid is marked with a solid black curve. The temperature is monitored
throughout the 4-hour experiment.
With extremely long runtimes, temperature variations in the environment could
potentially create convection that significantly affects the sphere. We monitored the
temperature of the fluid in order to estimate the Rayleigh number of the system, us-
ing the coefficient of thermal expansion, α = 4.0 × 10−4oC−1, and thermal diffusivity,
κ = 1.1 × 10−3cm2 s−1, of corn syrup as reported from previous studies [23]. Our ex-
periment gave us a dynamic viscosity, temperature change, and lengthscale from the
13
experiment.
µ = 40 Poise,(2.2)
ρ = 1.38 g cm−3,(2.3)
∆T = 1oC,(2.4)
d = 10 cm.(2.5)
The Rayleigh number is then computed to be
(2.6) Ra =
ρgα∆Td3
κµ
∼ 1.2307× 104.
The critical Rayleigh number for thermal convection in a fluid bounded by two rigid
surfaces is 1707.762 [8]. Since our findings exceed this critical number, we know that
convection is possible. Additionally, the derivation by Chandrasekhar was for a fluid
that was heated below, which reaches a threshold Rayleigh number after which convection
occurs. In our experiments, temperature fluctuations would instead affect the fluid at
the walls of the tank, which will always result in a thermal instability. Thus, convection
is more likely to occur in our fluid due to temperature variation.
By immersing our tank in a water bath, we reduce the change in ambient tempera-
ture throughout the experiment by an order of magnitude, putting us under the critical
Rayleigh number. Experiments run in the water bath appear to fall in a straight line to
the bottom of the tank.
Bubbles moving in the fluid can be another source of erratic behavior for our experi-
ments. After the solutions are heated and mixed thoroughly, bubbles are trapped within
the fluid. For experiments with long timescales, the solution must be allowed to degas,
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as the flow caused by even a single bubble can completely alter the behavior of a sphere.
In Figure 2.9, a bubble rises quickly and early in the homogeneous fluid, but the flow is
nevertheless felt by the sphere. The trajectory, marked with the solid black curve, shows
the sphere rising, following the path of the bubble, and looping back before falling down
in a straight line.
Figure 2.9. The path of a sphere that has fallen through a homogeneous
fluid is marked with a solid black curve. A bubble rose quickly through
the fluid at the beginning of the 5-hour experiment and caused the sphere
to rise as well.
2.5. Damped Interfacial Waves
As the sphere passes through the interface, the possibility of interfacial waves being
created and affecting the flow is neglected in the theory. Propagating waves were not
observed in the experiments, and the following calculation will show that in the viscous-
dominated regime, all gravity waves are overdamped. This derivation was modeled after
the calculation for gravity waves near a bottom in the book by Landau and Lifshitz [19].
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Consider a two fluid system of density ρ1, velocity u(1), and pressure p(1) in the upper
layer and density ρ2, velocity u(2), and pressure p(2) in the lower layer. We allow x and z
to indicate the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The equations of motion
for the fluid are,
u(j)t = νj∆u
(j) − 1/ρj∇p(j),(2.7)
∇ · u(j) = 0,(2.8)
for j = 1, 2. Assuming
u(j) = gj(z)e
−iωt+ikx,(2.9)
v(j) = hj(z)e
−iωt+ikx,(2.10)
and that u(1) → 0 as z →∞ and u(2) → 0 as z → −∞, we have the following solutions:
u(1) = eikx−itω
(
A1e
−kz +B1e−m1z
)
,(2.11)
v(1) = eikx−itω
(
iA1e
−kz +
ik
m1
B1e
−m1z
)
,(2.12)
p(1) = ρ1
(ω
k
A1e
ikx−kz−itω − gz
)
,(2.13)
u(2) = eikx−itω
(
A2e
kz +B2e
m2z
)
,(2.14)
v(2) = eikx−itω
(
−iA2ekz − ik
m2
B2e
m2z
)
,(2.15)
p(2) = ρ2
(ω
k
A2e
ikx+kz−itω − gz
)
,(2.16)
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where mj =
√
k2 − iω/νj. Matching velocities and stresses at the interface, we have the
following dispersion relation:
ωm1m2
(
k(ρ1 − ρ2)2ω2 − (ρ1 + ρ2) (m2ρ1 + ρ2m1)ω2+(2.17)
+ gk(ρ1 − ρ2) (−m2ρ1 + k(ρ1 + ρ2)− ρ2m1)) = 0.
Assuming limiting case 2µk2/(ρ1 + ρ2)'
√
gk, we retrieve the root,
(2.18)
ω = ±
√
gk(ρ2 − ρ1)
ρ1 + ρ2
+
√
2µρ1ρ2(∓1− i)√
ρ2ρ1 + ρ2
√
ρ1
(
gk5(ρ2 − ρ1)
ρ1 + ρ2
)1/4
− 2ik
2µ (ρ21 + ρ
2
2)(√
ρ1 +
√
ρ2
)2
(ρ1 + ρ2)2
On the other hand, assuming the very viscous limit of 2µk2/(ρ1 + ρ2) *
√
gk, we
find three negative roots (since in a stable stratification ρ2 > ρ1), all of which are purely
imaginary:
(2.19) ω = −ik
2µ
ρ1
, −ik
2µ
ρ2
, −ig(ρ2 − ρ1)
4µk
.
This limit corresponds to wavenumber k * (g(ρ1 + ρ2)2/4µ2)1/3, which for our ex-
perimental parameters is equivalent to wavelengths λ ' 30 cm (using reduced gravity
g′ = 2g(ρ2 − ρ1)/(ρ1 + ρ2)). Thus, for our container dimensions, all internal waves are
overdamped, which agrees with our observations and allows us to neglect this effect in
our calculations.
2.6. End Effects
Our theory assumes an infinitely long cylinder tank, yet in reality our tanks have a
finite depth. The effect of the bottom of the tank, however, ought to be negligible when
the sphere is far from the rigid plane. In low Reynolds number flows, Tanner studied a
sphere falling in a tube towards a closed end, showing that the end effects were considered
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negligible only when the sphere was more than one cylinder radius away from the bottom
[30]. Our experiments also show the slowdown of the sphere from terminal velocity to
occur when the sphere is within this lengthscale of the bottom of the tank. In Figure 2.10,
the velocity of a sphere falling through homogeneous fluid is plotted against distance to
the bottom of the tank, normalized with the cylinder radius. We see that the departure
from terminal velocity appears to occur when the sphere is within one cylinder radius
from the bottom.
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Figure 2.10. Graph of the velocity vs. distance to the bottom of a tank
for a sphere of radius 0.635 cm and density 1.46755 g/cc falling in homo-
geneous fluid of density 1.37932 g/cc and viscosity ∼ 18 Poise. Distances
are normalized with the cylinder radius 9.45 cm.
This trend is maintained with different tank radii, as seen in Figure 2.11, where the
same sphere is dropped in identical fluids in cylindrical tanks of radii 3.1 cm, 5.4 cm,
and 9.45 cm. While the terminal velocities increase with larger cylinders, all the spheres
appear to begin to slow down when within a cylinder radius of the bottom.
Since the theory that we build for this experiment is for an infinitely long cylinder,
we must use cylindrical tanks that are long enough so that the effects of the stratification
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Figure 2.11. Graph of the velocity vs. distance to the bottom of a tank
for a sphere of radius 0.635 cm and density 1.46755 g/cc falling in homo-
geneous fluid of density 1.37955 g/cc and viscosity ∼ 35 Poise. Distances
are normalized with the cylinder radius R0.
can be observed independently of the ends. The sphere must also be released in the
tank approximately a cylinder radius away from the free surface in order to model the
approach to the interface without the influence of the top end (which is covered during
experiments).
2.7. Optical Distortions
Due to the change in index of refraction between the upper and lower layers of the
stratified fluid, the region near the interface suffers from optical distortions. This is an
important factor that affects the data analysis of the experiments. In Figure 2.12, the
upper layer of the stratified fluid has been dyed red, so the sharp interface can be clearly
seen. The background is a uniform checkerboard and the density jump between the two
layers is small, ∼0.01 g/cc. Horizontal bands of compression and expansion are caused
by optical distortions near the interface.
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Figure 2.12. Image of a stratified fluid with top layer dyed red. The
background is a uniform checkerboard, and shows the bands of compression
and elongation due to the change in index of refraction between the upper
and lower layers.
As a sphere falls through a stratified fluid, the real position of the sphere can become
difficult to track if the distortions are significant. Figure 2.13 shows images from a sphere
of density 1.3735 g/cc and radius 0.24 cm falling in a stratified fluid of density 1.36828 g/cc
top fluid and 1.35712 g/cc bottom fluid. The sphere compresses and elongates as it passes
through the interface.
Figure 2.13. A sphere falling through a stratified fluid with dyed top
layer appears to compress and expand as it passes through the interface.
We also observe an optical distortion due to the geometry of the cylindrical tank and
the index of refraction of corn syrup. Light rays bend as they hit the curved surface,
making images in the center plane of the tank appear horizontally stretched while pre-
serving the vertical aspect ratio. Figure 2.14 is a schematic diagram of this effect, where
a point x′ on a raw image captures the displaced point x+h. Since the camera is focused
20
on the plane passing through the center of the cylinder where the sphere is dropped, the
diagram only shows the front half of the cylinder facing the camera.
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Figure 2.14. Diagram of the bending of light rays passing through a
curved boundary and a fluid with a different index of refraction. A point
x′ on the experimental image maps to x+ h in reality.
Using a simple Snell’s law calculation, we can derive the mapping from x′ to x+ h.
h =
√
R20 − x2 tan
(
arcsin
(
x′
R0
)
− arcsin
(
x′
1.32R0
))
,(2.20)
x = x′ − h,(2.21)
corrects for the horizontal stretching, where 1.32 is the approximate index of refraction
for corn syrup. Note that this stretching, unlike the optical distortions at the interface,
does not affect the position and velocity calculation for the data analysis, because the
vertical aspect ratio is unaffected. We do, however, have to correct for parallax, which is
easily calculated using a ruler in the image.
We can use the above mapping (2.20)–(2.21) to correct for the horizontal stretching
of the image. Figure 2.15(a) is a raw image, where the object in the tank is spherical.
The corrective algorithm is applied, yielding the new bitmap Figure 2.15(b).
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Figure 2.15. A sphere falling through stratified fluid with the top layer
dyed is (a) distorted due to the cylindrical tank, which can be (b) corrected
using Snell’s law.
2.8. Diffusion
The diffusion coefficient of corn syrup in water has already been studied experimen-
tally to be ∼ 1.3 × 10−6 cm2/s [26]. In that study, karo was found to fluoresce under
365 nm UV radiation, and this fluorescence had a linear relationship to concentration.
The theoretical model developed in this thesis for a sphere settling in sharply strat-
ified fluids neglects the effects of diffusion. To justify this simplification, we require the
diffusion coefficient of salt in corn syrup to be very small for our stratifications, but this
value has yet to be found in the available background literature. It is not unreasonable to
assume the diffusion is small, as corn syrup is extremely viscous and thus the mobility of
the salt ions must be rather low [27]. Also note that the experimental images with dyed
upper layer shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.12 have a very sharp, clear interface. However,
for the dye to be evidence of the density gradient, we count on the diffusion rate of food
coloring to be comparable to that of sodium chloride.
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In order to estimate the diffusion rate, we conduct an experiment using a different
salt, potassium iodide, in a dilute corn syrup solution and study the diffusion rate of this
colored salt. We will also study the equations for shear enhanced diffusion, a phenomenon
that homogenizes regions of high shear [31].
2.8.1. Experimental Calculation of Diffusion. We experimentally estimate the dif-
fusion coefficient of salt in corn syrup using potassium iodide. A fluid with dissolved
potassium iodide will have a naturally yellow tint, which provides a visual representation
of the concentration. We stratified corn syrup with potassium iodide, allowed the solution
to diffuse over the course of a day, and then compared the images of the stratification.
The diffusion equation in a cylinder,
(2.22)
∂C
∂t
= D∇2C,
where C is the concentration and D is the diffusion coefficient, can be solved by a
classic calculation using separation of variables C = F (R)G(θ)H(Z)Φ(t). Given that the
initial condition of the concentration depends only on Z, the formulation becomes only
C(Z, t) = H(Z)Φ(t). Consequently, the solution, diffusing only in the vertical direction
and unaffected by the cylinder walls, is
(2.23) C(Z, t) =
1
2
c0 erfc
(
Z
2
√
Dt
)
.
Comparing the experimental images, shown in Figure 2.16, that were taken approxi-
mately 18 hours apart, we correlate the color saturation with the concentration of salt.
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Figure 2.16. Processed images of corn syrup stratified with potassium
iodide taken (a) initially and (b) after 63462 seconds.
Taking five slices vertically through these images, we match this data with a diffusion
coefficient of 10−5 cm2/s. The comparison is shown in Figure 2.17, where the experi-
mental data is in black and the theoretical match from (2.23) is in cyan. The solution
was allowed to convect freely with the fluctuating ambient temperature, which from past
experiments has been seen to change as much as two degrees in a matter of hours. The
fluid was also of particularly low viscosity, approximately 2 Poise, which makes the fluid
more likely to diffuse [27] and more susceptible to convection. Thus, 10−5 cm2/s is an
upper bound to the diffusion coefficient for salt in corn syrup, and we expect that the
true value is much smaller, and negligible on our timescales.
2.8.2. Shear Enhanced Diffusion. We expect the fluid flow at the boundary of the
sphere to be a strong shear, which Taylor showed can result in enhanced diffusion [31].
With a stratified fluid, after passing through the interface, the sphere is encompassed
by a shell of upper, buoyant fluid. We would like to study the possibility that enhanced
shear will homogenize the shell with the ambient, more dense fluid.
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Figure 2.17. Experimental (black) compared with theoretical (cyan) dif-
fusion curves for concentration distributions (a) initially and (b) after 63462
seconds. Concentration is plotted against height, where 0 is the interface.
As a 2D simplification of the shear in our experiments, consider the flow of a semi-
infinite fluid bounded by a wall traveling vertically with a constant velocity V . We force
the velocity profile of the fluid to be V when 0 ≤ x ≤ L, and zero elsewhere. The initial
condition of the fluid density depends only on the vertical component y. We will develop
the equations of motion due to this flow and show numerically that enhanced diffusion
does not appear to play a role in this setup.
We want to solve the following equations for the fluid density θ:
For x ≤ L,
θ<t + V θ
<
y = ",θ<,(2.24)
θ<(x, y, 0) = f0(y),(2.25)
θ<x (0, y, t) = 0.(2.26)
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For x ≥ L,
θ>t = ",θ>,(2.27)
θ>(x, y, 0) = f0(y),(2.28)
θ>(x→∞, y, t) = f(y).(2.29)
We additionally have two matching conditions at x = L,
θ<(L−, y, t) = θ>(L+, y, t),(2.30)
θ<x (L
−, y, t) = θ>x (L
+, y, t).(2.31)
To solve the equations, we take the Laplace transform of the Fourier transform,
θˆ(x, k, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ıkyθ(x, y, t)dy,(2.32)
Θ(x, k, s) =
∫ ∞
0
e−st
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ıkyθ(x, y, t)dydt.(2.33)
For the case where x ≤ L, we now seek the solution to the equation,
(2.34) sΘ< − F0(k) + ıkVΘ< = "(−k2Θ< +Θ<xx),
where F0(k) =
∫∞
−∞ e
−ıkyf0(y)dy is the Fourier transform of the initial condition. Equa-
tion (2.34) has the general solution,
(2.35)
Θ< = C1 exp
(√
"k2 + ıkV + s
"
x
)
+ C2 exp
(
−
√
"k2 + ıkV + s
"
x
)
+
F0(k)
s+ ıkV + "k2
,
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where C1 and C2 are constants. Applying the condition (2.26), we find that C1 = C2, so
let C be some constant and we have the solution,
(2.36)
Θ< = C
{
exp
(√
"k2 + ıkV + s
"
x
)
+ exp
(
−
√
"k2 + ıkV + s
"
x
)}
+
F0(k)
s+ ıkV + "k2
.
For the case where x ≥ L, we are solving the equation,
(2.37) sΘ> − F0(k) = "(−k2Θ> +Θ>xx),
which has the general solution,
(2.38) Θ> = D1 exp
(√
"k2 + s
"
)
+D2 exp
(
−
√
"k2 + s
"
)
+
F0(k)
"k2s
.
Applying (2.29), we find that D1 = 0, so let D be some constant and our solution is
now
Θ> = D exp
(
−
√
"k2 + s
"
)
+
F0(k)
"k2s
(2.39)
The two matching conditions (2.30) and (2.31) let us solve for the constants C and
D in (2.36) and (2.39). Let us define the variables,
γ =
√
s+ k2"
"
,(2.40)
λ =
√
s+ ıkV + k2"
"
,(2.41)
then the solution is,
Θ< =
ıeLλF0(k)kV
γ"2λ2 (γ + γe2λL − λ+ λe2λL)
(
eλx + e−λx
)
+
F0(k)
λ2"
,(2.42)
Θ> =
(
F0(k)
λ2"
− F0(k)
γ2"
+
ıeLλ
(
e−Lλ + eLλ
)
F0(k)kV
γ"2λ2 (γ + γe2λL − λ+ λe2λL)
)
eγ(L−x) +
F0(k)
γ2"
.(2.43)
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An expansion in small V gives us the pair
Θ< =
F0(k)
s+ k2"
− ıF0(k)kV
(
2− e(−(L+x)γ) − e(−(L−x)γ))
2(s+ k2")2
+O(V 2),(2.44)
Θ< =
F0(k)
s+ k2"
− ıF0(k)kV
(−e(−(L+x)γ) + e(−(x−L)γ))
2(s+ k2")2
+O(V 2),(2.45)
where γ =
√
s+$k2
$ . Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (2.44) and (2.45),
θˆ< =
−ike−k2t$V
2
F0(k)
{
Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L− x)2
4t"
)
(L− x)2
4
√
pi"
+ erf
(
L− x
2
√
t"
)
t(2.46)
+Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L+ x)2
4t"
)
(L+ x)2
4
√
pi"
+ erf
(
L+ x
2
√
t"
)
t+
2i
V k
}
,
θˆ> =
−ike−k2t$V
2
F0(k)
{
Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L− x)2
4t"
)
(L− x)2
4
√
pi"
+ erf
(
L− x
2
√
t"
)
t(2.47)
+Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L+ x)2
4t"
)
(L+ x)2
4
√
pi"
+ erf
(
L+ x
2
√
t"
)
t+
2i
V k
− 2t
}
.
Let us assume the initial condition is of Gaussian form f0(y) = βe−
y2
4α , which has
Fourier transform F0(k) = 2β
√
piαe−k2α. We can take the inverse Fourier transform of
(2.46) and (2.47) to find,
θ< =
√
αβV ye−
y2
4(α+t")
16
√
pi"(α+ t")3/2
(
(L− x)2Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L− x)2
4t"
)
+ (L+ x)2Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L+ x)2
4t"
))
,
θ> =
√
αβV ye−
y2
4(α+t")
16
√
pi"(α+ t")3/2
(
(L− x)2Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L− x)2
4t"
)
+ (L+ x)2Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L+ x)2
4t"
)
+4
√
pit"
(
−2 + 4
V yt
(α+ t") + erf
(
L− x
2
√
t"
)
+ erf
(
L+ x
2
√
t"
)))
.
For a stratified fluid, the density is greater in the direction of motion of the wall. Let
us make the substitution φy(x, y, t) = θ(x, y, t), so that the initial condition is an error
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function, much like a step stratification. By integrating in y, we find the solutions,
φ< =
−√αβV e− y
2
4(α+t")
8"
√
pi(α+ t")
(
(L− x)2Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L− x)2
4t"
)
+ (L+ x)2Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L+ x)2
4t"
))
,
φ> =
−√αβV e− y
2
4(α+t")
8"
√
pi(α+ t")
(
(L− x)2Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L− x)2
4t"
)
+ (L+ x)2Γ
(
−1
2
,
(L+ x)2
4t"
)
+4
√
pit"
(
−2 + erf
(
L− x
2
√
t"
)
+ erf
(
L+ x
2
√
t"
)))
+
√
αpiβ
t
erf
(
y
2
√
α+ "t
)
.
Plugging in parameters, we can numerically plot the results. The isopycnal lines,
where lighter color is lighter density, at various t for the parameters α = 1 cm2, β = 1g/cc,
L = 1 cm, V = 0.01 cm/s, and " = 0.01 cm2/s can be seen in Figure 2.18. The region of
highest shear is expected to occur at the velocity jump, where x = 1 cm. For comparison,
we show the pure advection of the fluid in Figure 2.19 using the same parameters with
the exception of epsilon, which has been set to zero.
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Figure 2.18. Density of a stratified fluid with a diffusion coefficient of
" = 0.01 cm2/s for a step-function velocity profile at (a) t = 0, (b) t = 40,
and (c) t = 80 seconds. The color corresponds to the concentration of the
fluid, which initially has flat isopycnal lines. Only a narrow band of the
concentration gradient has been plotted.
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Figure 2.19. Density of a stratified fluid without diffusion for a step-
function velocity profile at (a) t = 0, (b) t = 40, and (c) t = 80 seconds.
This 2D calculation is a simplification of the 3D case, but still provides some insight
into the shear enhanced diffusion. We expect to see homogenization in the region where
the shear is greatest, due to the steep gradient in concentration. In this simulation, the
diffusion is given a large value, " = 0.01 cm2/s, and the interface between the two fluids
is at x = 1 cm. We do not see a great amount of homogenization in this region, and since
the diffusion of corn syrup is much smaller than O(10−5) (see § 2.8), we do not expect
the shear to erase the stratification of our fluid.
2.9. Tortoise and Hare Race
The prolonged residence time due to a density variation can be separately quantified
by looking at the sphere’s settling rate. In a tortoise-and-hare-like race, two identical
tanks are prepared, one with stratified fluid and the other filled entirely with the bottom
layer fluid. The same spheres are released from rest at equal heights in each tank, where
the sphere in the stratified fluid begins above the interface of the two layers.
In the homogeneous fluid, the sphere will reach terminal velocity and fall at this
constant speed until bottom effects become important (see § 2.6). The sphere in the
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stratified fluid reaches the same terminal velocity in the bottom layer (provided there
is sufficient depth) and has a higher terminal velocity in the upper layer. Though the
initial supposition is that the sphere will travel faster overall in the stratified as opposed
to the homogeneous tank, the prolonged residence time in the interface can sometimes
invert this relationship.
In Figure 2.20, an example of such a race is shown. A sphere of radius 0.635 cm and
density 1.46755 g/cc falls through a homogeneous fluid of density 1.37932 g/cc in the left
of each panel and through stratified fluid of top fluid density 1.37720 g/cc and bottom
fluid density 1.37932 g/cc on the right of each panel. The fluid viscosity is approximately
17 Poise, and the initial position of the interface is marked with an arrow. Figure 2.20(a)
shows the spheres beginning at the same height. The sphere in the stratified fluid travels
faster through the top layer of the fluid, shown in Figure 2.20(b), and in (c), the slight
density variation is enough to cause a significant slowdown through the interface and the
sphere falls behind its counterpart in the homogeneous fluid.
The velocity graphs for the spheres in the stratified and homogeneous fluids is shown
in Figure 2.21. In this analogy, the sphere in the homogeneous fluid is the tortoise, moving
slowly and steadily. The sphere in the stratified fluid is the hare, sprinting ahead, taking
a nap as it crosses the interface, then losing the race.
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!"# !$# !%#
Figure 2.20. Identical spheres in homogeneous fluid on the left and strat-
ified fluid on the right. The sphere in stratified fluid (a) began at the same
height as the sphere in the homogeneous tank, (b) traveled faster through
the top, less dense layer, and (c) slowed down due to the density anomaly
force. The interface in the stratified tank is indicated by an arrow.
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Figure 2.21. Velocity profiles for identical spheres settling in stratified
and homogeneous fluids.
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CHAPTER 3
Theoretical Model
In this chapter we will develop our theory for a sphere settling in stratified fluids at
low Reynolds number. The final model requires numerical integration and shows good
agreement with the experimental data.
3.1. Equations of Motion
In order to nondimensionalize the equations of motion, we begin by defining the scales
of this problem. For a two-layer stratification with upper fluid density ρ1 and lower fluid
density ρ2, a reference density that takes an overall average is defined as ρref =
1
2(ρ1+ρ2).
The nondimensional density function is then ρ˜ = ρ/ρref . While the dynamic viscosity µ is
considered constant across the fluid, the kinematic viscosity is changing, so the kinematic
viscosity scale is ν = µ/ρref . Reynolds, Strouhal, and Froude numbers are Re = AU/ν, St
= A/UT , and Fr = U/
√
gA, respectively, where A is the sphere radius, U is the terminal
velocity of the sphere in a homogeneous fluid of density ρref , T is the deceleration time
from terminal velocity in the upper layer to the minimum velocity attained, and g is
gravity. The Navier-Stokes equations of motion and boundary conditions of the fluid are,
ρ(x, t)
(
∂v
∂t
+ v ·∇v
)
= ρ(x, t)gˆ −∇p+ µ∇2v,(3.1)
∇ · v = 0,(3.2)
v = V (t) for |x| = A,(3.3)
v = 0 for
√
x21 + x
2
2 = R0,(3.4)
∂ρ
∂t
(x, t) + v ·∇ρ(x, t) = 0, −∞ < x3 <∞,(3.5)
where ρ(x, t) is the density of the fluid (see Figure 1.1 for more notation). The equation
of motion for the sphere is,
(3.6) ms
dV
dt
= msgˆ +
∮
S
σ · nˆdS,
wherems is the mass of the sphere, the stress tensor is σij = −pδij+µ (∂vi/∂xj + ∂vj/∂xi),
S is the surface of the sphere, and nˆ is the outward normal unit vector to this surface.
The nondimensional scaling for (3.1) is,
x˜ =
x
L
, v˜ =
v
U
, V˜ =
V
U
, p˜ =
pL
µU
, t˜ =
t
T
.
Since ∂/∂t = 1/T∂/∂ t˜ and ∇ = 1/L∇˜, the nondimensionalized equation of fluid
motion is,
(3.7) ρ˜
(
L2
νT
(
∂v˜
∂ t˜
+
∂V˜
∂ t˜
)
+
LU
ν
(
v˜ + V˜
)
· ∇˜v˜
)
= ρ˜
L2
νU
gˆ − ∇˜p˜+ ∇˜2v˜.
In terms of the nondimensionalized parameters, our equation becomes,
(3.8) Re Stρ˜
(
∂v˜
∂ t˜
+
∂V˜
∂ t˜
)
+Reρ˜
(
v˜ + V˜
)
· ∇˜v˜ = Re
Fr2
ρ˜zˆ − ∇˜p˜+ ∇˜2v˜.
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From the experimental parameters, we find that St ∼ O(10−1), O(10−5) < Re <
O(10−2), O(10−1) < Re/Fr2 < O(103). With these bounds, we can scale out the inertial
terms and are left with the Stokes equation with variable density,
(3.9) ∇˜2v˜ = ∇˜p˜− Re
Fr2
ρ˜zˆ.
Equation (3.9) can be re-cast in dimensional form to give us the equations of motion
for the fluid,
µ∇2v = ∇p− ρ(x, t)gˆ,(3.10)
∇ · v = 0,(3.11)
v = V (t) for |x| = A,(3.12)
v = 0 for
√
x21 + x
2
2 = R0, −∞ < x3 <∞,(3.13)
with the advection of the density of the fluid,
(3.14)
∂ρ
∂t
(x, t) + v ·∇ρ(x, t) = 0,
where V (t) = (0, 0, V (t)) is the velocity of the sphere.
In (3.14) we have ignored diffusion of the stratified fluid. Over the course of our
experiments, we see the persistence of the sharp interface between the upper and lower
fluids and long stems made visible by dye. These observations, an example of which can
be seen in Figure 2.5, seems to indicate a very low diffusivity. While we have no strong
estimate on the enhanced Taylor diffusion [31], where the mixing would likely occur in
the stem or near the sphere where the shear rate would be highest, we have shown in
the 2D case that this effect would be small. A full discussion on the upper bounds for
diffusion and shear-enhanced diffusion can be found in § 2.8.
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Changing to a frame of reference moving with the center of the sphere Y (t), we make
the substitution,
z = x− Y (t),(3.15)
u = v − V (t).(3.16)
This gives us the following equations,
µ∇2u = ∇p− ρ(z, t)gˆ,(3.17)
∇ · u = 0,(3.18)
u = 0 for |z| = A,(3.19)
u = −V (t) for
√
z21 + z
2
2 = R0,(3.20)
where the advection of the fluid flow is
(3.21)
∂ρ
∂t
(z, t) + u ·∇ρ(z, t) = 0.
The stress tensor can also be rewritten as,
(3.22) σij = −pδij + µ
(
∂ui
∂zj
+
∂uj
∂zi
)
,
and the equation of motion for the sphere is
(3.23) ms
dV (t)
dt
= msgˆ +
∮
S
σ · nˆdS.
We split the fluid flow into two parts: u(z, t) = us(z, t) + w(z, t). The linearity
of the Stokes equations makes this a convenient decomposition as each component of
the flow obeys similar equations of motion with different boundary conditions. The first
part us(z, t) is a Stokes flow in a cylinder with initial density distribution translated
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in time ρ0(z3 + Y (t)) = ρ(z, 0). We call the second part, w(z, t), the perturbation
velocity, as it has homogeneous boundary conditions and a typically small forcing term
ρ(z, t) − ρ0(z3 + Y (t)). Thus, us(z, t) gives the primary flow of the fluid and has well-
known solutions, whereas w(z, t) will take care of the effects of perturbing the density
stratification. The equation of motion for the sphere becomes,
(3.24) ms
dV (t)
dt
= msgˆ +
∮
S
σu · nˆdS +
∮
S
σw · nˆdS,
where σu and σw are the stress tensors for us and w, respectively.
3.2. Stokes Velocity
The equations of motion for us(z, t) in a moving frame of reference are
µ∇2us = ∇ps − ρ0(z3 + Y (t)3)gˆ,(3.25)
∇ · us = 0,(3.26)
us = 0 for |z| = A,(3.27)
us = −V (t) for
√
z21 + z
2
2 = R0, −∞ < z3 <∞.(3.28)
These equations describe the Stokes flow of a fluid for a sphere falling in an infinitely
long tube. The density of the fluid is changing in height and being translated in time.
This portion of the velocity can be solved by modifying well-known formulations for a
sphere moving in homogeneous fluid in a pipe. Happel and Byrne provide a solution
using a method of reflections [14], which we will repeat below, slightly modified for our
purposes:
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In cylindrical coordinates (R, θ, Z), with r =
√
R2 + Z2, let
(3.29) us = (u
(0)
s + u
(1)
s ) + (u
(2)
s + u
(3)
s ) + . . . ,
where
u(0)s = −V (t)zˆ(3.30)
u(1)s =

−u(0)s r = A
0 r = ±∞
(3.31)
u(2)s =

−u(1)s R = R0
0 Z = ±∞
(3.32)
u(3)s =

−u(2)s r = A
0 r = ±∞
(3.33)
...
This decomposition describes us as an infinite sum in which partial sums truncated
at the odd labeled terms would satisfy the boundary conditions on the sphere, while the
partial sums truncated to even labeled terms would satisfy the boundary conditions on
the cylinder.
The first term is a constant flow, and the next two terms are
u(1)Z = −V (t)
[−3A
4r
− 3AZ
2
4r3
− A
3
4r3
+
3Z2A3
4r5
]
,(3.34)
u(1)R = −V (t)
[−3ARZ
4r3
+
3A3RZ
4r5
]
,(3.35)
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and
u(2)Z =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
uˆZ(R,λ) cos(λZ)dλ,(3.36)
u(2)R =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
uˆR(R,λ) sin(λZ)dλ,(3.37)
P (2)
µ
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
Pˆ (R,λ) sin(λZ)dλ,(3.38)
where
uˆZ(R,λ) =
λR
2
(H(λ) +G(λ))I1(λR) +H(λ)I0(λR),(3.39)
uˆR(R,λ) =
λR
2
(H(λ) +G(λ))I0(λR)−G(λ)I1(λR),(3.40)
Pˆ (R,λ) = λ(H(λ) +G(λ))I0(λR),(3.41)
and
H(λ) = AV (t)
3− (6 + A2λ2) (K0(λR0)I2(λR0) +K1(λR0)I1(λR0))
I0(λR0)I2(λR0)− I1(λR0)2 ,(3.42)
G(λ) = AV (t)
−3 + A2λ2 (K1(λR0)I1(λR0) +K2(λR0)I0(λR0))
I0(λR0)I2(λR0)− I1(λR0)2 ,(3.43)
where Ij and Kj are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind.
For a sphere moving in the axial position of a cylinder, Happel and Byrne [14] provide
the full solution for only the first three terms u(0)s , u
(1)
s , and u
(2)
s . Leaving out the first
term u(0)s from the summation simply changes the frame of reference from moving with
the sphere to the lab frame. The magnitudes of u(0)s and u
(1)
s are O(1) and the sum of
the two velocities satisfies the boundary conditions on the sphere. The error incurred on
the cylinder walls has magnitude O(A/R0). The next reflection u
(2)
s has magnitude of
order O(A/R0), and the sum u
(0)
s + u
(1)
s + u
(2)
s satisfies the boundary conditions on the
cylinder, but incurs an error on the sphere of order O(A/R0).
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Happel and Byrne do not state in detail the convergence nature of the series from this
method of reflections, but mention that each reflection should decrease in magnitude of
A/R0. To correct for the error made on the sphere by u
(2)
s , the next reflection u
(3)
s must
be of order O(A/R0). Thus, u
(2)
s and u
(3)
s have the same order of magnitude. As the rest
of the terms are not given, we can only guess that this pattern is repeated, and so the
series expansion us = (u
(0)
s + u
(1)
s ) + (u
(2)
s + u
(3)
s ) + . . . decreases in order of magnitude
in pairs, as indicated by the grouping.
To approximate us consistently, we cannot simply use the first three terms u
(0)
s +
u(1)s + u
(2)
s as provided by Happel and Byrne. The interface would pass through the
sphere, and we would be neglecting u(3)s , which is of the same order as u
(2)
s . As we do
not know u(3)s precisely, we cancel out the maximum error −2.10444AV (t)/R0 incurred
on the sphere using a Stokes flow in free space. (We remark that the asymptotic prop-
erties of the reflection series as A/R0 → 0 is not discussed by Happel and Byrne [14].
However, it is clear that the asymptotic ordering of terms in (3.29) would fail near the
cylinder boundary, which would require techniques from matched asymptotic to address
this nonuniformity in a region near the cylinder’s boundary.)
The first component of the series (3.29) is now re-written as
u(0)Z = −V (t)
(
1 + 2.10444
A
R0
)[−3A
4r
− 3AZ
2
4r3
− A
3
4r3
+
3Z2A3
4r5
]
,(3.44)
u(0)R = −V (t)
(
1 + 2.10444
A
R0
)[−3ARZ
4r3
+
3A3RZ
4r5
]
.(3.45)
By including this cancellation, we no longer exactly satisfy the boundary conditions
on the sphere or the cylinder. For the simulations shown in this thesis, we have used
Happel and Byrne’s formulation, with the additional correction from (3.44-3.45). Linton
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[20] provides the full formulation for the infinite series and may be another possibility
for a more accurate approximation for us(z, t).
For a sphere moving in a cylinder with variable, translating density, we find the drag
force due to this flow is,
(3.46)
∮
S
σu · nˆdS = −g
∫
Ωs
ρ0(z3 + Y3(t))dΩs − 6piAµV (t)K(A/R0),
where Ωs is the sphere domain and the coefficient,
(3.47) K(A/R0) =
(
1− 2.10444(A/R0) + 2.08877(A/R0)3 + ...
)−1
is the increased drag due to the cylinder walls. This expansion has been calculated
numerically by Happel and Byrne up to at least O ((A/R0)10) and did not require solving
for the velocity field [14].
3.3. Perturbation Velocity
For the perturbation flow, we define "G(z, t) = (ρ(z, t)− ρ0(z3+ Y3(t)))/ρref , using "
since the density variation is typically small, and have the following equations of motion:
µ∇2w = ∇pw − "G(z, t)ρref gˆ,(3.48)
∇ ·w = 0,(3.49)
w = 0 for |z| = A,(3.50)
w = 0 for
√
z21 + z
2
2 = R0, −∞ < z3 <∞.(3.51)
This flow has homogeneous boundary conditions and a forcing term that depends on
the change in the deformation of the density field, bringing in the effect of the entrained,
buoyant fluid. This formulation is crucial to capturing the effect of the stratification.
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We approximate w with a formulation w(0) that satisfies the boundary conditions
on the sphere and goes to zero at infinity in free space. The error at the cylinder walls
is O("A/R0). Taking advantage of the homogeneous boundary conditions, w(0) can be
written as a convolution with Oseen’s Green’s function formulation for a Stokeslet in the
presence of a sphere [25]. This function W satisfies the equations
µ∇2W (z,y) = ∇P (z,y)− ρref gˆδ(z − y),(3.52)
∇ ·W = 0,(3.53)
W = 0 for |z| = A,(3.54)
W → 0 as |z|→∞,(3.55)
for delta function δ(z − y). The full formulation for W can be found in Appendix B,
and convolving with the forcing term "G(z, t) gives us the first order term w(0).
w(0)(z, t) =
∫
Ωf
"G(y, t)W (z,y)d3y,(3.56)
p(0)w (z, t) =
∫
Ωf
"G(y, t)P (z,y)d3y,(3.57)
where Ωf is the fluid domain.
We verify that the equations of motion are satisfied, for example,
µ∇2w(0)k (z, t) =
∫
Ω
"G(y, t)µ∇2Wk(z,y)d3y
=
∫
Ω
"G(y, t)
(
∂P
∂zk
(z,y)− ρref gˆkδ(z − y)
)
d3y
=
∫
Ω
"G(y, t)
∂P
∂zk
(z,y)d3y − "G(z, t)ρref gˆ
=
∂p(0)w
∂zk
(z, t)− "G(z, t)ρref gˆk.
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This gives us a first-order formulation for the perturbation flow with which to advect
the fluid. The force on the sphere due to w(0) is derived in Appendix C,
(3.58)
∮
S
σ(0)w ijnjdS = −
∫
Ωf
"G(y, t)
Aρref gˆi
4
{
−3 (r
2 + y23)
r3
− A
2 (r2 − 3y23)
r5
}
d3y,
where r = |y|.
3.4. Final Equations of Motion
Putting together the calculations above, the velocity of the sphere and advection of
the fluid can be written as
ms
dV (t)
dt
= msg − g
∫
Ωs
ρ0dΩs − 6piAµV (t)K(A/R0)(3.59)
−
∫
Ωf
"G(y, t)
Aρref gˆ
4
{
−3 (r
2 + y23)
r3
− A
2 (r2 − 3y23)
r5
}
d3y,
∂ρ
∂t
(z, t) + (us(z, t) +w(z, t)) ·∇ρ(z, t) = 0,(3.60)
whereK(A/R0) = (1− 2.10444(A/R0) + 2.08877(A/R0)3 + . . .)−1. The velocities us+w
are given explicitly in the results from Appendix B and § 3.2.
The equation of motion for the sphere can also be nondimensionalized,
Re St
4pi
3
ρs
ρref
dV˜ (t)
dt
=
Re
Fr2
(
4pi
3
ρs
ρref
−
∫
Ω˜s
ρ˜0dΩ˜s
)
− 6piV˜ (t)K(A/R0)(3.61)
+
Re
Fr2
∫
Ω˜f
"G(y, t)
4
{
3 (r˜2 + y˜23)
r˜3
+
(r˜2 − 3y˜23)
r˜5
}
d3y˜,
and as discussed in § 3.1, dV/dt can be scaled out. The resultant nondimensionalized
equations of motion explicitly defines the velocity of the sphere in terms of the density
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field,
(3.62)
V˜ (t) =
Re
Fr2
(
4pi
3
ρs
ρref
−
∫
Ω˜s
ρ˜0dΩ˜s +
∫
Ω˜f
"G
4
{
3 (r˜2 + y˜23)
r˜3
+
(r˜2 − 3y˜23)
r˜5
}
d3y˜
)
/(6piK),
(3.63) St
∂ρ˜
∂ t˜
(z, t) +
(
u˜s(z, t) +
Re
Fr2
w˜(z, t)
)
· ∇˜ρ˜(z, t) = 0,
where K = (1 + 2.10444(A/R0) + 4.4286677(A/R0)2 + ...)
−1.
In dimensional form the equations are:
V (t) = g
(
ms −
∫
Ωs
ρ0dΩs +
∫
Ωf
"G(y, t)
Aρref
4
{
3 (r2 + y23)
r3
+
A2 (r2 − 3y23)
r5
}
d3y
)
×(6piAµK)−1,(3.64)
(3.65)
∂ρ
∂t
(z, t) + (us(z, t) +w(z, t)) ·∇ρ(z, t) = 0.
These are the final equations of motion that approximate the sphere velocity and
fluid motion for a settling sphere in low Reynolds number flow, confined to a cylindrical
tank, and is the main theoretical result for this thesis.
3.5. Numerical Integration
The resultant model (3.65) for a sphere settling in stratified fluid is an integrodiffer-
ential equation in ρ, the fluid density field. The fluid is advected by us and w, both of
which are defined by ρ, and requires the memory term Y3(t) =
∫ t
0 V (s)ds. As the system
is axisymmetric, a two-layer fluid stratification is entirely described by the interface on
half of the cross-sectional plane of the cylindrical tank. For a more diffused interface,
multiple interfaces can be tracked, using interpolation to find the density distribution.
The numerical computation for the fluid velocity field is described below.
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The first part, us, can be decomposed into temporal and spatial components V (t)f(x).
The spatial component is computed a priori on a uniform grid of interest, which is later
used to compute the velocities by cubic interpolation. Dynamically, V (t) is computed by
(3.64) using ρ to calculate the domain of integration for the stress due to the perturbation
velocity.
The second part of the fluid velocity, w, is found by numerically computing the
convolution (3.56). Again, ρ is used to compute the domain of integration. Some sim-
plifications were made (see Appendix D) to enhance the speed of the code, which was
written in both Matlab and Fortran (see Appendix J).
Thus the shape of the interface at each time iteration determines the domain of
integration not only for w but also for the formulation of the density anomaly force on
the sphere (3.58). For a two layer fluid, an example of the region of integration is shaded
in light blue in Figure 3.1. The reflux (shaded region below the solid blue curve) will
take on a value opposite that of the entrained fluid (shaded region above the solid blue
curve).
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Figure 3.1. The function "G(y, t) is constant in the light blue shaded
region, switching sign above and below the interface, and zero elsewhere.
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3.6. Comparison with Experimental Data
Our final model (3.64-3.65) has no adjustable parameters. Given all the physical
parameters, such as viscosity and densities of the fluids, initial position and velocity of
the sphere, size of the sphere and cylinder, the equations can be numerically integrated
and compared against the experimental data. Again, we assume a step-stratification
and only track the interface between the two fluids. Figure 3.2 shows a good agreement
between the full theory and the experimental analysis.
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Figure 3.2. Velocity profiles from the experimental data and theoretical
prediction for a plastic sphere of radius 0.635 cm and density 1.46755 g/cc
falling through a fluid of upper layer density 1.37741 g/cc, lower layer
density 1.37891 g/cc, and viscosity ∼ 17 Poise in a cylinder of radius
9.45 cm. Our model appears to have very good agreement with the exper-
iments.
Additionally, with the data from the experiment in Figure 2.5, we can track the
interface between the two fluids, the comparison of which is shown in Figure 3.3. The
upper layer of fluid is dyed so that the entrained fluid is visible, and these images compare
well with the computed interface, overlaid in white.
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Figure 3.3. The computed, theoretical interface in white overlaid upon
images of a sphere at 14-second intervals falling through stratified fluid
with dyed upper layer.
In exploring various parameters of the experiment, the theoretical model can be
pushed to different regimes. Figure 3.4 shows data from an experiment in which the
maximum terminal velocity is an order of magnitude smaller than that in Figure 3.2.
The agreement is this case is still fairly good. In an experiment in which the sphere
radius is an order of magnitude smaller than in Figure 3.2, we see in Figure 3.5 that
the velocity comparisons between the data and theory does not greatly disagree with the
theory, though the data is too noisy with smaller spheres to give a good comparison.
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Figure 3.4. Velocity comparison plots between experimental data and
theoretical prediction of a glass bead of radius 0.24 cm and density
1.4 g/cc falling through a stratification of density 1.37484 g/cc upper fluid,
1.37623 g/cc lower fluid, and viscosity ∼ 34 Poise.
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Figure 3.5. Velocity comparison plots between experimental data and
theoretical prediction of a steel bead of radius 0.04 cm and density
7.74 g/cc falling through a stratification of densities 1.37720 g/cc upper
fluid, 1.37932 g/cc lower fluid, and viscosity ∼ 16.5 Poise.
We can explore the effect of the cylinder walls on the behavior of the sphere by
changing the tank radius while using the same fluid stratification and sphere. In each
of the velocity plots shown in Figure 3.6, the sphere is of radius 0.635 cm and density
1.46755 g/cc falling through fluid of densities 1.38362 g/cc and 1.38535 g/cc with viscosity
∼ 22.5 Poise. Since the model is an asymptotic expansion assuming small aspect ratio
A/R0, we find the agreement breaks down as A/R0 increases.
Note that without the perturbation velocity, which accounts for the buoyancy of the
fluid itself, the sphere would entrain too much fluid and exhibit a greater slowdown. This
can be seen in Figure 3.7 in the blue dotted curve, where the interface was advected only
with the Stokes part us of the fluid velocity. The sphere has slowed down more than
compared to the experiment or the full theoretical curve, shown in solid cyan.
The approximation is not bad, however, so the abundance of entrained fluid would
only become important when the velocity of the sphere becomes very small. If the sphere
velocity approaches zero, the entire flow would approach zero without the perturbation
velocity, as shown in the red dotted curve of Figure 3.8. The velocity of this system is
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of the theory with the experiment while chang-
ing the aspect ratio of the sphere to cylinder radius.
an order of magnitude smaller than that in Figure 3.7 and is close enough to zero that
the extra entrained fluid makes a significant difference. Once the velocity of the sphere
goes to zero, the motion stops and can never be recovered. However, the addition of the
perturbation flow keeps the fluid moving and decreases the amount of entrained fluid,
altering the balance of forces and allowing the sphere to change speed.
Without either the perturbation velocity or the stress due to the entrained fluid, we
would simply advect the interface with the solution for Stokes flow in a pipe and use the
typical drag force, FD = 6piAµV K. The sphere would not feel the entrainment at all,
and thus the sphere would both entrain too much fluid and travel too fast, as shown in
the red dashed curve in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of the interface advection with the full theory
(solid cyan), without the perturbation velocity (dotted blue), and without
either the perturbation flow or the stress due to the perturbation flow
(dashed red).
The effect of the perturbation velocity and the resulting stress force for the experi-
ment in Figure 3.7 can be determined. In Figure 3.9(a), the numerics include the stress
force but not the perturbation velocity. We see that the sphere travels slower overall,
especially after passing through the interface, as the effect of the entrained fluid is at its
strongest. However, the difference between the minimum velocities is small (∼O (10−2)).
Figure 3.9(b) does not include the perturbation velocity or stress force, and shows a
monotonically decreasing velocity graph. The entrainment of the upper, more buoyant,
fluid is entirely responsible for the slowdown through the interface in a stratified fluid.
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Figure 3.8. Velocity graphs for a slow-moving sphere shows that without
the perturbation velocity (dotted red), the sphere will come to a irrevocable
stop, unlike the full theory (solid black) where the sphere is able to recover
and approach the terminal velocity of the bottom layer.
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Figure 3.9. Velocity graphs for the experimental data using the full
model and (a) model without the perturbation velocity and (b) model
without both the perturbation velocity and perturbation force.
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CHAPTER 4
Model Analysis
With the validation from experimental data, we can look at various attributes of our
model, including the velocity plots and the trends that arise due to parameter variation.
4.1. Streamlines and Fixed Points
Plotting instantaneous streamlines (for a time-dependent flow) is a useful tool to
discover points in the fluid domain with zero instantaneous velocity. For instance, one
can identify from the streamline pattern a (hyperbolic) stagnation point in the stem of
the entrained fluid that follows behind the sphere (Figure 4.1(a)). This stagnation point,
we believe, marks where the force of the buoyant fluid and the downward-moving sphere
balance. In contrast, these fixed points disappear when the density variation in our model
is not present, as seen in Figure 4.1(b).
Note that while Figure 4.1(b) really ought to represent the instantaneous streamlines
due to a sphere falling in homogeneous fluid in a cylinder, we are using the solution
provided by Happel and Byrne [14]. As discussed in § 3.2, a consistent asymptotic
approximation near the sphere requires the series u(1)s + (u
(2)
s + u
(3)
s ) + . . . (we neglect
u(0)s since the streamlines are plotted in the lab frame) to be cut off at the odd-labeled
terms. Thus, the sum will satisfy the boundary conditions on the sphere, but not on the
cylinder. The violation of the boundary conditions on the cylinder results in a net flux
inside the pipe and violates conservation of volume. In calculating flux, we see that while
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Figure 4.1. In the lab frame, we show the instantaneous streamlines,
interface, and sphere position computed using matching experimental pa-
rameters overlaid on a corresponding image using the (a) full theory and,
for comparison, the (b) full theory without a stratification.
u(2)s is subdominant to u
(1)
s , the flux induced by u
(1)
s + u
(2)
s is zero. This is again due to
a non-uniformity in the asymptotic expansion of us using the method of reflections.
We do not have the true solution for u(3)s , so the streamlines plotted in Figure 4.1(b)
use the extra correction from (3.44-3.45). The boundary conditions on the cylinder
are not satisfied, and so the streamlines also do not indicate a conservation of volume,
as shown by the arrows on the streamlines. We remark that, apart from this small
violation of volume conservation, the errors incurred in this approximation do not seem
to have significant dynamical effects on the sphere motion and on the interface position
as evidenced by the good agreement reported in § 3.6. We further remark that we tested
the robustness of the approximation by exploring different ways to impose the boundary
condition on the sphere, e.g., by imposing that if interface points touch the sphere, they
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are assigned the sphere’s velocity; this had no noticeable effect on the sphere’s dynamics
nor the interface away from the sphere.
In Figure 4.2, the velocity field computed using PIV is overlaid on the experimen-
tal image. White spots in the background are the tracers and the upper fluid of the
stratification can be seen as a shade darker than the bottom fluid. The velocity field
for the tracers in the fluid are scaled in length and color-coded according to the magni-
tude of each vector. The center of the sphere, which has radius 0.635 cm and density
1.5607 g/cc, has traveled approximately 4 cm past the height of the unperturbed inter-
face in a cylinder of 9.45 cm. The upper fluid dragged into the bottom layer is clearly
visible in the shading. The upper fluid has density 1.38147 g/cc, the bottom fluid has
density 1.38506 g/cc, and the viscosity of both layers is approximately 30 Poise.
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Figure 4.2. Velocity field of the fluid given by PIV analysis for a sphere
falling through stratified fluid. Vector length and color is scaled by the
magnitude of the velocity.
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Using the same experimental parameters, Figure 4.3 shows the velocity field as com-
puted by our model, again overlaid upon the experimental image. The length of the
arrows increases with the magnitude of the vectors. We see very good agreement in the
vector field, with the highest speeds on and around the sphere. Also seen are the instan-
taneous vortex rings to the left and right of the sphere, and the stagnation point on the
stem of the entrained fluid.
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Figure 4.3. Velocity vector plot of the fluid as computed by our full the-
ory for a sphere falling through stratified fluid overlaid on an experimental
image in which tracers in the fluid were used for PIV. Vector lengths are
scaled by the magnitude of the velocity.
The streamlines can also be compared, though only qualitative arguments can be
made, since the inaccuracies of the velocity calculation for the PIV experiments will
propagate heavily in these images. Figures 4.4(a) and (b) show the experimental and
theoretical streamlines, respectively, early in the experiment. Figures 4.5(a) and (b), on
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the other hand, show the corresponding images at a later time after the sphere has passed
through the interface.
Prior to reaching the interface, the streamlines look very much like those in Fig-
ure 4.1(b), indicating that the stratification has little effect on the fluid. This is intuitive,
as early in the experiment, very little fluid has been entrained. After passing through
the interface, the innermost edge of the instantaneous vortices to the left and right of the
sphere tilt upward in both the theoretical and the experimental images. These are not
true vortices, and arise as an artifact of plotting streamlines in a time-dependent flow.
The emergence of the instantaneous stagnation point trailing the sphere is also very clear
in both panels.
We have also noticed that in smaller cylinder tanks the instantaneous vortices next to
the sphere have disappeared and reappeared as the sphere passes through the interface
in the numerical simulations. Experiments with PIV were not successful in these smaller
containers, and with the larger containers, both the theory and experiment show that
these rings in the streamlines persist throughout the experiment. It is unclear as to
whether the disappearance of the rings is due to the tank geometry, or the less-accurate
approximation for larger A/R0.
The two particularly interesting instantaneous points of zero flow are the ones along
the center vertical axis of the flow. In a frame of reference in which the sphere is fixed,
we track the positions of the points and find that both are moving away from the sphere
(see Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.4. Streamlines as computed (a) by PIV and (b) numerically for
a sphere falling through stratified fluid before the sphere has entered the
lower layer. The stratification appears to have little effect on the fluid flow,
as little fluid has been entrained.
4.2. Return to Equilibrium
In the numerical simulations, we noticed an overshoot as the entrained fluid returns
to the equilibrium position, shown in Figure 4.7(b). In this image, the solid cyan curve
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Figure 4.5. Streamlines as computed (a) by PIV and (b) numerically for
a sphere falling through stratified fluid after the sphere has entered the
lower layer. The instantaneous point of zero velocity on the stem trailing
the sphere can be clearly seen.
shows the computed interfacial position superimposed upon an experimental image taken
of a stratified fluid with dyed upper layer in a cylinder tank. Due to the 3-dimensional
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Figure 4.6. In moving frame of reference, we see the vertical position of
the (a) upper and (b) lower fixed points along the center axis of the system
move away from the sphere
geometry and opacity of the upper fluid, any lower fluid above the interface cannot be
seen in the experimental image.
Instead, we make a qualitative comparison by stratifying fluid in a tall, thin tank
measuring 1” × 4” × 24”. We dye the bottom fluid and drop the same sphere into a
similar stratification. Long after the sphere has passed through the interface, we see
peaking around the base of the the stem of entrained fluid, shown in Figure 4.7(a).
Attempts to emulate the experiment from Figure 4.7(a) in a cylindrical tank have
been met with complications due to the optical distortions in the region around the
interface. The optical compression and expansion bands are enhanced by the amount of
fluid the light must travel through, so in a cylindrical geometry small perturbations at
the center of the tank have yet to be accurately resolved (see § 2.7).
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Figure 4.7. (a) Long time image from an experiment in a thin tank with
the bottom fluid dyed. (b) Long time behavior of the computed interface
overlaid on a corresponding experimental picture in a cylinder.
4.3. Approach to Interface
The nondimensionalization of our equations of motion requires a timescale, which we
have defined to be the time of deceleration due to the stratification because it is the
phenomenon we are primarily modeling. As this value is not known a priori, in this
section we find an approximation to this deceleration, giving us the necessary estimate
for varying nondimensional parameters.
The perturbation stress (3.58) scales with the density jump in the fluid. As the bottom
fluid density increases, the stress force will also increase, and when the density approaches
that of the sphere, the sphere will come to rest before penetrating the interface. Thus,
we propose that the velocity of the sphere in this limit approaches that of a sphere falling
towards a rigid wall in fluid that is equal to the density of the top fluid.
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The formulation for the force on a sphere translating in free space perpendicularly
towards a plane has already been found [3]. The drag force derived to be
λ(α) =
4
3
sinh(α)
∞∑
n=1
n(n+ 1)
(2n− 1)(2n+ 3)
(
(2n+ 1) sinh(2α) + 2 sinh((2n+ 1)α)
4 sinh2
((
n+ 12
)
α
)− (2n+ 1)2 sinh2(α) − 1
)
,
Fd = 6piAµV λ
(
cosh−1
(
d
A
))
,
and has leading order 6piAµV (1 + 9/8A/d), which also goes to infinity as the distance d
between the center of the sphere and the plane approaches A.
Since we do not have the explicit drag law for a sphere approaching a rigid bottom in
a tube (this was done numerically by Tanner [30]), we will use a large cylinder to remain
close to the approximation of free space. In Figure 4.8, we numerically integrate our
model in a cylinder with size R0/A = 60 with a density gap of ρs − ρ2 = 0.087 g/cc and
increase the density of the bottom fluid, keeping all other parameters the same. As ρs−ρ2
decreases, we see that the velocity graph approaches that of a rigid wall (shown in black).
Note that the terminal velocity for the curves in different shades of red would actually
increase with larger cylinders in the approach to free space, so the initial matching in
velocities between the rigid wall and the stratification is purely coincidental.
An even better approximation may be that in which the fluid has no vertical velocity
at the initial height of the interface. To create this flow, we reflect an identical sphere on
the other side of the interface, and these spheres approach each other at the same speeds,
as shown in Figure 4.10(a). The solution for such a flow is described in [13], where the
asymptotic expansion for the vertical drag force on the sphere is
(4.1) Fd = 6piAµV
(
1 +
3
4
A
d
+
9
16
(
A
d
)2
+
19
32
(
A
d
)3
+
3
8
(
A
d
)4
+ ...
)
.
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Figure 4.8. Velocity vs. time graphs for a sphere of radius 0.635 cm and
density 1.46755 g/cc initiated 30 cm from the interface separating a top
fluid density 1.37661 g/cc, viscosity 17.6 Poise, and changing bottom fluid
density. As ρs − ρ2 decreases from 0.087 g/cc to 0.007 g/cc, the velocity
graph approaches that of a sphere near a rigid wall, shown in black.
The velocities of a sphere approaching a wall or an interface with zero vertical flow
are compared in Figure 4.9. As the fluid is allowed to slip horizontally at the interface,
the drag force is smaller.
Since the sphere’s approach to the interface can be approximated by the zero vertical
velocity at the initial interface height for small density differences between the sphere
and bottom fluid, we can likewise approximate the sphere’s behavior after it has passed
through the interface with the equation of motion for a sphere moving away from the line
of zero vertical flow. This comparison has been made in Figure 4.10(b), which shows the
velocity vs. time graphs for a sphere in a stratification with a small density difference
between the sphere and bottom fluid. The approximation is better in the approach to the
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Figure 4.9. The comparison of velocities for a sphere approaching a rigid
wall (solid black) or an interface of zero vertical flow (dashed) in infinite,
homogeneous fluid.
interface, which is expected since the sphere has different initial conditions and entrained
buoyant fluid in the bottom layer.
To leading order, the equation of motion for the sphere is
(4.2) ms
dV
dt
= msg −mfg − 6piAµV
(
1 +
3
4
A
H − x(t)
)
,
where H is the initial distance from the center of the sphere to the interface. If we again
neglect the time derivative, the position of the sphere can be written in terms of the
velocity:
(4.3) x(t) = −3A
4
(
(ms −mf )g
6piAµV
− 1
)−1
+H.
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Figure 4.10. (a) Schematic to create the velocity field for zero vertical
flow at the initial interface height. (b) Velocity vs. time graph for a sphere
in a stratified fluid with ρs − ρ2 = 0.037 g/cc values compared with the
velocity vs. time graphs for a sphere approaching and departing from the
line of zero vertical flow.
Our timescale of deceleration can be defined as the time from a 10% departure from
terminal velocity to a 90% departure. The velocities at these times are:
V10% = 0.9× 29
A2g(ρs − ρ1)
µ
,(4.4)
V90% = 0.1× 29
A2g(ρs − ρ1)
µ
.(4.5)
At these velocities, the position of the sphere is known from (4.3). Integrating (4.3)
in time and enforcing the initial condition x(0) = 0, time can be written as a function of
sphere position:
(4.6) t =
6piAµ
(ms −mf )g
(
x(t)− 3
4
A log
(
1− x(t)
H
))
.
The endpoint velocities (4.4) and (4.5) of the timescale, provide the endpoint positions
through (4.3). The positions give rise to a time through (4.6) and the difference is the
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timescale:
(4.7) T =
3
4
µ (40 + 9 log 9)
Ag(ρs − ρ1) .
The coefficient 3/4 changes to 9/8 if the sphere approaches a rigid wall instead of
a plane of zero vertical velocity. Figure 4.11 shows the velocity graph for a sphere in
stratified fluid where ρs − ρ2 = 0.087 g/cc in black. Shown in blue is the velocity graph
for a sphere in homogeneous fluid of density ρ1 and viscosity equal to that of the stratified
fluid, approaching an interface of zero vertical velocity. Both spheres are initialized at the
same distance from the interface. The timescale for each velocity graph is defined to be
from a 10% departure from terminal velocity to a 90% departure towards the minimum
velocity attained. The discrepancy in the computed timescales slightly underestimates
the timescale, which overestimates the Strouhal number. Our theory assumes that St is
not large, so such an upper bound is appropriate.
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Figure 4.11. The timescales for a sphere in stratified fluid (black) and a
sphere approaching an interface of zero vertical flow (blue) shows that the
timescale computed from (4.7) is comparable to the timescale of decelera-
tion.
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4.4. Model Trends
The nondimensionalized equations of motion for the sphere, derived previously in
§ 3.4, are reproduced here in greater detail:
V˜ =
Re
6Fr2
K (A/R0)
−1
(
4ρs
3ρref
−
∫ 1
−1
(1− z˜2)ρ˜0(z˜)dz˜(4.8)
+
∆ρ
piρref
∫
Ω˜
1
4
(
3(R˜2 + 2Z˜2)√
R˜2 + Z˜2
3 +
R˜2 − 2Z˜2√
R˜2 + Z˜2
5
)
dΩ˜
)
,
(4.9) St
∂ρ˜
∂ t˜
+
(
u˜+
Re
Fr2
w˜
)
· ∇˜ρ˜ = 0,
where the perturbation velocity is written as,
(4.10) w˜ =
∆ρ
ρref
∫
Ω˜
W˜ dΩ˜.
The tilde symbol represents the nondimensionalized quantity, and Ω˜ is the 3D nondi-
mensionalized fluid domain in which the density has been perturbed from its initial state.
As before, K(A/R0) = (1− 2.10444(A/R0) + 2.08877(A/R0)3 + . . .)−1 is the extra drag
force due to the cylinder walls [14]. For the density quantities, ρref = 0.5(ρ1 + ρ2) is the
average fluid density, the difference of which is represented by ∆ρ = (ρ2 − ρ1).
Upon inspection, we have exactly four nondimensional parameters that determine the
entire system. The quantities are Re/Fr2, ρs/ρref , ∆ρ/ρref , and y˜0, the last of which is
the nondimensionalized initial distance between the sphere and the interface. Note that
the Strouhal number can be written in terms of these four parameters:
St =
6K(A/R0)
40 + 9 log 9
(
1 +
1
2
∆ρ/ρref
ρs/ρref − 1
)
,
given the timescale from (4.7).
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In varying y˜0, we change the initial distance between the sphere and the interface.
Farther from the interface, the effects of the density deformation become negligible. Thus,
at early times, the velocity of the sphere is little affected. However, since the sphere takes
longer to reach the interface, the deformation is more pronounced, and thus the slowdown
is greater. In Figure 4.12(a), we show the nondimensionalized velocity plots for interfaces
that are initially at a distance that ranges from 2.5 (in red) to 25 (in black), in increments
of 2.5. The minimum velocity attained as a function of the initial distance gives rise to
a curve as shown in Figure 4.12(b).
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Figure 4.12. (a) Velocity plots for changing initial distances from the
interface. The interface distances range from 2.5 (in red) to 25 (in black),
and increment by 2.5. (b) The minimum velocity attained is plotted against
the initial distance to the interface.
On the other hand, suppose we vary the density jump between the two layers of the
stratification. The density variation affects the buoyancy of the deformed fluid, which
acts directly on the sphere as well. Note that in equations (4.8–4.9), the parameter
∆ρ/ρref pulls out as a coefficient in front of the perturbation flow as well as the force due
to the perturbation flow. Shown in Figure 4.13(a) are the velocity plots of a sphere falling
in stratified fluid with ∆ρ/ρref varying from 0.002 (red) to 0.02 (black) in increments
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of 0.002. We see that the interface minimum occurs at almost the same time, but with
a much more pronounced effect with larger density jumps. Figure 4.13(b) shows the
minimum velocity attained as a function of the density jump ratio.
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Figure 4.13. (a) Velocity plots for changing density jumps across the
interface. The density differences range from 0.002 (in red) to 0.02 (in
black), and increment by 0.002. (b) The minimum velocity attained as a
function of fluid density difference.
As the density of the sphere becomes heavier with respect to the average fluid density,
the overall velocity of the sphere increases, and thus the minimum velocity attained by
the sphere also increases. Figure 4.14(a) shows the velocity plots of spheres with ρs/ρref
ranging from 1.05 (red) to 1.5 (black) in increments of 0.05.
In varying the last parameter, Re/Fr2, the effects of changing gravity with respect
to viscous forces are not as clear. The Re/Fr2 pulls out as a coefficient to the velocity
of the fluid, acting like a drag coefficient. Amplifying the perturbation flow will cause
the velocity minimum to increase, while amplifying the velocity of the fluid will cause
the Stokes portion of the velocity to be dominant, resulting in more entrained fluid and
enhancing the slowdown. These competing factors give the trend shown in Figure 4.15(a)
in which the velocity graphs for a sphere falling in stratified fluid is shown for Re/Fr2
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Figure 4.14. (a) Velocity plots for changing ratio of sphere density to
fluid density. The density ratio ranges from 1.05 (in red) to 1.5 (in black),
and increment by 0.05. (b) The minimum velocity attained as a function
of density ratio.
varying from 50 (in red) to 350 (in black) in increments of 50. Figure 4.15(b) shows the
minimum velocity attained as a function of Re/Fr2. As the nondimensional parameter
increases, the velocity minimum increases, then decreases again.
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Figure 4.15. (a) Velocity plots for Re/Fr2 varying from 50 (red) to 250
(black) in increments of 50. The density ratio ranges from 1.05 (in red) to
1.5 (in black), and increment by 0.05. (b) The minimum velocity attained
is plotted against the density ratio.
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CHAPTER 5
Further Extensions
In this chapter our model will be pushed to free space, higher Reynolds number,
multi-body, and linear stratification flows. In some cases, the model is very promising
and may be able to capture the important features whereas in others, more modifications
to our theory may be necessary.
5.1. Free Space
In the limiting case of free space, our model becomes exact, instead of an asymptotic
approximation in A/R0. To garner an understanding of the behavior of our model in free
space, we begin by increasing the cylinder radius. In doing so, there are two lengthscales
to consider: the distance at which Oseen corrections [25] are important, and the Tanner
distance (see § 2.6 and [30]) at which the effect of the interface becomes most nonneg-
ligible. It has been shown that far-field corrections are important when the fluid is at
a distance of A/Re from the sphere [25]. Likewise, as discussed in § 2.6, the effect of a
rigid bottom or of the interface (comparison shown in § 4.3), becomes important when
the sphere is less than one cylinder radius away. We will consider the effect of both of
these lengthscales as the cylinder radius increases.
For a sphere of radius 0.5 cm and density 1.45 g/cc falling through a stratified fluid
of upper fluid density 1.375 g/cc, lower fluid density 1.376 g/cc, and viscosity 20 Poise,
the Oseen corrections lengthscale is ∼ 73 cm. We use these parameters in Figure 5.1,
where the inverse ratio R0/A changes from 10 (in red) to 40 (in black) in increments of
2 and the sphere is initialized 20 cm away from the interface. These initial conditions
stay outside, but approach, the nondimensionalized Tanner lengthscale of 40 and are also
well within the Oseen lengthscale of 146 (nondimensional). The velocity graphs appear
to converge onto a single curve, which seems to indicate that a free space limit would
exist.
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Figure 5.1. Velocity plots for R0/A increasing from 10 (in red) to 40 (in
black) in increments of 2 for a sphere falling through stratified fluid. The
sphere is initiated at a distance y0/A = 40 away from the interface, initially
outside the Tanner lengthscale and always inside the Oseen lengthscale for
the time interval shown.
Note that while the minimum velocity rises with increasing cylinder radii, the terminal
velocities increase more. Thus, as the tank walls move outward, the sphere undergoes
more of a slowdown with respect to the terminal velocities. For three different cylinder
sizes, we plot the interface shape when the sphere is a specified distance past the initial
interface height in Figure 5.2. This shows that larger cylinders cause the sphere to entrain
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more fluid. Since there is no net flow, the volume of entrained fluid should be equal to
that of the reflux (though this is not exactly preserved in our numerical simulations, as
we only use the leading order terms in the asymptotics). The crossover point between the
entrained fluid and the backflow moves away from the sphere as the cylinder size increases,
and the fluid closer to the sphere has greater impact. Thus, though the backflow has
the opposite effect of the entrained fluid, this effect is tempered by the distance to the
sphere.
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Figure 5.2. Interface shapes at equal heights for a sphere in cylinders
of radius 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm show that larger cylinder cause more
volume to be entrained.
If we continue to increase the radius of the cylinder, we will move outside the Tanner
lengthscale. Because we have neglected the time derivative dV˜ /dt in our final equations
of motion (4.8), the velocity of the sphere is prescribed to reach terminal velocity at
time t = 0+. Even if the sphere is initialized with zero velocity, since no fluid has been
entrained, the sphere will attain terminal velocity in the upper fluid at the very next time
step. Thus, the transition from 0 to terminal velocity will not be captured properly, and
when the sphere is within the Tanner lengthscale the effect of the interface will no longer
be negligible, and causes the velocity to quickly decelerate. This will appear as a hook in
the first few seconds of the numerical simulation, and will become more pronounced as the
cylinder radius increases. The transition to terminal velocity can be properly captured by
retaining the time derivative, a situation that was studied by Walters [33], and indeed,
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if we had chosen our timescale to be of this transition period, the time derivative in the
equations of motion would no longer be negligible. However, as we are mainly trying to
capture the slowdown, the time derivative was found to be negligible using the timescale
of deceleration.
Thus, as we increase the cylinder radius and move the sphere to within the Tanner
lengthscale of the interface, the influence of the interface will be felt by the sphere im-
mediately and the velocity will begin to noticeably slow down at earlier times. Note
that as there are still cylinder boundaries, the terminal velocities continue to increase.
In Figure 5.3, R0/A changes from 40 (in red) to 140 (in black) in increments of 10 and
the sphere is 40 away from the interface at t = 0. For this figure, the sphere is initialized
within the Tanner lengthscale of the interface and remains inside, but approaches, the
nondimensionalized Oseen lengthscale of 146. Again, these velocity curves appear to
converge onto a single graph.
Continuing to increase the cylinder radius past the Oseen lengthscale does not appear
to change the velocity graphs significantly. In Figure 5.4, R0/A changes from 40 (in red)
to 200 (in black) in increments of 10. The velocity curve for which R0/A = 150 is
marked with a dashed cyan curve, marking the transition from within to outside the
Oseen lengthscale. We have not included Oseen corrections in our calculations, but as
the curves are not affected by the lengthscale, we can perhaps assume that the Oseen
corrections do not play a significant role in the velocity of the sphere.
To cast our our model into the free space regime, the first part of the fluid velocity is
simply Stokes flow for a sphere in free space u(0)s (x, t), since we no longer need to satisfy
zero velocity on the cylinder walls. The perturbation velocity is simply the formulation
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Figure 5.3. Velocity plots for R0/A increasing from 40 (in red) to 140
(in black) in increments of 10 for a sphere falling through stratified fluid.
The sphere is initiated at a distance y0/A = 40 away from the interface,
inside the Tanner lengthscale and stays within the Oseen lengthscale for
the time interval shown.
for w(0)(x, t), as well. For the numerical simulation, we cannot track an infinite number
of points along our interface. We instead cut off the interface and the integration at some
radial length R∗.
In Figure 5.5, we maintain the same parameters as in the above study with the
cylindrical boundaries. Increasing R∗/A from 10 to 40 in increments of 2, we see that
the curves appear to converge onto a single velocity plot.
As expected, the limiting curves shown in Figure 5.6 of both the free space and the
cylinder boundary simulations are very similar. The limiting curves continue to converge
as R∗/A increases, as shown by the R∗/A = 100 calculation.
Our model depends heavily on the volume of entrained fluid to calculate the pertur-
bation velocity w and the density anomaly force on the sphere. However, in homogenous
fluid, the Stokes velocity decays like 1/r, and so the sphere will instantaneously drag an
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Figure 5.4. Velocity plots for R0/A increasing from 40 (in red) to 200
(in black) in increments of 10 for a sphere falling through stratified fluid.
The sphere is initiated at a distance R0/A = 40 away from the interface,
within the Tanner lengthscale. The velocity curve marking the transition
through the nondimensionalized Oseen lengthscale of 1/Re = 146 is shown
in dashed cyan.
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Figure 5.5. Velocity plots for R∗/A increasing from 10 (in red) to 40 (in
black) in increments of 2 for a sphere falling through stratified fluid in free
space with a lateral cutoff.
infinite volume of fluid, a phenomenon known as the Stokes paradox. The convergence
of these volume integrals in our model can only be achieved through the perturbation
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Figure 5.6. Comparison between the limiting curves for cylinder and free
space boundaries.
velocity itself. As discussed in § 3.6, w accounts for the buoyancy of the entrained fluid
and works to counteract the effects of the slow decay of us on the interface. In study-
ing the possible convergence of these volume integrals, we have encountered a delicate
problem.
The rate of change of the displaced volume through a plane located at Z = y0 is
(5.1)
dVol
dt
= 2pi
∫ ∞
0
|u3(R, y0, t)|RdR
where u3(R,Z, t) is the vertical component of the fluid velocity. For our velocity
u3(R, y0, t) = us3(R, y0, t) + w3(R, y0, t), the perturbation velocity is zero when there is
no displaced fluid. Initially, us3(R, y0, 0) = V (0)f(R, y0) where f(R, y0) is some function
that decays like O(1/R). As a result, dVol/dt at t = 0 is infinite if V (0) is nonzero.
This type of initial condition, in which the sphere begins with a nonzero velocity and the
interface is totally unperturbed, is nonphysical. Instead, if there is no initial velocity, the
rate of change is zero at t = 0. We then turn to the second derivative of the volume:
(5.2)
d2Vol
dt2
(t = 0) =
d
dt
2pi
∫ ∞
0
|u3(R, y0, 0)|RdR.
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We have simple upper bounds for the velocity (see Appendix I), so in order for the
second derivative of the volume to be finite, we need only consider the decay of u3(R, y0, 0)
at large R. Choosing L large enough so that u3 is sign definite for R ≥ L,
d
dt
2pi
∫ ∞
L
|u3(R, y0, 0)|RdR = d
dt
2pi
∫ ∞
L
u3(R, y0, 0)RdR
= 2pi
∫ ∞
l
(
dus3
dt
(R, y0, 0) +
dw3
dt
(R, y0, 0)
)
RdR
We define the interface Z = η(R, t), so the derivative of the perturbation velocity is
(5.3)
dw3
dt
(t = 0) = −
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
ρW (R,Z, ρ, η(ρ, r), θ)dθ
∂η
∂t
(ρ, t)dρ.
Since the interface is advected by the fluid, and the velocities are zero at t = 0,
∂η
∂t (ρ, t) = 0. Thus,
dw3
dt (t = 0) = 0 and all that remains is
dus3
dt (R, y0, 0). From the
previous explanation, dus3dt (R, y0, 0) = V
′(0)f(R, y0) where again f(R, y0) is some func-
tion that decays like O(1/R) and V ′(0) is nonzero and finite. We find that the second
derivative of the volume is infinite.
The problem arises from capturing the correct behavior of the sphere in the acceler-
ation from rest. As discussed above, when the time derivative in the formulation of the
sphere velocity (3.64) is scaled away, the sphere instantaneously reaches terminal velocity
in the top layer. As a result, the acceleration is infinite at t = 0. In simply considering
the homogeneous case, if we keep the time derivative dV/dt, the initial acceleration is
now finite. However, the timescale for acceleration gives rise to a large St and ∂u/∂t can
no longer be neglected, leaving the system ill-posed. The correct acceleration has been
discussed in [33], where the acceleration term is retained.
Thus, we have trouble establishing clear bounds on the perturbed volume immedi-
ately. As the perturbation velocity is initially zero, the formulation suffers from the
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Stokes paradox at t = 0. While we have yet to prove convergence on the volume of
fluid entrained, we expect this to be the case due to the numerical evidence shown in
Figure 5.5.
5.2. Higher Reynolds Number
In searching for a regime in which the sphere will not simply slow down or come to
rest, but will reverse direction as it passes through the interface of the stratified fluid, we
have conducted several higher Reynolds number experiments. For salt water experiments
in which a bounce is found, the terminal velocity of the sphere in the top layer of fluid
was typically 10 times that of the bottom layer [1]. To match this condition in corn
syrup while using the currently available equipment, a large density difference in the
stratification is required.
The corn syrup is diluted with deionized water, half of which is made more dense
using potassium iodide. Potassium iodide, which is more dense and soluble in water than
sodium chloride, naturally tints the fluid yellow. We have found a case in which the
sphere appears to bounce at Reynolds number approximately 3.5, though the amplitude
is very small. Figure 5.7 shows a montage of the bounce, where the leading edge of the
sphere before it begins to rise is drawn across all the images as a line of reference.
For a similarly high Re experiment in which the viscosity between the top and bottom
fluid is more closely matched, we can use our model to see if there is any agreement. This
experiment has a greater density difference between the sphere and the bottom fluid layer,
so the velocity is higher overall and there is no bounce. The minimum velocity is bounded
well away from zero.
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Figure 5.7. A sphere of radius 0.635 cm and density 1.41057 g/cc falling
in cylinder of radius 5.4 cm. The top fluid has density 1.30352 g/cc and
viscosity 1.5 Poise. The bottom fluid has density 1.38419 g/cc and viscosity
3.5 Poise. The sphere rises as it goes through the interface, visible when
comparing the sphere positions with the reference line drawn across all
images.
Though our theory is strictly for low Reynolds number flows, Figure 5.8 shows the dis-
agreement in the minimum velocity attained with respect to the average terminal velocity
to be only approximately 6%. This experiment has a Reynolds number of approximately
4.3.
5.3. Silica Bead Sedimentation
To garner some intuition into the extension from the single sphere to the many-body
phenomenon, we dropped micro-sized glass beads into a stratified fluid. By mixing the
powder, the density of which is unknown, with the upper layer fluid, we can inject the
mixtures into the upper layer of the tank and study the effect of the interface on the
sedimenting particles. We find that the particles form a sphere as they fall, often leaving
a thin stream of glass beads in the wake. Keeping the volume of injected fluid constant,
the particle mixture falls faster with higher concentrations of powder. In Figure 5.9(a),
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Figure 5.8. Experimental velocity graph compared with the theoretical,
for a sphere of radius 0.635 cm, density 1.46755 g/cc in a fluid of upper
density 1.31157 g/cc, lower density 1.38365 g/cc, and viscosity 1.52 Poise.
the beads were injected at the same height, and the image of each tank is shown after 70
seconds. Likewise, we can keep the concentration of glass beads constant and vary the
injection amount. Figure 5.9(b) shows that the higher the volume of injected beads, the
faster the majority of spheres will fall.
Since the particle mixture forms a sphere as it falls, the behavior of the mass also
appears like that of the single solid sphere in other ways. The particle mass will entrain
fluid much like the single sphere, as seen in Figure 5.10 in which the upper, less dense
layer of fluid is dyed green. Likewise, the mass, if tracked like a single solid sphere, has
a velocity profile that shows a slowdown through the interface (Figure 5.11).
That effect of the stratification on the mass of glass particles can be observed visually,
as illustrated in Figure 5.12. As the particles pass through the interface, the overall
shape flattens due to the force produced by the density variation (Figure 5.12(b)). Some
particles in the main mass feel the density anomaly force and hang in the interface,
causing a stream of particles to be left in the wake. As the glass spheres move through
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Figure 5.9. Experimental photographs after 70 seconds of injected so-
lutions of glass beads in tanks of the same medium initially released at
the same height. From left to right in each subfigure, the injection has an
(a) increasing concentration of glass beads, same volume, and (b) increas-
ing volume of injection, same concentration. The injections with higher
concentration and volume have fallen the farthest distance.
Figure 5.10. Particle mass falling through a stratified fluid in which the
top, less dense fluid is dyed green.
the bottom layer, more particles are left behind in a stream that connects all the way
back to the interface. The particle mass slows down not only because of the entrainment
of buoyant upper fluid, but also due to the loss of mass.
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Figure 5.11. Velocity vs. time graph of the glass particle mass shows a
slowdown through stratified fluid.
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Figure 5.12. Raw images of a mass of glass particles passing through the
interface of a stratified fluid. The particle mass (b) flattens as it passes
through the interface and (c) becomes tear-shaped as particles are left
behind in the interface and causes the particle mass to leave a trail.
We also observed, in the stream of particles left in the wake of the main mass of glass
spheres, that the vertical column of particles eventually breaks up into smaller sphere
masses. We have seen this behavior in the vertical column of entrained fluid from our
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rigid sphere experiments when the sphere has traveled a long distance. Using this parallel,
we inject a some denser dyed fluid into the top layer of a stratified tank and saw that the
fluid also forms a sphere, much like the glass particles (see Figure 5.13). Likewise, the
streams left behind in both cases have somewhat similar manners of breaking up, shown
in Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.13. Raw experimental images comparing trails behind a mass
of glass particles (left) and dyed dense fluid (right) in homogeneous fluid.
To study how the breakup of the stream left in the wake of the particles occurs, we
take advantage of the similarity to the fluid drop using lubrication theory in a calculation
modeled after that of Camassa and Lee [6]. Consider a vertical column of denser fluid
with radius R(z, t), density ρ2, and viscosity µ2 moving with velocity u(2) inside a circular
cylinder tank of radius a filled with fluid of density ρ1 and viscosity µ1 moving with
velocity u(1). Note that while the rest of this thesis has maintained a constant viscosity
across fluids, we allow a viscosity jump here. While the viscosity of the silica bead
solution is unknown, it is natural to suppose that a conglomerate of beads would have
a different viscosity from the surrounding medium. Our equations of motion, assuming
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Figure 5.14. Raw experimental images of a mass of glass particles (left)
and dyed dense fluid (right) in homogeneous fluid. The breakup of the
vertical column of glass beads is similar to that of a fluid column as well.
axisymmetry, are for k = 1, 2,
ρk
(
∂u(k)z
∂t
+ u(k)z
∂u(k)z
∂z
+ u(k)r
∂u(k)z
∂r
)
= −∂p
(k)
∂z
+ µk
(
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u(k)z
∂r
)
+
∂2u(k)z
∂z2
)
− ρkg,
ρk
(
∂u(k)r
∂t
+ u(k)z
∂u(k)r
∂z
+ u(k)r
∂u(k)r
∂r
)
= −∂p
(k)
∂r
+ µk
(
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u(k)r
∂r
)
+
∂2u(k)r
∂z2
− u
(k)
r
r2
)
,
1
r
∂(ru(k)r )
∂r
+
∂u(k)z
∂z
= 0.
We can nondimensionalize with the following,
r∗ = r/R, z∗ = z/λ, u(k)∗r = u
(k)
r /U0,
u(k)∗z = u
(k)
z /W0, t
∗ = tU0/λ, p(k)∗ = "p(k)R/(µkU0),
where R is the typical radius of the inner fluid column, W0 is the vertical velocity, U0 the
radial velocity, and λ the wavelength that sets the lengthscale in the vertical direction.
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The distortions in the inner column of fluid are small, so that " = R/λ ' 1. The
continuity equation requires that W0 = "U0. The nondimensional equations are,
"Re(k)
(
∂u(k)z
∂t
+ u(k)z
∂u(k)z
∂z
+ u(k)r
∂u(k)z
∂r
)
= −∂p
(k)
∂z
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u(k)z
∂r
)
+ "2
∂2u(k)z
∂z2
− ρkg,
"3Re(k)
(
∂u(k)r
∂t
+ u(k)z
∂u(k)r
∂z
+ u(k)r
∂u(k)r
∂r
)
= −∂p
(k)
∂r
+ "2
(
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u(k)r
∂r
)
+ "2
∂2u(k)r
∂z2
− u
(k)
r
r2
)
,
1
r
∂(ru(k)r )
∂r
+
∂u(k)z
∂z
= 0,
where Re(k) = U0R/νk. To order O(") and for small Re
(k), our equations of motion reduce
to,
0 = −∂p
(1)
∂z
+ µ1
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u(1)z
∂r
)
− ρ1g,(5.4)
0 = −∂p
(2)
∂z
+ µ2
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u(2)z
∂r
)
− ρ2g.(5.5)
The solutions are
u(1)z (r) =
r2
4µ1
(
∂p(1)
∂z
+ ρ1g
)
+ A1 log r + A2,(5.6)
u(2)z (r) =
r2
4µ2
(
∂p(2)
∂z
+ ρ2g
)
+B1 log r +B2,(5.7)
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that satisfy the following boundary conditions:
u(1)z (a) = 0,(5.8)
u(2)z (0) < ∞,(5.9)
u(1)z (R(z, t)) = u
(2)
z (R(z, t)),(5.10)
p(1)|r=R(z,t) = p(2)|r=R(z,t),(5.11)
σ(1)RZ |r=R(z,t) = µ1
∂u(1)z
∂r
(R(z, t)) = µ2
∂u(2)z
∂r
(R(z, t)) = σ(2)RZ |r=R(z,t).(5.12)
Condition (5.9) sets B1(z) = 0 and condition (5.10) sets
(5.13) B2 = u
(1)
z (R(z, t))−
R(z, t)2
4µ2
(
∂p(2)
∂z
+ ρ2g
)
.
We know that the pressure can only be a function of z, so along with condition (5.11),
we deduce that the pressures must be equal everywhere. Thus, p(1) = p(2) = p and the
equation of motion becomes
(5.14) u(2)z (r) =
r2 −R(z, t)2
4µ2
(
∂p
∂z
+ ρ2g
)
+ u(1)z (R(z, t)).
Condition (5.8) provides the solution
(5.15) A2 = − a
2
4µ1
(
∂p
∂z
+ ρ1g
)
− A1 log a,
and equality (5.12) determines the final constant
(5.16) A1 =
R(z, t)2g
2µ1
(ρ2 − ρ1).
The final equation of motion is,
(5.17) u(1)z (r) =
r2 − a2
4µ1
(
∂p
∂z
+ ρ1g
)
+
R(z, t)2g
2µ1
(ρ2 − ρ1) log r
a
.
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The kinematic conditions at the interface are, for k=1, 2,
(5.18) u(k)r = Rt + u
(k)
z Rz.
We can also integrate across the annular-sectional area of the outer liquid and across
the circular-sectional area of the inner liquid and use (5.18) to find,
Rt − 1
R(z, t)
∂
∂z
∫ a
R(z,t)
u(1)z rdr = 0,(5.19)
Rt +
1
R(z, t)
∂
∂z
∫ R(z,t)
0
u(2)z rdr = 0.(5.20)
Substituting the velocity equations (5.14) and (5.17) into (5.19) and (5.20) and solving
for the pressure gradient, we find that
(5.21)
∂p
∂z
= −g (µ2ρ1a
4 + 2µ2(ρ2 − ρ1)R(z, t)2a2 + (µ2(ρ1 − 2ρ2) + µ1ρ2)R(z, t)4)
µ2a4 + (µ1 − µ2)R(z, t)4 .
In total, our velocity functions are
u(1)z (r) =
gR(z, t)2
4µ1
(
2(ρ2 − ρ1) log
(r
a
)
(5.22
− (a
2 − r2) (ρ1 − ρ2) (2µ2a2 + (µ1 − 2µ2)R(z, t)2)
µ2a4 + (µ1 − µ2)R(z, t)4
)
,
u(2)z (r) = −
g(ρ1 − ρ2)
4µ1 (µ2a4 + (µ1 − µ2)R(z, t)4)
× (−2(µ1 − µ2)(log(a/R(z, t)) + 1)R(z, t)6 + ((3µ1 − 4µ2)a2 + r2µ1)R(z, t)4
−a2 ((µ1 − 2µ2)a2 + 2µ2(log(a/R(z, t))a2 + 2r2µ1)R(z, t)2 + a4r2µ1) .
The vertical velocity profile for some parameters is shown in Figure 5.15, with the
inner column velocity in red.
Increasing the radius of the inner column at first increases the magnitude of the
velocity at the center of the inner column (see Figure 5.16(a)). However, continuing to
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Figure 5.15. An example of a steady state velocity profile for a dense
column of fluid (red) moving under gravity inside a cylindrical tank of
fluid (blue). The inner fluid has radius 0.2, density 30, and viscosity 30.
The outer fluid has outer radius 1, density 0.01, and viscosity 20. The
gravity term g has been set to 1.
increase the radius of the inner fluid will gradually decrease the velocity, as shown in
Figure 5.16(b).
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Figure 5.16. The magnitude of the velocity at the center of the inner
fluid column first (a) increases, then (b) decreases with increasing radius.
All other parameters match those of Figure 5.15 and are held constant.
The velocity of the fluid is 0 when R(z, t) = 0 and R(z, t) = a, and for some inner
column radius inbetween, the magnitude of the velocity at r = 0 reaches a maximum. The
zero net flux conditions (5.19–5.20) specify the vertical pressure gradient, and combined
with zero horizontal pressure gradient, there is an effective bottom to our cylindrical
tank. Thus, homogeneous fluid (either composed of ρ1 or ρ2) will have no fluid velocity.
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In order to capture the bottomless condition, we would simply set ∂p/∂y to a constant
and repeat the calculation above. This would instead give us a Poiseuille flow when the
fluid is homogeneous. However, as our purpose is to better understand the breaking of a
trailing stem in the experiments, a rigid bottom is appropriate.
Plugging in some parameters resembling those of our experiments, we can integrate
equation (5.19) in time to study the evolution of various types of perturbations on the
surface of the inner column. This will provide insight to the behavior of the trail left
behind a fluid or particle mass (Figure 5.13). As expected from the above analysis,
Figure 5.17 shows that a perturbative lump will develop a forward or rear shock as it
travels to the left depending on the characteristic inner column radius R.
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Figure 5.17. A perturbative lump of height 0.1 on the surface of the
inner column with radius (a) R = 0.1 develops a forward shock, while an
inner column of radius (b) R = 2 develops a rear shock while traveling
to the left. The inner fluid has density 1.48 g/cc and viscosity 50 poise,
whereas the outer fluid has density 1.38 g/cc, viscosity 30 poise, and outer
radius 4 cm. The center of the inner column of fluid is moving to the left,
as indicated by the arrow.
Likewise, an initial condition like a step function will either smooth or shock depend-
ing on the radius R. In Figure 5.18(a), a hyperbolic tangent curve that changes the
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radius from 0.1 to 0.2 will smooth, whereas in Figure 5.18(b), the radius changes from
2.0 to 2.1 and will form a shock.
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Figure 5.18. A hyperbolic tangent initial condition that changes the col-
umn width by 0.1 will (a) smooth for R = 0.15 and (b) shock for R = 2.05.
Other parameters match those in Figure 5.17, and the center of the inner
column of fluid is moving to the left, as indicated by the arrow.
We can generalize the above findings by looking at antisymmetric initial conditions
with a trailing or leading trough. For small R, we see in Figures 5.19(a) and 5.20(a),
shocks develop where the slope is positive. On the other hand, negative slopes cause
shocks to form for large R (shown in Figures 5.19(b) and 5.20(b)).
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Figure 5.19. Antisymmetric initial conditions with trailing trough lead
to (a) end shocks for small R or (b) a middle shock for large R.
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Figure 5.20. Antisymmetric initial conditions with a leading trough lead
to (a) a middle shock for small R or (b) end shocks for large R.
For the long column of falling fluid or particulate matter, we are in the regime of small
R. Thus, a small widening in this trail causes a shock at the base of the perturbation,
perhaps leading to a pinch-off.
5.4. Linear Stratification Approximation
Linear stratifications have also been studied for a wide range of applications, as envi-
ronmental stratifications can have a smooth density gradient and for particulate matter,
would be linear. This situation has been studied both experimentally [4] and observed
in the environment [34], and the same sort of slowdown was found. We would like to
apply our model to predict the enhanced residence time due to a linear stratification
For our model, studying an infinite, uniform linear stratification would require track-
ing the entire density field and integrating over the perturbed volume. A simple extension
and easy adaptation of our code is to approximate a linear stratification with many steps
in the density distribution. Multiple interfaces can be tracked, and as we decrease the
distance between these steps, we would approach the limit of a linear stratification (shown
in Figure 5.21).
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Figure 5.21. A linear stratification can be approximated by a series of
step stratifications.
Experimentally, to remain in the low Reynolds number regime with a non-viscous
fluid like water, we would have to use extremely small particles or decrease the density
difference between the particle and the fluid medium. Small particles have been shown to
be difficult to track (Figure 3.5), whereas nearly neutrally buoyant spheres in fluids of low
viscosity would be subject to convection, which would have to be very carefully controlled
with a water bath (as done in [37]). Since we do not have the two-bucket mixing system at
hand, we would like to continue using corn syrup. As corn syrup is difficult to homogenize
without trapping bubbles, the method to create a linear stratification is not so clear.
Multiple step stratifications, however, are easy, as the protocol for a single step has
already been thoroughly vetted.
In Figure 5.22, the density distribution for a 4-layer stratification from an experiment
is shown. The densities of each of these layers was measured, then carefully poured into
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the cylindrical tank. Note that since we currently do not have a way to profile corn syrup
stratifications, this is merely an approximate visualization and assumes that the layers
are extremely sharply stratified. The interface between the layers could be seen and were
recorded, giving us the distance between the interface layer and the initial position of
the sphere.
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Figure 5.22. Approximate density profile for a step stratification with
interfaces located at a distance of 3.13604 cm, 10.7327 cm, and 18.3338 cm
away from the initial position of the sphere. The fluid layers have densities
1.38822 g/cc, 1.38737 g/cc, 1.38454 g/cc, and 1.38293 g/cc and an overall
viscosity of ∼48 Poise.
The resulting velocity graph from the above stratification is shown in Figure 5.23.
The dip at the start of the profile is due to a scratch on the tank, which interfered with
the bead tracking. Note that while the overall velocity of the graph is decreasing, the
local minimums of the second and third interface appear to be almost the same velocity.
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In Figure 5.22, the density jump in the third interface is small, leading to a smaller
slowdown.
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Figure 5.23. Experimental velocity vs. time graph for a sphere of radius
0.635 cm and density 1.46755 g/cc falling in a tank of 5.4 cm radius filled
with fluid matching the stratification of Figure 5.22. Re is approximately
0.002.
Using all the experimental parameters, the numerics of our model shown in Figure 5.24
provide a fairly good velocity match. The sphere is within a cylinder radius of the bottom
of the tank at 195 seconds, so the discrepancy at the end may be due to end effects
(discussed in § 2.6). The shapes of the three interfaces at the end of the experiment is
shown in Figure 5.25, though this cannot be compared with experimental data as the
dye was too light for the entrainment to be seen.
Much like in § 3.6, we can again look at the effects of each component of our model.
As opposed to a single interface, this system introduces a new effect: the perturbation
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Figure 5.24. Theoretical and experimental velocity plots for a sphere
falling in a four-layer stratification with parameters matching those of Fig-
ure 5.23.
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Figure 5.25. The interface shapes for a four-layer stratification matching
the experimental parameters from Figure 5.23.
flow does not only account for the buoyancy of each interface, but also includes the
displaced fluids of the other interfaces.
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Ignoring the effect of entrained fluid on the sphere altogether, the velocity is dictated
only by the Archimedean buoyancy. As we have seen before, this results in a monotoni-
cally decreasing velocity plot, shown in Figure 5.26. The difference between the velocities
highlights the significance of the entrained fluid.
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Figure 5.26. Velocity plot for experimental parameters from Figure 5.23
using only Archimedean buoyancy and ignoring effects of entrained fluid.
Without the perturbation flow, the sphere again entrains too much fluid, which is
reflected in the velocity graph shown in Figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.27. Experimental velocity plot from Figure 5.23 compared with
the theoretical, excluding the perturbation velocity.
It is expected that the perturbation velocity would reduce the slowdown (i.e., increase
the minimum velocity), but the effect of each interface on the others is not as clear.
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More interfaces would seem to result in more entrained fluid, which both slows down
the sphere and increases the buoyancy of each interface. However, increased buoyancy
of each interface results in less entrained fluid, and it is not obvious how these effects
balance. Ignoring the other interfaces in the calculation of the perturbation velocity,
Figure 5.28 shows that the effect of multiple interfaces is not noticeable until later in the
experiment, when the interfaces are more deformed. As each interface feels the influence
of the others, the velocity increases. This effect is still small, since the interfaces are
∼6 cm apart in a tank of radius 5.4 cm.
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Figure 5.28. Velocity plots for a sphere settling in a stratification of
four layers, matching the parameters from Figure 5.23. The perturbation
velocity of each interface is computed neglecting the others.
For comparison, we increase the number of layers and decrease the distance between
interfaces, bringing us closer to the limiting case of a linear stratification. Figure 5.29(a)
gives the location of the interfaces and densities of the fluid layers in the tank, where
the initial position of the sphere is at 0. Again, this plot is merely an approximation of
the density distribution, as we have yet to find an accurate way to profile a corn syrup
stratification. An image the experiment, where the layers are alternately dyed green and
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yellow, is shown in Figure 5.29(b). The slow diffusion of corn syrup (see § 2.8) and the
sharp layers of the dyed fluid in the image of the experiment corroborate the assumption
of a strong, nearly step-like, stratification. Note that in this experiment the density
increments of ∼0.008 g/cc and layer widths of ∼5 cm are more regular.
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Figure 5.29. (a) Approximate density profile for a 6-step stratification
with interfaces 3.09563 cm, 7.9375 cm, 13.4938 cm, 18.8119 cm, and
24.2094 cm away from the initial position of the sphere. The fluid has den-
sities 1.35903 g/cc, 1.36677 g/cc, 1.37286 g/cc, 1.38128 g/cc, 1.38780 g/cc,
and 1.39503 g/cc, and an overall viscosity of ∼7.5 Poise. (b) Image from
the experiment, where the layers are alternately dyed green or yellow.
Analysis of the experimental data can be found in Figure 5.30, where the 5 dips in
the velocity graph correspond to the 5 interfaces. The numerical integration of our model
using the corresponding data is also shown and appears to have a fairly good agreement.
The last interface is 5 cm from the bottom of the tank, which has radius 5.4 cm. As this
last interface is within the Tanner lengthscale (see § 2.6) of the bottom, the agreement
between theory and data will not be as good.
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Figure 5.30. Experimental and theoretical velocity vs. time plots for a
sphere of radius 0.635 cm and density 1.42057 g/cc falling in a tank of 5.4
cm radius filled with stratified fluid matching that of Figure 5.29. Re is
approximately 0.045.
We can again look at the effect of the individual components in our theory. With 5
interfaces, the Stokes portion of our velocity us will entrain a lot of fluid. Without the
perturbation velocity to mitigate this effect, the sphere will actually come to a stop (see
Figure 5.31). As mentioned in Chapter 4, if the sphere comes to rest while excluding the
perturbation velocity, then the entire flow will also stop moving.
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Figure 5.31. Experimental and numerical velocity graphs, where the the-
ory excludes the perturbation velocity and causes the sphere to come to
rest. Parameters match those from Figure 5.30.
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Likewise, we can again study the impact of one interface on the others. In calculating
the perturbation velocity, we treat each interface individually, integrating over the density
deformation for one interface only. In Figure 5.28, we saw that this had a small impact,
occurring later in the experiment. In this case, however, the interfaces are closer together
(within one cylinder radius), and we have added 2 more layers of fluid to the stratification.
Figure 5.32 shows a more dramatic difference between the full theory and the theory
considering each interface individually.
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Figure 5.32. Theoretical velocity graphs computed with the full theory
and the theory treating each interface individually in the calculation of the
perturbation velocity. Parameters match those from Figure 5.30.
Taking an average of the densities at each step and interpolating, we have the smooth
density profile shown in Figure 5.33(a). Beyond 28 cm, the densities are further inter-
polated and continue to increase with depth. Ignoring the perturbation velocity and
resulting force on the sphere, the velocity curve in Figure 5.33(b) lies a bit above that of
the step stratification, highlighting the effect of the entrained fluid.
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Figure 5.33. (a) An average density profile is created from the step strat-
ification in Figure 5.29 and (b) the resulting velocity profile using only the
Archimedean buoyancy with parameters matching those from Figure 5.30
compared with the experimental and full theoretical results.
We again add more layers of fluid and decrease the distance between interfaces, ap-
proaching more closely the limit of a linear stratification. We stratify a fluid with 9
layers, the density of which is shown in Figure 5.34 as a function of initial distance to
the sphere.
The numerical simulation using all the experimental parameters has fair agreement
with the data analysis, the comparison of which is shown in Figure 5.35. The viscosities in
this experiment varied by approximately 3 Poise between the lightest and heaviest layer,
so an average was taken for the numerics. With the added layers and higher average
viscosity, there was increased difficulty in controlling the viscosity while maintaining at
least a 0.002 g/cc density difference between layers. A density jump of less than 0.002 g/cc
resulted in layers that were easily affected by thermal convection, evaporation, and motion
created by the pouring process.
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Figure 5.34. Approximate density profile of step stratification where the
interfaces are located at a distance of 2.4 cm, 5.35 cm, 9.16 cm, 12.1 cm,
15.3 cm, 18.3 cm, 22.02 cm, and 24.5 cm away from the initial position of
the sphere. The fluid layers have densities 1.38783 g/cc, 1.39295 g/cc,
1.39665 g/cc, 1.39959 g/cc, 1.40376 g/cc, 1.40809 g/cc, 1.41116 g/cc,
1.42214 g/cc, and 1.42938 g/cc with an overall viscosity of 39 Poise.
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Figure 5.35. Theoretical and experimental velocity graphs for a sphere
of radius 0.635 cm and density 1.46979 g/cc in a cylinder tank of 5.4 cm
radius filled with stratified fluid matching that of Figure 5.34, Re ∼ 0.0024.
The experimental analysis shows a velocity graph that is not obviously affected by
each interface individually. The slowdown caused by each interface is blurred into the
next as the layers are thinner than the cylinder radius, smoothing out the curve.
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Again, we can completely smooth out the density field by taking a mean point inter-
polation for the step stratification shown in Figure 5.34, giving an average profile shown
in Figure 5.36(a). Using only the Archimedean buoyancy to calculate the velocity profile,
thus ignoring the effects of the entrained fluid, the sphere’s velocity lies above that of the
full theory and the experimental data, shown in Figure 5.36(b).
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Figure 5.36. (a) Average density profile of the step stratification in Fig-
ure 5.34 and (b) the resulting velocity profile using only the Archimedean
buoyancy compared with experimental and full theoretical results.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
Modeling the behavior of a sphere falling through miscible, stably stratified fluids is
important in environmental and industrial applications. The settling rate of particulate
matter plays a major role in a wide variety of phenomena, including pollution clearing
times and the evolution of marine organisms. While there is a large body of work available
on immiscible fluid stratifications and on linear stratifications, there have been only a
few experimental or theoretical studies on particles settling in miscible, strongly stratified
fluids.
In our experiments, we find that a sphere falling through a two-layer stratification
of miscible fluids at low Reynolds number slows down beyond the terminal velocity of
the bottom denser fluid. Interval-timed images of experiments performed in corn syrup
are analyzed for sphere position and velocity. The slowdown of the sphere in stratified
medium, caused by entraining upper, buoyant fluid can be so significant as to cause the
sphere to fall more slowly than in a tank of purely lower, dense fluid. We find that the
diffusion of the density gradient as well as shear enhanced diffusion do not affect the
experiments on our timescales.
We derive from first principles a theoretical model for a sphere falling through a strat-
ified fluid. By splitting the flow field into two parts, we isolate the effects of perturbing
the density field. This model is measured against data from an experimental study, di-
rectly comparing and validating the model. The sphere velocity and interface position
are shown to have good agreement.
From our model, we compute streamlines and the velocity field, which are then com-
pared against images created by particle image velocimetry experiments. Using an ap-
proximation for the deceleration of the sphere towards the interface, we formulate a
timescale for the experiments. In nondimensional form, the entire system can be deter-
mined by four nondimensional parameters, each of which are studied for their individual
effects.
The model is further extended to the free space condition, where the model exactly
satisfies the boundary conditions. We also compare the results of a higher Reynolds
number experiment with the numerics from the model and find fairly good agreement.
Experiments with small glass beads, as an extension to many-body sedimentation, show
very similar behavior to that of a single sphere. The linear stratification case is approx-
imated with multiple step-stratifications. Three cases are studied, in which the number
of layers increases and the distance between the interfaces decreases. With each, the
velocity profile approaches that of a linear stratification, and we find good agreement
with all three.
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APPENDIX A: Viscosity of Corn Syrup
The viscosity of corn syrup mixtures depends heavily on temperature and composi-
tion. In Figure A.1, deionized water was mixed with pure corn syrup to make solutions of
various densities. Water was found to have a dramatic effect on corn syrup. For example,
changing the density from 1.366 g/cc to 1.372 g/cc changes the viscosity from 15 Poise
to 20 Poise. Thus, a 0.4% decrease in density results in a 25% decrease in viscosity.
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Figure A.1. Data points for the viscosity and density of corn syrup mixed
with various amounts of deionized water at 25 Celsius. A trendline, ν =
(4.5× 10−8)ρ63, is shown in solid black.
The representation for the perturbation velocity in (3.56) and (3.57) developed in
Chapter 3 depends on a constant viscosity throughout the fluid. Earlier experiments
were stratified using corn syrup diluted with water. Figure A.2 shows the data from such
an experiment. The viscosity of the fluid ranges from 17 Poise in the top layer to 24 Poise
in the bottom layer. The experimental velocity graph is compared to the theory for a
dynamic viscosity that is matched to the top layer, bottom layer, and an average of the
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two layers. Matching the top layer viscosity produces a good match in the top layer and
as the sphere slows down, which is expected, as little fluid has been entrained.
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Figure A.2. A sphere of radius 0.635 cm and density 1.42 g/cc in a tank
of radius 9.45 cm. The top fluid has density 1.36961 g/cc and viscosity
17 Poise. The bottom fluid has density 1.37744 g/cc and viscosity 24 Poise.
Theoretical velocity graphs from the numerics are shown as well, with fluid
viscosity (a) 17 Poise, (b) 20.5 Poise, and (c) 24 Poise.
Stratifying our fluid with salt, however, has less of a viscosity change across the layers.
The collection of blue points in Figure A.3 shows the viscosity of corn syrup as a function
of density as salt is added. The solid black line obeys the fit computed for viscosity as a
function of density due to water. The addition of salt changes the viscosity of corn syrup
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only a few Poise, whereas the addition (or evaporation) of water can change the viscosity
by as much as 50 Poise.
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Figure A.3. The viscosity of corn syrup changes less dramatically when
made more dense with salt, as shown by the blue points. The solid black
curve represents the fit from Figure A.1.
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APPENDIX B: Perturbation Velocity
The perturbation velocity is written as a convolution with the Green’s function
Wk(x,y),
(B.1) w(0)k (x, t) =
∫
Ωf
"G(y, t)Wk(x,y)d3y,
where the Green’s function [25] is written explicitly as Wj(x,y) = gTj3/8piµ and
(B.2) Tjk =
δjk
r
+
(xj − yj)(xk − yk)
r3
− A| y |
δjk
r∗
− A
3
| y |3
(xj − y∗j )(xk − y∗k)
r∗3
− | y |
2 − A2
| y |
{
y∗j y
∗
k
A3r∗
− A| y |2r∗3
[
y∗j (xk − y∗k) + y∗k(xj − y∗j )
]
+
2y∗j y
∗
k
A3
y∗l (xl − y∗l )
r∗3
}
− (| y |2 −A2) | y |
2 − A2
2| y |3
∂φk
∂xj
,
(B.3)
∂φk
∂xj
=
−3yk(xj − y∗j )
Ar∗3
+
Aδjk
r∗3
− 3A(xk − y
∗
k)(xj − y∗j )
r∗5
− 2yky
∗
j
Ar∗3
+
6yky∗l (xl − y∗l )(xj − y∗j )
Ar∗5
+
3A
| y∗ |
(
y∗kr
∗2+ | y∗ |2 (xk − y∗k)
)
(xj − y∗j )− | y∗ | δjkr∗2(| y∗ | −r∗)
| y∗ | r∗3(| y∗ | r∗ + xly∗l− | y∗ |2)
− 3A| y∗ |
(
y∗kr
∗2− | y∗ |2 (xk − y∗k) + r∗ | y∗ | (xk − 2y∗k)
) (| y∗ | (xj − y∗j ) + r∗y∗j )
| y∗ | r∗2(| y∗ | r∗ + xly∗l− | y∗ |2)2
− 3A| y∗ |
xjy∗k+ | x || y∗ | δjk
| x || y∗ | (| x || y∗ | +xly∗l )
+
3A
| y∗ |
(| y | y∗k+ | y∗ | xk)(| y∗ | xj+ | x | y∗j )
| x || y∗ | (| y || y∗ | +xly∗l )2
,
where y∗ = A
2
|y|2y, r = |y − x|, and r∗ = |y∗ − x|.
Higdon breaks this down into singularities outside the sphere at position y and inside
the sphere at a reflection point [15]. For the radial component of the velocity, we sum
over a Stokeslet at y and a Stokeslet, dipole and stresslet at A
2
|y|2y. On the other hand, the
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transverse component of the velocity sums over a Stokeslet at y and a line distribution
of Stokeslets, dipoles and doublets from the origin to A
2
|y|2y.
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APPENDIX C: Force on a Sphere Due to a Stokeslet Oriented
in the Vertical Direction
Using the Lorentz Reciprocal Theorem, we can solve for the force on a sphere due to
a Stokeslet. Given the Stokes flow due to a sphere moving with velocity V in free space,
we have the following known system of equations,
∇ · σ = 0,(C.1)
∇ · u = 0,(C.2)
u = V on ∂S,(C.3)
u → 0 as |x|→∞ ,(C.4)
where ∂S is the surface of the sphere. We would like to solve the following system in
order to give us the force on the sphere due to the perturbation flow w,
∇ · σw = "G(x, t)ρref gˆ,(C.5)
∇ · w = 0,(C.6)
w = 0 on ∂S,(C.7)
w → 0 as |x|→∞ .(C.8)
Combining the two, and along with incompressibility, we have the following system,
∇ · (u · σw) = u · "G(x, t)ρref gˆ,(C.9)
∇ · (w · σ) = 0.(C.10)
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Subtracting the two equations and integrating over the fluid domain Ω, we have,
(C.11)
∫
Ω
∇ · (u · σw)dΩ−
∫
Ω
∇ · (w · σ)dΩ =
∫
Ω
u · "G(x, t)ρref gˆdΩ.
The divergence theorem gives us,
(C.12)
∫
∂S
u · σw · nˆdA−
∫
∂S
w · σ · nˆdA =
∫
Ω
u · "G(x, t)ρref gˆdΩ.
Using the boundary conditions, we find,
(C.13)
∫
∂S
V · σw · nˆdA =
∫
Ω
u · "G(x, t)ρref gˆdΩ.
We only care about the vertical component of the force, so this reduces to,(∫
∂S
σw · nˆdA
)
3
=
ρrefg
V
∫
Ω
"G(x, t)u3dΩ
= ρrefg
∫
Ω
"G(x, t)
(−3A
4r
− 3AZ
2
4r3
− A
3
4r3
+
3Z2A3
4r5
)
dΩ
= ρrefg
∫
Ω
"G(x, t)
(−3A(2Z2 +R2)
4r3
+
A3(2Z2 −R2)
4r5
)
dΩ
Thus, the force on a sphere due to the perturbation flow is,
(C.14) ρrefg
∫
Ω
"G(x, t)
(−3A(2Z2 +R2)
4r3
+
A3(2Z2 −R2)
4r5
)
dΩ
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APPENDIX D: Exact Integration of the Velocity Due to a
Stokeslet in the Presence of a Sphere
Far from the sphere, the first two terms in the asymptotic expansion for the Green’s
function formula in Appendix B can be integrated once in θ. This will simplify the
formulation for the perturbation velocity from a 3D to a 2D integral, speeding up the
numerics. The perturbation velocity is,
(D.1) w(R,Z, t) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
−∞
"G(ρ, ζ, t)W¯ (ρ, ζ, R, Z)ρdζdρ.
where
λ =
−4Rρ
(R− ρ)2 + (Z − ζ)2
W¯1 = −(Z − ζ) (2 (R
2 − (Z − ζ)2 − ρ2)E (λ) + 2 ((R + ρ)2 + (Z − ζ)2)K (λ))
8piRµ
√
(R− ρ)2 + (Z − ζ)2 ((R + ρ)2 + (Z − ζ)2)
+
3RZ (2ζ2 + ρ2)
16 (R2 + Z2)3/2 µ (ζ2 + ρ2)3/2
−
(
16
(
R2 + Z2
)5/2
µ
(
ζ2 + ρ2
)5/2)−1
× (a3R ((Z + 5ζ) (2ζ2 − ρ2)R2 + Z ((2ζ2 − ρ2)Z2 + 10ζ (ρ2 − 2ζ2)Z
+3
(
2ζ4 + 3ρ2ζ2 + ρ4
))))
W¯3 =
−2E (λ) (Z − ζ)2 − 2 ((R + ρ)2 + (Z − ζ)2)K (λ)
4piµ
√
(R− ρ)2 + (Z − ζ)2 ((R + ρ)2 + (Z − ζ)2)
+
3a (R2 + 2Z2) (2ζ2 + ρ2)
16 (R2 + Z2)3/2 µ (ζ2 + ρ2)3/2
+
(
16
(
R2 + Z2
)5/2
µ
(
ζ2 + ρ2
)5/2)−1
× (a3 ((ρ2 − 2ζ2)R4 + (2ζ4 + 3ρ2ζ2 + 5Z (ρ2 − 2ζ2) ζ + ρ4 + Z2 (3ρ2 − 6ζ2))
×R2 −2Z2 (2ζ4 + 3ρ2ζ2 + 5Z (ρ2 − 2ζ2) ζ + ρ4 + Z2 (2ζ2 − ρ2))))
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Near the sphere, however, the asymptotics will break down. We can integrate once
in θ exactly, leaving us with the following cumbersome equations. Let us define,
F1(A,B) =
4K
(
2B
A+B
)
√
A+B
F2(A,B) =
4E
(
2B
A+B
)
(A−B)√A+B
F3(A,B) =
4
(
(A+B)E
(
2B
A+B
)− AK ( 2BA+B))
B
√
A+B
F4(A,B) = −
4
(
A(A+B)E
(
2B
A+B
)− (A2 −B2)K ( 2BA+B))
(A−B)B(A+B)3/2
F5(A,B) =
(8A2 − 4B2)E ( 2BA+B)+ 8A(B − A)K ( 2BA+B)
(A−B)B2√A+B
F6(A,B) =
4
(
4AE
(
2B
A+B
)
+ (B − A)K ( 2BA+B))
3(A−B)2(A+B)3/2
F7(A,B) = −
4
(
(A2 + 3B2)E
(
2B
A+B
)
+ A(B − A)K ( 2BA+B))
3(A−B)2B(A+B)3/2
F8(A,B) =
4
(
2 (A3 − 3AB2)E ( 2BA+B)+ (2BA2 − 2A3 + 3B2A− 3B3)K ( 2BA+B))
−3(A−B)2B2(A+B)3/2
F9(A,B) =
2pi√
A2 −B2
F10(A,B) =
2Api
(A2 −B2)3/2
F11(A,B) = − 2Bpi
(A2 −B2)3/2
F12(A,B,C) = 2
(
2
(−C2 + A+B)√−C4 + 2AC2 − A2 +B2K ( 2B
A+B
)
+C
(
2C
√−C4 + 2AC2 − A2 +B2Π
(
2B
−C2 + A+B |
2B
A+B
)
+
√
A+B
(−C2 + A+B)(log( 2 (−C2 + A−B)√−C4 + 2AC2 − A2 +B2
)
− log
(
2 (C2 − A+B)√−C4 + 2AC2 − A2 +B2
))))
×
(√
A+B
(−C2 + A+B)√−C4 + 2AC2 − A2 +B2)−1
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F13(A,B,C) = 4
(
g(A,B)
(C +
√
A−B)β(A,B,C)
(
K
[
α(A,B)2
]
α(A,B)
+Π
[
β(A,B,C),α(A,B)2
]
(β(A,B,C)− α(A,B)))
− (Cg(A,B)α(A,B)2 (((− (cn (K [α(A,B)2] |α(A,B)2)
×dn (K (α(A,B)2) |α(A,B)2) sn (K [α(A,B)2] |α(A,B)2)
×β(A,B,C)2) (1− sn (K [α(A,B)2] |α(A,B)2)2 β(A,B,C))−1
+E
[
α(A,B)2
]
β(A,B,C) +K
[
α(A,B)2
] (
α(A,B)2 − β(A,B,C))
+Π
[
β(A,B,C),α(A,B)2
] (
2β(A,B,C)α(A,B)2 − 3α(A,B)2
−β(A,B,C)2 + 2β(A,B,C))) (β(A,B,C)− α(A,B))2)
× (2α(A,B)2 (α(A,B)2 − β(A,B,C)) (β(A,B,C)− 1))−1
+
2Π [β(A,B,C),α(A,B)2] (β(A,B,C)− α(A,B))
α(A,B)
+K
[
α(A,B)2
]))((−C −√A−B)2 β(A,B,C)2)−1)
g(A,B) =
2√
A−B +√A+B
α(A,B) =
√
A+B −√A−B√
A−B +√A+B
β(A,B,C) =
(√
A−B −√A+B) (√A−B − C)(√
A−B +√A+B) (C +√A−B)
where K, E, and Π are the complete elliptic integrals of the first, second, and third kinds,
respectively, and sn, cn, and dn are the Jacobi elliptic functions.
Let
κ =
a2
ζ2 + ρ2
,
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we have,
I1 = −2Rζ
2ρ (−a2 + ζ2 + ρ2)F4 (κ2ρ2 +R2 + (κζ − Z)2,−2κρR)κ3
a3
√
ζ2 + ρ2
+F1
(
ρ2 +R2 + (ζ − Z)2,−2ρR)
+
(
−ζ
2 (−a2 + ζ2 + ρ2)κ2
a3
√
ζ2 + ρ2
−√κ
)
F1
(
κ2ρ2 +R2 + (κζ − Z)2,−2κρR)
+(Z − ζ)2F2
(
ρ2 +R2 + (ζ − Z)2,−2ρR)
+
(
−2ζ
2 (−a2 + ζ2 + ρ2) (ζ(Z − ζκ)− κρ2)κ3
a3
√
ζ2 + ρ2
− (Z − ζκ)2κ3/2
+
2aζ(Z − ζκ) (−a2 + ζ2 + ρ2)κ
(ζ2 + ρ2)3/2
)
F2
(
κ2ρ2 +R2 + (κζ − Z)2,−2κρR)
I2 =
3a (| y∗ | Z− | z | ζκ)2
| y∗ |2 (| y∗ | − | z |)2 | z |
×F13
(
R2 + Z2 +
a4 − 2a2ζZ
ρ2 + ζ2
,−2κρR,√R2 + Z2 − κ
√
ρ2 + ζ2
)
+
(
6
(
2 | y∗ | (Z − ζκ) ((3Z − ζκ) | y∗ |2 + | z |2 (Z − 3ζκ)) a2
+
(| y∗ |6 − (2 | z |2 +(3Z − 2ζκ)(Z − ζκ)) | y∗ |4
+ | z |2 (| z |2 −(Z − 3ζκ)(Z − ζκ)) | y∗ |2
+ | z |4 ζκ(ζκ− Z))√ζ2 + ρ2)F1 (κ2ρ2 +R2 + (κζ − Z)2,−2κρR))
×
(
a | y∗ | (| y∗ |2 − | z |2)3)−1
− (3 ((| z || y∗ |3 + (2 | z |2 +Z(Z − ζκ)) | y∗ |2
+ | z | (| z |2 +2ζκ(Z − ζκ)) | y∗ | + | z |2 ζκ(Z − ζκ))√ζ2 + ρ2
−2a2(Z − ζκ)(| y∗ | Z+ | z | ζκ))
F12
(
R2 + Z2 +
a4 − 2a2ζZ
ρ2 + ζ2
,−2κρR,−
√
ρ2 + ζ2κ−√R2 + Z2
))
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(
a | y∗ || z | (| y∗ | + | z |)3)−1
− (3 (2(Z − ζκ)(| y∗ | Z− | z | ζκ)a2 + (| z | (| z | −2 | y∗ |)ζ2κ2
+
(| y∗ |2 +2 | z || y∗ | −| z |2)Zζκ
+ | y∗ | ((| y∗ | − | z |)2 | z | − | y∗ | Z2))√ζ2 + ρ2)
F12
(
R2 + Z2 +
a4 − 2a2ζZ
ρ2 + ζ2
,−2κρR,√R2 + Z2 − κ
√
ρ2 + ζ2
))
(
a | y∗ | (| y∗ | −| z |)3 | z |)−1
− 3a(| y
∗ | Z+ | z | ζκ)2
| y∗ |2| z | (| y∗ | + | z |)2
F13
(
R2 + Z2 +
a4 − 2a2ζZ
ρ2 + ζ2
,−2κρR,−
√
ρ2 + ζ2κ−√R2 + Z2
)
+
(((| y∗ |2 − | z |2) a2+ | z |2 ζ(3Z − ζκ)+ | y∗ |2 ζ(ζκ− 3Z)
−6 | y∗ | (Z − ζκ)2
√
ζ2 + ρ2
)
F2
(
κ2ρ2 +R2 + (κζ − Z)2,−2κρR))
(
a
(| y∗ |2 − | z |2))−1
−3
a
(Z − ζκ) (a2(Z + ζκ)− 2Zζ2κ)F6 (κ2ρ2 +R2 + (κζ − Z)2,−2κρR)
+
6
a
Rζκ(Z − ζκ)ρF7
(
κ2ρ2 +R2 + (κζ − Z)2,−2κρR)
where | y∗ |= κ√ρ2 + ζ2 and | z |= √R2 + Z2. The vertical component of the velocity,
which is the more dominant component, is,
(D.2) W¯3 = I1 + I2.
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APPENDIX E: Oscillation Analysis
In an attempt to find the source of the oscillations in the velocity profile extracted
from the experimental data, we explored several different options. We considered the
possibility that the camera had an error in the timing of the photo series, error due to
image resolution, correction for the minute shaking of the camera, shaking of the camera
due to the mirror drop, shaking of the camera due to the shutter, image analysis process,
the compression of the images, and even the fluid medium. The material of the sphere
was ruled out as the oscillations were visible with steel, glass, and plastic beads.
The time stamp
Using the interval timer shooting on the Nikon D3 camera, we see an error in the
timestamp on the order of O(10−1) seconds. Using a remote trigger, the pictures are
taken accurate to O(10−2) seconds measured with a stopwatch. We dropped a glass bead
in homogeneous fluid and took data both with and without the remote. The velocity
graphs, seen in Figure E.1, are both oscillatory. Thus, the time error has a negligible
effect on the data analysis and does not appear to be the cause of the oscillations.
Image resolution
To ensure that the source of the error was not due to the spatial resolution, we took
data normally of the entire tank of a sphere falling through homogeneous fluid, and then
with only half the tank, thus doubling the spatial resolution. Figure E.2 compares the
results, showing the data analysis from the higher resolution in red, and the normal data
analysis in blue. The oscillations appear in both velocity plots, with what appears to
be the same frequency and amplitude. Thus, the resolution does not appear to be the
problem.
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Figure E.1. Experimental velocity graphs for a sphere falling through
homogeneous fluid with and without a remote trigger to activate the cam-
era’s interval timer shooting.
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Figure E.2. Experimental velocity graphs for a sphere falling through
homogeneous fluid with full and double resolution.
Camera shaking
By tracking what should be a stationary object (i.e., the ruler outside the tank) in
our experiment, we notice that the image is vibrating over time. The vertical position
over time of the center of this stationary object in Figure E.3 show a periodic oscillation,
though the amplitude is sub-pixel.
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Figure E.3. Position over time of a stationary object outside the tank
indicates that the camera is shaking.
To accommodate the error dy in position, dy is subtracted off the vertical position
of the calculated center of mass in the sphere. The correction, shown in Figure E.4,
indicates that there is little change to the velocity plot.
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Figure E.4. Correction for the position shaking does not seem to affect
the velocity oscillations.
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Mirror lock-up
In the case that the mirror dropping with each picture taken causes a vibration in the
camera, we locked the mirror up while taking the pictures. Our results, shown in Figure
E.5, indicate that the mirror lock does not dampen the oscillations, and even appears to
make them worse.
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Figure E.5. Experimental velocity graphs for a sphere falling through
homogeneous fluid with and without the mirror locked up.
Shutter lock
Since the mirror did not prove to be the source of the oscillations, we consider the
possibility that the shutter release causes a vibration in the sequence of images. To
eliminate this factor, we hold the exposure on and use a strobe light to capture the
motion of a sphere in a darkroom. An example of the result is in Figure E.6(a) where the
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exposure was left open for thirty seconds and the strobe was set to 1 flash per second.
We see a single image with a white sphere at different positions. Corn syrup also appears
to reflect more light than comparative experiments done in water, making the fluid in
the medium appear a milky white, though the background is black.
To analyze the image, the distance between the RGB color coordinates of each pixel
in the image to that of black, RGB = (0,0,0), is measured. The processed image, shown
in Figure E.6(b), enhances the spheres against the background.
!"# !$#
Figure E.6. (a) Raw and (b) processed images for a sphere falling in
homogeneous fluid using a strobe light in a dark room with a 30-second
exposure.
We take a slice through the processed image, which gives us the intensity as a function
of height. In Figure E.6(b), the black vertical line indicates where the slice was taken.
The intensity graph in Figure E.7(a) has peaks at the positions of the intense white from
the top of the sphere. The local maximums are calculated, and from the position values
the velocity of the sphere can be found. The result, shown in Figure E.7(b), is compared
against the normal JPG images taken with an interval timer for one image per second.
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Figure E.7. (a) Vertical slice of the image from a strobed experiment
with prolonged exposure showing the intensity of the image with height.
(b) Velocity of the sphere from the processed images.
The results seem to show that the oscillations are damped. However, in a similar
experiment, we did not recover the same findings. The images, shown in Figure E.8 and
E.9 give rise to a velocity profile with oscillations that are not greatly improved from the
normal interval timer shooting. The intensity graph in Figure E.9 has peaks that are a
bit more blunted, possibly increasing the error in calculating the local maximums to find
the position of the sphere.
!"# !$#
Figure E.8. (a) Raw and (b) processed images for another experiment
for a sphere falling in homogeneous fluid using a strobe light in a dark
room with a 30-second exposure.
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Figure E.9. For a second, similar experiment: (a) Vertical slice of the
image from a strobed experiment with prolonged exposure showing the
intensity of the image with height. (b) Velocity of the sphere from the
processed images.
Image analysis
The original images are imported directly into DataTank, so here we explore the pos-
sibility that the images are compressed during transfer. Opening the images in DataTank
as well as an independent program (Gimp), the position of the sphere was tracked manu-
ally. Since the oscillations that arise in the velocity graph are also present in the distance
vs. time graphs, we can compare the results at this level as well. The oscillations, how-
ever, will not be visible, on the scale of the sphere’s distance traveled. In order to be
able to see the oscillations in the calculated sphere position as a function of time, we
must compare along the mean position over time. Figure E.10 shows the position of the
sphere, where the mean velocity multiplied by time has been subtracted off, for both
DataTank and the independent program. Both methods produce similar oscillations, so
the images imported into DataTank appear to be unaltered.
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Figure E.10. Mean position graphs for experimental images tracked
manually both in DataTank and a separate image processing application
show similar oscillations.
JPG compression
Experimental data is recorded as JPGs. We created an artificial movie using DataTank
that moves a triangle vertically at a fixed speed and took pictures of the movie on a com-
puter screen in both jpgs and as tifs, the latter of which are uncompressed. Using the
remote trigger, we see in Figure E.11 very similar velocity graphs.
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Figure E.11. The velocity graphs of an artificial movie taken with JPGs
and TIFs both show the same oscillations.
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Instead of taking pictures of the movie, we imported the movie itself into DataTank
and analyzed the triangle’s velocity. Figure E.12 shows the result, along with the data
analysis from the pictures taken of the movie.
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Figure E.12. Velocity graphs of an artificial movie analyzed directly over-
laid upon velocity analysis of JPGs and TIFs taken of the movie.
This seems to indicate that the movie intrinsically had a frequency. In tracking
the position of the triangle manually (results shown in Figure E.13), a periodicity was
noticeable. Figure E.14 shows the sequence of the lower left corner of the triangle at time
intervals. The edges to the triangle have a periodic shading due to the pixelation as the
triangle moves.
To correct for the pixelation, 40 images of a box moving at a fixed speed were created
with no compression at all, so the edges are sharp. Figure E.15 show the velocity graph
from a DataTank analysis show that the velocity is recorded exactly.
We then took pictures using the Nikon D3 in uncompressed TIFs and JPGs. Figure
E.16 indicates that there is little difference between the two types of compression, and
that oscillations still persist.
Camera images of a computer screen show a criss-cross pattern on what is supposed
to be a solid white background, as seen in Figure E.17. The analysis in Figure E.18 of a
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Figure E.13. Velocity graphs of the artificial movie tracked directly and
manually show the same frequency of oscillations.
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Figure E.14. Images of lower left corners of the triangle from the artificial
movie at constant time intervals. A periodicity in the edges of the triangle
is visible.
vertical slice of the background of the image shows an overall periodic pattern and the
inset shows an embedded periodicity of a much higher frequency.
As there was no way to take pictures of the artificial movie, we compared the velocity
graphs of a sphere falling in homogeneous fluid in which the data was taken with TIFs
and JPGs. The result, reported in Figure E.19, does not show improvement with the
TIF images.
While there was little difference between TIFs and JPGs, compression of the images
may still be a problem. We require a way to take pictures of an object moving at perfectly
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Figure E.15. The analysis of an artificial movie with no pixelation shows
a perfectly constant velocity graph.
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Figure E.16. Mean position over time of TIFs and JPGs of an artificially
generated, uncompressed movie shows oscillations.
constant speed without the interference of the computer distortion to exhaustively test
this theory, a camera that can take RAW images at high speeds, and a program that can
read and analyze these images.
Fluid medium
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Figure E.17. A picture of the artificial movie taken on a computer screen
shows horizontal and vertical striations that may affect the image analysis.
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Figure E.18. Analysis of a vertical slice of the image background. An
overall periodicity with an inset showing the range marked in the light blue
region. High frequency oscillations are apparent in the background.
In [16], objects in a non-Newtonian fluid have been shown to oscillate while falling.
Our rheometer measurements of corn syrup show that the fluid is Newtonian. However,
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Figure E.19. Comparison between TIF and JPG compression for data
taken of a sphere falling through homogeneous fluid.
corn syrup can create a possibly polymeric skin when left to evaporate in air. Thus, our
fluid that is left to degas overnight, though covered in an airtight wrap, could perhaps still
develop trace amounts of polymers, causing corn syrup to behave like a non-Newtonian
fluid. To test this theory, we use a different medium. The image analysis of a sphere
dropped in a tank of silicone oil shown in Figure E.20 show that the sphere still has a
periodic oscillation in both the position and the velocity graphs. Thus, the source of the
oscillations remains with the image capturing process.
While this exhaustive study failed to provide us with concrete evidence pointing to
the source of the oscillations, we have ruled out the data analysis and the experimental
equipment used. The image processing has been examined extensively, as well as the
lighting, material, and fluid properties. Thus, the cause seems to lie with the camera
itself, either in vibrations of the environment or the camera, or the compression of the
resulting images.
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Figure E.20. (a) Mean position and (b) velocity graphs of a sphere falling
in homogeneous silicone oil show oscillations.
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APPENDIX F: Other Models
In modeling a sphere settling through stratified fluids at low Reynolds number, there
are many other possibilities we had considered. The intuitive starting point uses the
velocity formulation for the Stokes flow due to a sphere moving in free space to advect an
interface. The buoyant force of the entrained fluid is applied directly to the sphere. This
model is called a free space Archimedean model. The second model is called the cylindri-
cal tank Archimedean model and repeats this calculation, but with the flow confined to
an infinitely long cylindrical tube. The final model, denoted the modified Maxey-Riley
model, retains the time derivative in the equations of motion. All of these formulations
were worthwhile considerations but were unable to capture the anomalous density force
as seen in the experiments.
F.1. Free Space Archimedean Model
In this model, the buoyant force of the sphere is considered relative to the fluid
densities at r →∞. Thus, we integrate a step function ρf (z(t)) representing the density
of the surrounding fluid over the volume V of the sphere. We also consider the entrained
fluid as attached to the sphere, so it contributes another buoyant force. This force,
(ρ2− ρ1)Vf (t)g, arises because volume Vf (t) of top fluid of density ρ1 being dragged with
the sphere will displace lower fluid of density ρ2.
(F.1) ms
dU(t)
dt
= msg − g
∫
V
ρf (z(t))dV − (ρ2 − ρ1)Vf (t)g − 6piaµU(t)
We find that by taking the Oseen corrections, the fluid volume is finite for finite time,
but will grow with time (see Appendix G). This is borne out in the numerics, where the
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volume of entrained fluid increases monotonically (Figure F.1(b)), which will cause the
sphere to slow down and eventually come to rest (Figure F.1(a)).
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Figure F.1. Using an Archimedean model in free space, (a) we compute
the velocity profile and find that the velocity profile is monotonically de-
creasing due to a (b) monotonically increasing volume of entrained fluid.
Discrete points along the interface between the two fluids were tracked with time and
verified using Appendix H. Because so much fluid is entrained, we show in Figure F.2 that
center of mass of the combined fluid and sphere system passes out of the sphere boundaries
very quickly. Thus, the buoyant force of the entrained fluid should not necessarily be
applied to the sphere.
F.2. Cylindrical Tank Archimedean Model
Moving the previous model instead to a domain inside a tube, the volume of entrained
fluid would then be finite at all times. The equations of motion for the sphere and fluid
are
ms
dV (t)
dt
= msg − g
∫
Ωs
ρ0dΩs − 6piAµV (t)K − g
∫
Ωf
(ρ− ρ0)dΩf ,(F.2)
∂ρ
∂t
(x, t) + u(x, t) ·∇ρ(x, t) = 0,(F.3)
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Figure F.2. Using an Archimedean model in free space, (a) we compute
the velocity profile and find that the velocity profile is monotonically de-
creasing due to a (b) monotonically increasing volume of entrained fluid.
where K = (1 + 2.10444(A/R0) + 4.4286677(A/R0)2 + ...)
−1 is again the coefficient for
a Stokes drag in a pipe from Happel and Byrne [14]. There is no net flow in a cylinder
pipe, so the volume of entrained fluid is equal to that of the reflux. If the Archimedean
buoyant force for the entrained fluid and reflux were computed separately and summed,
the resultant force would be zero. Instead, we will only consider the entrained fluid,
and apply the buoyant force to the sphere. Using the experimental parameters from
Figure 2.7, we numerically integrate the equations to find the sphere velocity. Figure
F.3(a) shows that the velocity monotonically decreases. This is a direct consequence of
the monotonically increasing volume of entrained fluid, shown in Figure F.3(b). As this
model, much like the previous one, does not account for the buoyancy of the fluid, the
volume of entrained fluid will not decrease in time. The sphere can never recover from
slowing down in order to eventually approach the terminal velocity of the bottom layer
of fluid. Most likely, the velocity of the sphere and fluid will come to a stop.
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Figure F.3. Using an Archimedean model, (a) we compare the computed
velocity profile and the experimental data, and find that the velocity profile
is monotonically decreasing due to a (b) monotonically increasing volume
of entrained fluid.
F.3. Modified Maxey-Riley Model
The equation for the unsteady motion of a sphere in a nonuniform flow has already
been derived [24]. As the motion is unsteady, the time derivative in the equations of
motion for the fluid are retained and give rise to a Basset history term. The fluid is
homogeneous, so for our purposes we modify the equation of motion to include a variable
fluid density and set the ambient flow to zero. The equation of motion for the sphere is,
(F.4)
ms
dV (t)
dt
= (ms−mf )g− 1
2
mf
dV (t)
dt
− 6piAµV (t)− 6piA2µ
∫ t
0
dV (τ)
dτ
(piν(t− τ))−1/2 dτ,
where mf is the mass of the fluid displaced by the sphere. Using the parameters
from the experiment in Figure 2.7, the computed velocity graph is shown in Figure F.4.
The graph appears to have a monotonic transition between upper and lower terminal
velocities, though a closer look, shown in the inset, reveals a very slight dip.
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Figure F.4. Velocity profile computed from the modified Maxey-Riley
model overlaid upon the experimental data.
This model does not deform the density field, so that the effect of the entrained fluid is
neglected. The sphere feels only the initial background density distribution. The physical
regime of validity for this model requires that the timescale of the sphere falling through
the density transition to be shorter than the timescale for diffusion of the density gradient,
but longer than the timescale for the displaced fluid to diffuse back to the original density
gradient. While we are unable to pinpoint where this regime is, an infinite uniform linear
stratification with infinite diffusivity would satisfy these conditions.
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APPENDIX G: Volume Flux Past a Plane
In a frame of reference moving with the sphere’s velocity U , the stream function for
the Oseen correction to Stokes flow is,
(G.1) ψ = Ua2
[(−r2
2a2
− 1
4
a
r
)
sin2 θ + 3(1− cos θ)1− e
− 14Re(1+cos θ) ra
Re
]
.
This gives rise to the following velocity components,
uθ =
−1
r sin θ
∂ψ
∂r
= U sin θ
[
1− a
3
4r3
− 3a
4r
e−
1
4Re(1+cos θ)
r
a
]
,
ur =
1
r2 sin θ
∂ψ
∂θ
= −U
[(
1 +
a3
2r3
)
cos θ − 3a
2
Re r2
+
(
3a2
Re r2
+
3a
4r
(1− cos θ)
)
e−
1
4Re(1+cos θ)
r
a
]
.
In the lab frame, the velocity equations become,
uθ = U sin θ
[
− a
3
4r3
− 3a
4r
e−
1
4Re(1+cos θ)
r
a
]
,(G.2)
ur = −U
[
a3
2r3
cos θ − 3a
2
Re r2
+
(
3a2
Re r2
+
3a
4r
(1− cos θ)
)
e−
1
4Re(1+cos θ)
r
a
]
.(G.3)
These equations, as Re → 0, collapse to the usual Stokes equations,
uθ = −U sin θ
(
3a
4r
+
a3
4r3
)
,
ur = −U
[
a3
2r3
cos θ +
3a
4r
(1− cos θ)− 3a
4r
− 3a
4r
cos θ +O(Re)
]
= U cos θ
(
3a
2r
− a
3
2r3
)
.
When r = a, uθ = −U sin θ and ur = U cos θ, which verifies the boundary conditions.
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Before impact
Consider the case where the sphere has not yet passed through the interface. The
equation for the fluid flux F is,
(G.4) F = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
ux(−x0, y)ydy,
where ux = ur cos(pi − θ) + uθ sin(pi − θ) = −ur cos θ + uθ sin θ and
r =
√
x20 + y
2 ⇒ rdr = ydy.
We can easily verify that as y → 0, then r → x0 and as y → ∞, r → ∞. The
formulation for the fluid flux now becomes,
(G.5) F = 2pi
∫ ∞
x0
(−ur cos θ + uθ sin θ) rdr,
where θ = cos−1
(−x0r ). Thus, for vertical planes of fluid at x = −x0,
2pi
∫ ∞
x0
(−ur cos θ + uθ sin θ) rdr
= 2pi
∫ ∞
x0
aU
r4Re
e−
Re
4a (r−x0)
(
−3r
4Re
4
− 3x0r
3Re
4
− 3ax0r2
)
dr
− 2pi
∫ ∞
x0
a2U
4r4Re
(arRe − 12r2x0 − 3aRe x20))dr
= 2pi
∫ ∞
x0
aU
r4Re
e−
Re
4a (r−x0)
(
−3r
4Re
4
− 3x0r
3Re
4
− 3ax0r2
)
dr + 6pi
a2U
Re
.
For our integral with an exponential, we have,
2pi
∫ ∞
x0
aU
r4Re
e−
Re
4a (r−x0)
(
−3r
4Re
4
− 3x0r
3Re
4
− 3ax0r2
)
dr
= −6piUaeRe x04a
(
1
4
∫ ∞
x0
e−
Re r
4a dr +
x0
4
∫ ∞
x0
1
r
e−
Re r
4a dr +
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
x0
1
r2
e−
Re r
4a dr
)
.
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The first integral can be computed directly. The second can be integrated by parts
to find,
2pi
∫ ∞
x0
aU
r4Re
e−
Re
4a (r−x0)
(
−3r
4Re
4
− 3x0r
3Re
4
− 3ax0r2
)
dr
= −6piUaeRe x04a
(
1
4
(
4a
Re
e−
Re x0
4a
)
+
x0
4
(
4a
Re x0
e−
Re x0
4a −
∫ ∞
0
4a
Re r2
e−
Re r
4a dr
)
+
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
x0
1
r2
e−
Re r
4a dr
)
= −6piUaeRe x04a
(
a
Re
e−
Re x0
4a +
a
Re
e−
Re x0
4a − ax0
Re
∫ ∞
0
1
r2
e−
Re r
4a dr +
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
x0
1
r2
e−
Re r
4a dr
)
= −6piUaeRe x04a
(
2a
Re
e−
Re x0
4a
)
=
−12pia2U
Re
Thus, the fluid flux is simply −6pi a2URe .
During impact, as sphere enters interface
Consider the case where the sphere is beginning to penetrate the interface. The fluid
flux formulation has different limits of integration,
(G.6) F = 2pi
∫ ∞
√
a2−x20
ux(−x0, y)ydy,
where ux = −ur cos θ + uθ sin θ and r =
√
x20 + y
2 ⇒ rdr = ydy. We again verify that
r → a as y →√a2 − x20 and r →∞ as y →∞. So our fluid flux now becomes,
(G.7) 2pi
∫ ∞
a
(−ur cos θ + uθ sin θ) rdr
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where θ = cos−1
(−x0
r
)
. Thus, for vertical planes of fluid at x = −x0,
2pi
∫ ∞
a
(−ur cos θ + uθ sin θ) rdr
= 2pi
∫ ∞
a
aU
r4Re
e−
Re
4a (r−x0)
(
−3r
4Re
4
− 3x0r
3Re
4
− 3ax0r2
)
dr
− 2pi
∫ ∞
a
a2U
4r4Re
(ar2Re− 12r2x0 − 3aRex20))dr
= 2pi
∫ ∞
a
aU
r4Re
e−
Re
4a (r−x0)
(
−3r
4Re
4
− 3x0r
3Re
4
− 3ax0r2
)
dr+
piU
2
(
x20 − a2 +
12ax0
Re
)
.
For our integral with an exponential, we have,
2pi
∫ ∞
a
aU
r4Re
e−
Re
4a (r−x0)
(
−3r
4Re
4
− 3x0r
3Re
4
− 3ax0r2
)
dr
= −6piUaeRex04a
(
1
4
∫ ∞
a
e−
Rer
4a dr +
x0
4
∫ ∞
a
1
r
e−
Rer
4a dr +
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
a
1
r2
e−
Rer
4a dr
)
.
The first integral can be computed directly. The second can be integrated by parts
to find,
2pi
∫ ∞
x0
aU
r4Re
e−
Re
4a (r−x0)
(
−3r
4Re
4
− 3x0r
3Re
4
− 3ax0r2
)
dr
= −6piUaeRex04a
(
1
4
(
4a
Re
e−
Re
4
)
+
x0
4
(
4
Re
e−
Rex0
4a −
∫ ∞
0
4a
Rer2
e−
Rer
4a dr
)
+
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
x0
1
r2
e−
Rer
4a dr
)
= −6piUaeRex04a
(
a
Re
e−
Rex0
4a +
x0
Re
e−
Rex0
4a − ax0
Re
∫ ∞
0
1
r2
e−
Rer
4a dr +
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
x0
1
r2
e−
Rer
4a dr
)
= −6piaU
Re
(x0 + a)e
Re
4 (
x0
a −1)
Thus, our fluid flux is piU
(
x20−a2
2 +
6ax0
Re − 6aRe(a+ x0)e
Re
4 (
x0
a −1)
)
.
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During impact, as the sphere leaves the interface
For the case where the sphere has passed through the interface,
(G.8) F = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
ux(x0, y)ydy
where ux = −ur cos(θ) + uθ cos(pi2 − θ) = −ur cos θ + uθ sin θ.
So our fluid flux now becomes
(G.9) 2pi
∫ ∞
a
(−ur cos θ + uθ sin θ) rdr
where θ = cos−1
(
x0
r
)
. Thus, for vertical planes of fluid at x = x0,
2pi
∫ ∞
a
(−ur cos θ + uθ sin θ) rdr
= 2pi
∫ ∞
a
aU
r2Re
e−
Re
4a (r+x0)
(
−3r
2Re
4
+
3x0rRe
4
+ 3ax0
)
dr
− 2pi
∫ ∞
a
a2U
4r4Re
(ar2Re + 12r2x0 − 3aRex20)dr
= 2pi
∫ ∞
a
aU
r2Re
e−
Re
4a (r+x0)
(
−3r
2Re
4
+
3x0rRe
4
+ 3ax0
)
dr +
piU(x20 − a2)
2
− 6piaUx0
Re
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Like before, our integral is,
2pi
∫ ∞
a
aU
r2Re
e−
Re
4a (r+x0)
(
−3r
2Re
4
+
3x0rRe
4
+ 3ax0
)
dr
= 6aUpie
Rex0
4a
(
−1
4
∫ ∞
a
e−
Rex0
4a dr +
x0
4
∫ ∞
a
1
r
e−
Rex0
4a dr +
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
a
1
r2
e−
Rex0
4a dr
)
= 6aUpie
Rex0
4a
(
−1
4
(
4a
Re
e−
Rex0
4a
)
+
x0
4
(
4
Re
e−
Rex0
4a −
∫ ∞
x0
4a
Rer2
e−
Rex0
4a dr
)
+
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
x0
1
r2
e−
Rex0
4a dr
)
= 6aUpie
Rex0
4a
(
− a
Re
e−
Rex0
4a +
x0
Re
e−
Rex0
4a
)
=
6aUpi
Re
(x0 − a)e−Rea (
x0
a +1)
Thus, the fluid flux is 6aUpiRe (x0 − a)e−
Re
a (
x0
a +1) + piU(x
2
0−a2)
2 − 6piaUx0Re .
After impact
For the case where the sphere has passed through the interface,
(G.10) F = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
ux(x0, y)ydy
where ux = −ur cos θ + uθ sin θ. So our fluid flux now becomes
(G.11) 2pi
∫ ∞
x0
(−ur cos θ + uθ sin θ) rdr
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where θ = cos−1
(
x0
r
)
. Thus, for vertical planes of fluid at x = x0,
2pi
∫ ∞
x0
(−ur cos θ + uθ sin θ) rdr
= 2pi
∫ ∞
x0
aU
r2Re
e−
Re
4a (r+x0)
(
−3r
2Re
4
+
3x0rRe
4
+ 3ax0
)
dr
− 2pi
∫ ∞
x0
a2U
4r4Re
(ar2Re + 12r2x0 − 3aRex20)dr
= 2pi
∫ ∞
x0
aU
r2Re
e−
Re
4a (r+x0)
(
−3r
2Re
4
+
3x0rRe
4
+ 3ax0
)
dr − 6pia
2U
Re
Like before, our integral is
2pi
∫ ∞
x0
aU
r2Re
e−
Re
4a (r+x0)
(
−3r
2Re
4
+
3x0rRe
4
+ 3ax0
)
dr
= 6aUpie
Rex0
4a
(
−1
4
∫ ∞
x0
e−
Rex0
4a dr +
x0
4
∫ ∞
x0
1
r
e−
Rex0
4a dr +
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
x0
1
r2
e−
Rex0
4a dr
)
= 6aUpie
Rex0
4a
(
−1
4
(
4a
Re
e−
Rex0
4a
)
+
x0
4
(
4a
Rex0
e−
Rex0
4a −
∫ ∞
x0
4a
Rer2
e−
Rex0
4a dr
)
+
ax0
Re
∫ ∞
x0
1
r2
e−
Rex0
4a dr
)
= 6aUpie
Rex0
4a
(
− a
Re
e−
Rex0
4a +
a
Re
e−
Rex0
4a
)
= 0
Thus, the fluid flux is −6pia2U/Re.
Total fluid flux
Suppose the interface begins at x0 = −p. If −Ut < p− a, then the volume V of fluid
that passes through the plane is,
(G.12) V =
∫ −Ut−p
−p
−12pia
2U
Re
dx0 = −12pia
2U
Re
(−Ut) = 12pia
2U2t
Re
.
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If p− a < −Ut < p, then the volume of fluid is,
V =
∫ −a
−p
−12pia
2U
Re
dx0 +
∫ −Ut−p
−a
piU
(
x20 − a2
2
+
6ax0
Re
− 6a
Re
(a+ x0)e
Re
4 (
x0
a −1)
)
dx0
= −12pia
2U
Re
(p− a) + piU
(
x20 − a2
2
+
6ax0
Re
− 6a
Re
(a+ x0)e
Re
4 (
x0
a −1)
)
(a− Ut− p).
If p < −Ut < p+ a,
V =
∫ −a
−p
−12pia
2U
Re
dx0 +
∫ 0
−a
piU
(
x20 − a2
2
+
6ax0
Re
− 6a
Re
(a+ x0)e
Re
4 (
x0
a −1)
)
dx0
+
∫ −Ut−p
0
piU
(
6a
Re
(x0 − a)e−Rea (
x0
a +1) +
(x20 − a2)
2
− 6ax0
Re
)
dx0
= −12pia
2U
Re
(p− a) + piaU
(
x20 − a2
2
+
6ax0
Re
− 6a
Re
(a+ x0)e
Re
4 (
x0
a −1)
)
−piU(Ut+ p)
(
6a
Re
(x0 − a)e−Rea (
x0
a +1) +
(x20 − a2)
2
− 6ax0
Re
)
.
If −Ut > p+ a,
V =
∫ −a
−p
−12pia
2U
Re
dx0 +
∫ 0
−a
piU
(
x20 − a2
2
+
6ax0
Re
− 6a
Re
(a+ x0)e
Re
4 (
x0
a −1)
)
dx0
+
∫ a
0
piU
(
6a
Re
(x0 − a)e−Rea (
x0
a +1) +
(x20 − a2)
2
− 6ax0
Re
)
dx0 +
∫ −Ut−p
a
−6pia
2U
Re
dx0
= −12pia
2U
Re
(p− a) + piaU
(
x20 − a2
2
+
6ax0
Re
− 6a
Re
(a+ x0)e
Re
4 (
x0
a −1)
)
+piUa
(
6a
Re
(x0 − a)e−Rea (
x0
a +1) +
(x20 − a2)
2
− 6ax0
Re
)
+ 6
pia2U
Re
(Ut+ p+ a).
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APPENDIX H: Verification of Plane Position
Given r, we want t = F (r). Since,
ψ = Ur2 sin2 θ
(
1
2
− 3a
4r
+
a3
4r3
)
,(H.1)
ur =
1
r2 sin θ
∂ψ
∂θ
= U cos θ
(
1− 3a
2r
+
a3
2r3
)
,(H.2)
uθ =
−1
r sin θ
∂ψ
∂r
= −U sin θ
(
1− 3a
4r
− a
3
4r3
)
.(H.3)
Solving for θ in (H.1), we can either substitute the result into (H.2) or (H.3). Suppose
we first substitute into (H.2), we then find,
θ = sin−1
(
±
√
ψ
Ur2
(
1
2 − 3a4r + a
3
4r3
))(H.4)
ur = Ucos
(
sin−1
(
±
√
ψ
Ur2
(
1
2 − 3a4r + a
3
4r3
)))(1− 3a
2r
+
a3
2r3
)
(H.5)
Since sin−1x = ±cos−1√1− x2, we can re-write the solution,
ur = Ucos
(
±cos−1
(√
1− ψ
Ur2
(
1
2 − 3a4r + a
3
4r3
)))(1− 3a
2r
+
a3
2r3
)
= U
√
1− ψ
Ur2
(
1
2 − 3a4r + a
3
4r3
) (1− 3a
2r
+
a3
2r3
)
= U
√
Ur2
(
1
2 − 3a4r + a
3
4r3
)− ψ
Ur2
(
1
2 − 3a4r + a
3
4r3
) · 2(1
2
− 3a
4r
+
a3
4r3
)
= 2U
1
2
(
1
2
− 3a
4r
+
a3
4r3
) 1
2
(
U
(
1
2
− 3a
4r
+
a3
4r3
)
− ψ
r2
) 1
2
= 2U
1
2
(
2r3 − 3ar2 + a3
4r3
) 1
2
(
U
(
2r3 − 3ar2 + a3
4r3
)
− ψ
r2
) 1
2
= 2U
1
2
(
2r3 − 3ar2 + a3
4r3
) 1
2
(
U(2r3 − 3ar2 + a3)− 4ψr
4r3
) 1
2
=
1
2r3
U
1
2 (2r3 − 3ar2 + a3) 12 (U(2r3 − 3ar2 + a3)− 4ψr) 12
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Thus, we have the following formulation for time,
(H.6) t =
∫
dt =
∫
dr
1
2r3U
1
2 (2r3 − 3ar2 + a3) 12 (U(2r3 − 3ar2 + a3)− 4ψr) 12
If instead, we use substitute into uθ (H.3), we have that
(H.7) cos θ = ±
(
1− ψ
Ur2f(r)
) 1
2
and since uθ = rdθ/dt,
(H.8)
∫ t
0
dt =
∫ θl
θ0
r
uθ
dθ =
∫ rl
r0
r
uθ
dθ
dr
dr
Given that sin2 θ = ψ/(Ur2f(r)), sin θ = ± (ψ/(Ur2f(r))) 12 , we have the following rela-
tions:
cos θ
dθ
dr
=
d
dr
(
ψ
Ur2f(r)
) 1
2
dθ
dr
=
d
dr
(
ψ
Ur2f(r)
) 1
2
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
and the substitution into (H.3) becomes,
uθ = −Usinθ
(
1− 3a
4r
− a
3
4r3
)
= −U
(
ψ
Ur2f(r)
) 1
2
g(r)
1
uθ
=
1
−U
(
ψ
Ur2f(r)
) 1
2
g(r)
=
r
√
f(r)
−√Uψg(r)
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We integrate in time,
∫ t
0
dθ =
∫ rl
r0
r2
√
f(r)
−√Uψg(r)
d
dr
(
ψ
Ur2f(r)
) 1
2
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
dr
=
∫ rl
r0
r2
√
f(r)
−√Ug(r)
d
dr
(
1
r2f(r)
) 1
2
√
U
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
dr
=
∫ rl
r0
r2
√
f(r) ddr
(
1
r2f(r)
) 1
2
Ug(r)
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
dr
=
∫ rl
r0
r2
√
f(r)−12 (r
2f(r))−
3
2 (2rf(r) + γ2f ′(r))
Ug(r)
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
dr
Since,
r2(f(r))
1
2 r−3f(r)−
3
2
(
−rf(r)− r2f
′(r)
2
)
= r−1f(r)−1(−rf(r))− r−1f(r)−1r2f
′(r)
2
= −1− rf
′(r)
2f(r)
we have the final relation between time and radius,
t =
∫ rl
r0
−1
Ug(r)
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
dr +
∫ rl
r0
−rf
′(r)
2f(r)
1
Ug(r)
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
dr
= − 1
U
∫ rl
r0
1
g(r)
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
dr − 1
2U
∫ rl
r0
− rf
′(r)
f(r)g(r)
(
1− ψUr2f(r)
) 1
2
dr
= F (r)
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APPENDIX I: Bound on Perturbation Velocity
From various estimates on Stokes equations in exterior domains, we can find an a
priori bound on either the first order formulation of the perturbation velocity in the
cylindrical domain or on the entire perturbation velocity in the free space case, discussed
in § 5.1. This bound will depend on the forcing function, which in our case scales with
the density difference in the fluid and is typically small.
The perturbation velocity satisfies the following equations,
µ∇2w = ∇pw − fˆ ,(I.1)
∇ ·w = 0,(I.2)
w = 0 for |x| = A,(I.3)
w → 0 for |x|→∞.(I.4)
For numerical purposes, we have used the simplification of a step function stratifica-
tion, given that corn syrup is highly viscous and so the diffusion is negligible. In reality,
we expect the density to change between the bottom fluid and the top fluid densities in
a steep, but continuous, manner. We further assume that the volume of entrained fluid
is finite, and that f is smooth enough such that f belongs to Sobolev space W 2,2(Ωf ).
We will show the bound,
(I.5) sup
Ωf
|w(x)| ≤ c(‖fˆ‖6/5 + ‖fˆ‖2)
where Ωf is the unbounded domain exterior to the sphere and c is some constant de-
pending on Ωf .
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Proof:
We will first establish bounds on ‖w‖2, ‖∂w‖2, and ‖∂2w‖2, where
∂α = ∂|α|/(∂x1)α1 , . . . , (∂x3)α3 with α = (α1,α2,α3) in the sense of distributions and
∂ku = (∂αu)|α|=k is the system of all ∂αu for |α| = k for fixed k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The norm
is defined as ‖F ‖p =
(∑3
j=1
∫
Ωf
|Fj|pd3x
)1/p
.
Let B be an open ball with radius r such that B ∩ Ωf 1= ∅, then using Ho¨lder’s
inequality,
‖w‖2L2(B∩Ωf ) =
3∑
j=1
∫
B∩Ωf
|wj|2d3x(I.6)
≤
3∑
j=1
(∫
B∩Ωf
(|wj|2)3d3x
)1/3(∫
B∩Ωf
13/2d3x
)2/3
(I.7)
≤
3∑
j=1
‖wj‖2L6(B∩Ωf )
(
4pir3/3
)2/3
.(I.8)
Thus, we have the bound,
(I.9) ‖w‖L2(B∩Ωf ) ≤ (4pi/3)1/3 r
(
3∑
j=1
‖wj‖2L6(B∩Ωf )
)1/2
For Aj > 0, (A21 + A
2
2 + A
2
3)
1/2 ≤ √3max(A21, A22, A23) = √3max(A1, A2, A3) =
√
3max(A61, A
6
2, A
6
3)
1/6 ≤ √3(A61 +A62 +A63)1/6. Let Aj = ‖wj‖L6(B∩Ωf ), so the inequality
(I.9) can be rewritten as,
(I.10) ‖w‖L2(B∩Ωf ) ≤
√
3 (4pi/3)1/3 r‖w‖L6(B∩Ωf )
By [36], we have that
(I.11) ‖w‖6 ≤ c1‖∂w‖2
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for a fixed positive constant c1 and norm taken over Ωf . Thus, we can simplify the bound
for ‖w‖L2(B∩Ωf ) to
(I.12) ‖w‖L2(B∩Ωf ) ≤ c1
√
3 (4pi/3)1/3 r‖∂w‖2.
Konozo and Sohr provide the following inequality [18] for some positive constant c2
that depends on Ωf ,
(I.13) ‖∂w‖2 + ‖p‖2 + ‖∂2w‖6/5 + ‖∂p‖6/5 + ‖∂2w‖2 + ‖∂p‖2 ≤ c2(‖fˆ‖6/5 + ‖fˆ‖2),
which simplifies to,
(I.14) ‖∂w‖2 + ‖∂2w‖2 ≤ c2(‖fˆ‖6/5 + ‖fˆ‖2).
From the above bounds (I.12)and (I.14), we have shown that w belongs to Sobolev
space W 2,2(B ∩ Ωf ) for any open ball of radius r where B ∩ Ωf 1= ∅. For any x in Ωf ,
there exists an open ball G with radius 1 such that x ∈ G and G ⊂ Ωf . We can find
a right spherical cone Vx with vertex x, opening α = pi/4, height h = 1/2, such that
Vx ⊂ G.
We assumed that f ∈ W 2,2(Ωf ), which by [18], allows w ∈ W 4,2(B ∩ Ωf ). Friedman
[12] provides that if w ∈ W 4,2(B ∩ Ωf ), then w ∈ C2(B ∩ Ωf ).
Since G satisfies the cone condition, and we have shown that w ∈ C2(B ∩ Ωf ) and
W 2,2(B ∩ Ωf ). Another theorem from Friedman [12] provides that for any x in Ωf ,
|w(x)| ≤ c3‖w‖G2,2 = c3
∑|α|≤2
∫
G
|∂αw(x)|2dx

1/2
= c3
{(‖w‖G2 )2 + (‖∂w‖G2 )2 + (‖∂2w‖G2 )2}1/2 ,
for c3 depending on α and h.
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Since (A + B + C)1/2 ≤ 31/2(A1/2 + B1/2 + C1/2), for positive A, B, and C, we have
the inequality,
(I.15) |w(x)| ≤ c4
(‖w‖G2 + ‖∂w‖G2 + ‖∂2w‖G2 ) .
Using (I.12), we get
(I.16) |w(x)| ≤ c5‖∂w‖G2 + c4‖∂2w‖G2
Here we now use the bound provided by (I.14) and so for c = max(c4, c5) depending
on Ωf ,
(I.17) |w(x)| ≤ c(‖fˆ‖6/5 + ‖fˆ‖2).
for all x ∈ Ωf .
Thus,
(I.18) sup
Ωf
|w(x)| ≤ c(‖fˆ‖6/5 + ‖fˆ‖2).
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APPENDIX J: Fortran Code
The code included here is for a single step stratification in a cylinder. Various ver-
sions of the code were written for multiple interfaces, free space calculations, and exact
integration of the vertical component of the perturbation velocity (Appendix D). This
code requires library functions for spline interpolation, Runge Kutta 4 ode solver, and a
1D and 2D integrator.
MODULE globalinfo
!experimental parameters
real (kind=8), parameter :: rhot = 1.375 !density of top fluid
real (kind=8), parameter :: rhob = 1.376 !density of bottom fluid
real (kind=8), parameter :: rhos = 1.45 !density of sphere
real (kind=8), parameter :: mu = 20.0 !dynamic viscosity of fluid
real (kind=8) :: U = 0.0 !velocity of fluid
real (kind=8), parameter :: y0 = -20.0 !initial position of interface
real (kind=8), parameter :: R = 0.5 !radius of sphere
real (kind=8), parameter :: R0 = 5.0 !radius of cylinder
real (kind=8), parameter :: maxTime = 300.0 !time to run to
real (kind=8), parameter :: g = 981.0 !gravity
real (kind=8), parameter :: pi = 3.14159265
!numerical parameters
real (kind=8), parameter :: dt = 1 !time step
real (kind=8), parameter :: dx = 0.2 !space between interfacial points
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real (kind=8), parameter :: integthres = 0.00001!integration accuracy
!dependent parameters
real (kind=8) :: ms = 4.0/3.0*pi*R**3*rhos !mass of the sphere
real (kind=8) :: oneoversixpiamuK=1.0/(6.0*pi*R*mu*(1.0+2.10444*(R/R0)&
+4.4286677*(R/R0)**2+7.2309626238083045*(R/R0)**3))
!drag force due to cylinder walls
real (kind=8) :: stresspertcoeff = -0.25*g*(rhot-rhob)*R*2.0*pi
!coefficient of the pert stress
real (kind=8) :: stresspert = 0.0 !perturbation stress
real (kind=8) :: buoyancytop = -4.0/3.0*pi*R**3*g*rhot
!buoyant force above interface
real (kind=8) :: buoyancybottom = -4.0/3.0*pi*R**3*g*rhob
!buoyant force below interface
real (kind=8) :: buoyancyCoeff1 = -pi*g/3.0*(rhob-rhot)
!buoyant coefficient 1
real (kind=8) :: buoyancyCoeff2 = -2.0*pi*g/3.0*R**3*(rhob+rhot)
!buoyant coefficient 2
real (kind=8) :: drhogover8mu = (rhob-rhot)*g/(8.0*mu)
!coefficient for pert flow
real (kind=8) :: myt = 0 !current time
!interface
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real (kind=8), dimension(:), allocatable :: x, y, sx, sy
!interface
integer (kind=4) :: XN = ceiling(R0/dx), RorZ !no. interface pts, vel itr
real (kind=8) yend, xflagb, xflagl, px, py, myrho, myzeta
!keypoints on interface
integer (kind=4) :: flagb, flagu, flagl !key indicies on interface
!fourier components
real (kind=8), parameter :: epsilon = 0.001
real (kind=8), parameter :: LZ = 1.0 !Z-comp of cyl vel domain
real (kind=8), parameter :: LR = 1.0 !R-comp of cyl vel domain
integer (kind=4), parameter :: NZ = 2**16 !no pts of discretization
integer (kind=4), parameter :: NR = 2**14
real (kind=8), parameter :: u3coeff = -2.10444*R/R0
real (kind=8), parameter :: upperZ = 40.0
integer (kind=4), parameter ::
upperRangeZ = ceiling((LZ-epsilon)*upperZ/(2.0*pi)+1.0),&
upperRangeR = ceiling(LR*upperZ/(2.0*pi)+1.0)
real (kind=8) :: cylindervelR(upperRangeR, ceiling(R0/dx)+1),&
cylindervelZ(upperRangeZ, ceiling(R0/dx)+1)
real (kind=8) :: zcoordinateZ(upperRangeZ), zcoordinateR(upperRangeR)
complex, parameter :: MINUS ONE = -1.0
complex :: imagi = SQRT(MINUS ONE)
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real (kind=8) WZ(NZ), WR(NR), myHZ(NZ), myGZ(NZ),&
myHR(NR), myGR(NR), firstpartZ(NZ), firstpartR(NR), myk(NZ)
END MODULE globalinfo
program fulltime 2009 05 02 Fortran
use globalinfo
implicit none
integer (kind=4) i, ierr, flag, ix, iy, iv
real (kind=8) :: velocity(ceiling(maxTime/dt)+1),&
stresspertvect(ceiling(maxTime/dt)+1), index,&
abserr=0.001, relerr=0.001
real (kind=8), dimension(:), allocatable :: V, VP
external rhoode
!initialize interface
ALLOCATE(x(XN+1), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”x : Allocation failed”
ALLOCATE(y(XN+1), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”y : Allocation failed”
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x = (/(i*R0/XN, i=0,XN)/)
y = y0
!initialize cylinder velocity grid
call cylindervelinit()
!iterate through each time step
do index = 0,ceiling(maxTime/dt)
ALLOCATE(V(2*(XN+1)), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”V : Allocation failed”
ALLOCATE(VP(2*(XN+1)), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”VP : Allocation failed”
V(1:XN+1) = x
V(XN+2:2*(XN+1)) = y
flag = 1
!call runge kutta 4 integrator
call r8 rkf45 (rhoode, 2*(XN+1), V, VP, index*dt,&
(index+1.0)*dt, relerr, abserr, flag )
!extract data at the end of timestep
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x = V(1:XN+1)
y = V(XN+2:2*(XN+1))
IF (ALLOCATED(V)) DEALLOCATE(V,STAT=ierr)
IF (ALLOCATED(VP)) DEALLOCATE(VP,STAT=ierr)
!fill gaps in the interface
call fillgaps()
!save data
velocity(index+1)=U
stresspertvect(index+1)=stresspert
end do
!output data
print *, ”velocity”
do iv = 1, ceiling(maxTime/dt)+1
print *, velocity(iv), ”,”
end do
print *, ”stress”
do iv = 1, ceiling(maxTime/dt)+1
print *, stresspertvect(iv), ”,”
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end do
print *, ” ”
print *, ”**********************************************************”
print *, ”x”
do ix=1, XN+1
print *, x(ix), ”,”
end do
print *, ”y”
do iy=1, XN+1
print *, y(iy), ”,”
end do
print *, ”********************************************************”
print *, ” ”
end program fulltime 2009 05 02 Fortran
subroutine rhoode(T, V, VP)
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) :: T, sr(XN+1), V(2*(XN+1)), VP(2*(XN+1)),&
wu(XN+1), wv(XN+1), su(XN+1), sv(XN+1)
integer (kind=4) ierr, i, ix, iy
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myt = T
ALLOCATE(sx(XN+1), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”sx : Allocation failed”
ALLOCATE(sy(XN+1), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”sy : Allocation failed”
wu = 0.0
wv = 0.0
sx = V(1:XN+1)
sy = V(XN+2:2*(XN+1))
!calculate sphere velocity
call sphvel()
call specialpositions(sx, sy)
!calculate stokes and perturbation velocities
call w(wu, wv)
call stokes(su, sv)
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VP(1:XN+1) = su+wu
VP(XN+2:2*(XN+1)) = sv+wv
IF (ALLOCATED(sx)) DEALLOCATE(sx, STAT=ierr)
IF (ALLOCATED(sy)) DEALLOCATE(sy, STAT=ierr)
end subroutine rhoode
subroutine sphvel()
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) :: buoyancy, stressbelowsphere, stresssidesphere,&
stressabovesphere, stressbackflow
real (kind=8), external :: stresstail1D, stressIntegrandFlat1D,&
stressIntegrandsphere1D, stressIntegrand1D
integer i
!buoyant force for a two layer fluid only
if (sy(XN+1)>=R) then
buoyancy = buoyancybottom
elseif (abs(sy(XN+1))<R) then
buoyancy = buoyancyCoeff1*(3.0*R**2*sy(XN+1)-sy(XN+1)**3)&
+buoyancyCoeff2
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else
buoyancy = buoyancytop
endif
!calculate stress force
stresspert = 0.0
if (maxval(sy) > minval(sy)) then
call specialpositions(sx, sy)
stressbelowsphere = 0.0
stresssidesphere = 0.0
stressabovesphere = 0.0
stressbackflow = 0.0
if (flagu /= 0) then
call simp(stressIntegrand1D, sy(1), -R, integthres, stressbelowsphere)
call simp(stressIntegrandsphere1D, -R, R, integthres, stresssidesphere)
call simp(stressIntegrand1D, R, yend, integthres, stressabovesphere)
elseif (flagl /= 0) then
call simp(stressIntegrand1D, sy(1), -R, integthres, stressbelowsphere)
call simp(stressIntegrandsphere1D, -R, yend, integthres, stresssidesphere)
else
call simp(stressIntegrandFlat1D, sx(1), xflagb, integthres, stressbelowsphere)
endif
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if (flagb /= XN+1) then
call simp(stresstail1D, xflagb, sx(XN+1), integthres, stressbackflow)
endif
stresspert = stresspertcoeff*(stressbelowsphere + stresssidesphere&
+ stressabovesphere - stressbackflow)
endif
U = oneoversixpiamuK*(g*ms + buoyancy + stresspert)
end subroutine sphvel
subroutine specialpositions(myx, myy)
!determine special positions on the interface
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) buoyancy
real (kind=8) :: myx(XN+1), myy(XN+1)
integer (kind=4) temp(1), tempmaxi
flagl = 0
flagu = 0
!find position on the interface between entrainment and reflux
yend = myy(XN+1)
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if(maxval(myy) > yend) then
flagb = XN+1
do tempmaxi = 1, XN
if (myy(tempmaxi+1) > yend .and. myy(tempmaxi) <= yend) then
flagb = tempmaxi
exit
endif
end do
tempmaxi = min(flagb-2, XN-3)
tempmaxi = max(tempmaxi, 1)
call interpbridge(5, myy(tempmaxi:tempmaxi+4),&
myx(tempmaxi:tempmaxi+4), yend, xflagb)
else
flagb = XN+1
xflagb = myx(XN+1)
endif
!find x position of bottom of sphere
if (yend >= -R) then
temp = minloc(abs(myy+R))
flagl = temp(1)
if (myy(1) >= -R) then
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xflagl = 0
else
call interpbridge(min(flagb+2, XN+1), myy(1:min(flagb+2, XN+1)),&
myx(1:min(flagb+2, XN+1)), -R, xflagl)
endif
endif
!flagu is 1 if interface is past sphere top
if (yend >= R) then
flagu = 1
endif
end subroutine specialpositions
!fill gaps in the interface
subroutine fillgaps()
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8), dimension(:), allocatable :: newx, newy
real (kind=8) dist, newpt
integer (kind=4) internalcount, ierr, xi, posi
!initialize new interface
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ALLOCATE(newx(2*(XN+1)), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”newx : Allocation failed”
ALLOCATE(newy(2*(XN+1)), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”newy : Allocation failed”
call specialpositions(x, y)
internalcount = 0.0
do xi=1,XN
internalcount = internalcount+1.0
newx(internalcount) = x(xi)
newy(internalcount) = y(xi)
!find distance between points on the interface
dist = sqrt((x(xi+1)-x(xi))**2+(y(xi+1)-y(xi))**2)
!near the sphere, check if gaps is larger than 0.1*sphere radius,
!otherwise check if larger than twice the original gap size
if ((sqrt(x(xi)**2+y(xi)**2) < (2*R) .and. dist > 0.1*R) .or. dist > 2.0*dx) then
!cubic interpolation to find point to fill gap.
internalcount = internalcount+1
if(x(xi) > 2.0*R) then
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newx(internalcount) = 0.5*(x(xi+1)+x(xi))
posi = min(XN+1.0, xi+3.0)
call interpbridge( 7, x(posi-6.0:posi), y(posi-6.0:posi),&
0.5*(x(xi+1)+x(xi)), newpt)
newy(internalcount) = newpt
else
posi = max(xi-3.0, 1.0)
if(flagl /= 0.0 .and. xi > flagl) then
newy(internalcount) = 0.5*(y(xi+1)+y(xi))
if (y(xi+1) >= y(xi)) then
call interpbridge( 7, y(posi:posi+6.0), x(posi:posi+6.0),&
0.5*(y(xi+1)+y(xi)), newpt)
else
call interpbridge( 7, y(posi+6.0:posi:-1.0), x(posi+6.0:posi:-1.0),&
0.5*(y(xi+1)+y(xi)), newpt)
endif
if (newpt <= max(x(xi+1), x(xi)).and.newpt >= min(x(xi+1), x(xi))) then
newx(internalcount) = newpt
elseif (((0.5*(y(xi+1)+y(xi)))**2 + (0.5*(x(xi+1)+x(xi)))**2) > R**2) then
newx(internalcount) = 0.5*(x(xi+1)+x(xi))
else
newx(internalcount) = sqrt(R**2 - (0.5*(y(xi+1)+y(xi)))**2)
endif
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else
newx(internalcount) = 0.5*(x(xi+1)+x(xi))
call interpbridge( 7, x(posi:posi+6.0), y(posi:posi+6.0),&
0.5*(x(xi+1)+x(xi)), newpt)
if (newpt <= max(y(xi+1), y(xi)).and.newpt >= min(y(xi+1), y(xi))) then
newy(internalcount) = newpt
elseif (((0.5*(y(xi+1)+y(xi)))**2 + (0.5*(x(xi+1)+x(xi)))**2) > R**2) then
newy(internalcount) = 0.5*(y(xi+1)+y(xi))
else
newy(internalcount) = sqrt(R**2 - (0.5*(x(xi+1)+x(xi)))**2)
endif
endif
endif
endif
end do
newx(internalcount+1) = x(XN+1)
newy(internalcount+1) = y(XN+1)
IF (ALLOCATED(x)) DEALLOCATE(x,STAT=ierr)
IF (ALLOCATED(y)) DEALLOCATE(y,STAT=ierr)
XN = internalcount
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ALLOCATE(x(XN+1), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”fillgap - x : Allocation failed”
ALLOCATE(y(XN+1), STAT=ierr)
IF (ierr /= 0) PRINT*, ”fillgap - y : Allocation failed”
x = newx(1:internalcount+1)
y = newy(1:internalcount+1)
IF (ALLOCATED(newx)) DEALLOCATE(newx,STAT=ierr)
IF (ALLOCATED(newy)) DEALLOCATE(newy,STAT=ierr)
end subroutine fillgaps
!used for interpolation scheme
subroutine interpbridge(N, interpx, interpy, xval, yval)
use globalinfo
implicit none
integer (kind=4) :: N, setmin(1), mini, maxi, tempi, tempj, interpchecki=1
real (kind=8) :: interpx(N), interpy(N), d(N), checkorder(N-1)
real (kind=8) xval, yval, checkmin, checkmax
if (N == 1) then
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yval = interpy(1)
else
!pull out part with increasing interpx
checkorder = interpx(2:N) - interpx(1:N-1)
checkmin = minval(checkorder)
interpchecki = 1
if (checkmin <= 0) then
mini = 1
maxi = 1
do interpchecki=1, N
do tempi = maxi, N-1
if (checkorder(tempi) > 0) then
mini = tempi
maxi = N
do tempj = tempi, N-1
if (checkorder(tempj) < 0) then
maxi = tempj
exit
endif
end do
exit
endif
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end do
if (xval <= interpx(maxi) .and. xval >= interpx(mini)) then
exit
endif
end do
else
mini = 1
maxi = N
endif
!output error if evaluation point is not in range
if (xval > interpx(maxi) .or. xval < interpx(mini) .or. interpchecki == N) then
if (xval > interpx(maxi)) then
print *, ”too large”
elseif (xval < interpx(mini)) then
print *, ”too small”
else
print *, ”interpchecki”, interpchecki, N
endif
print *, ”out of domain error”
print *, ”time”, myt, ”flagl”, flagl, ”flagb”, flagb, ”flagu”, flagu
print *, ”interpx”
do interpchecki = 1, N
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print *, interpx(interpchecki)
end do
print *, ”interpy”
do interpchecki = 1, N
print *, interpy(interpchecki)
end do
print *, ”x”
do interpchecki = 1, XN+1
print *, sx(interpchecki)
end do
print *, ”y”
do interpchecki = 1, XN+1
print *, sy(interpchecki)
end do
print *, interpx(maxi), xval, interpx(mini)
stop
endif
call spline pchip set (maxi-mini+1, interpx(mini:maxi), interpy(mini:maxi), d)
call spline pchip val (maxi-mini+1, interpx(mini:maxi),&
interpy(mini:maxi), d, 1, xval, yval)
endif
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end subroutine interpbridge
!initialize velocity for a sphere in a cylinder
subroutine cylindervelinit()
use globalinfo
implicit none
integer index
do index = 1, NZ
WZ(index) = real(index-1.0, kind=8)*(LZ-epsilon)/NZ
myk(index) = real(index-1.0, kind =8)*2.0*pi/(LZ-epsilon)
end do
do index = 1, NR
WR(index) = real(index-1.0, kind=8)*LR/NR
end do
call Hfunc(NZ, WZ+epsilon, myHZ)
call Gfunc(NZ, WZ+epsilon, myGZ)
call Hfunc(NR, WR, myHR)
call Gfunc(NR, WR, myGR)
firstpartZ = (WZ+epsilon)/2.0*(myHZ+myGZ)
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firstpartR = WR/2.0*(myHR+myGR)
do index = 1, upperRangeZ
zcoordinateZ(index) = (index-1.0)*2.0*pi/(LZ-epsilon)
end do
do index = 1, upperRangeR
zcoordinateR(index) = (index-1.0)*2.0*pi/LR
end do
call cylindervelgrid()
end subroutine cylindervelinit
!compute stokes flow in a cylinder on a grid
subroutine cylindervelgrid()
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) :: FZ(NZ), FR(NR), BESSI
integer myi, WRi, WZi
real ( kind = 4 ) wsavez(4*NZ+15), wsaver(4*NR+15)
complex ( kind = 4 ) tempFR(NR), tempFZ(NZ)
real (kind = 8) :: besseli0R(NR), besseli1R(NR), besseli0Z(NZ), besseli1Z(NZ)
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do myi = 1, XN+1
!r-component of velocity
do WRi = 1, NR
besseli0R(WRi) = BESSI(0,WR(WRi)*x(myi))
besseli1R(WRi) = BESSI(1,WR(WRi)*x(myi))
end do
tempFR = real((x(myi)*firstpartR*besseli0R-myGR*besseli1R)*0.5, kind=4)
tempFR(1) = 0.0
call cffti ( NR, wsaver )
call cfftb ( NR, tempFR, wsaver )
FR = real(aimag(tempFR)/NR*LR/pi, kind=8)
cylindervelR(1:upperRangeR, myi) = FR(1:upperRangeR)
!z-component of velocity
do WZi = 1, NZ
besseli0Z(WZi) = BESSI(0,(WZ(WZi)+epsilon)*x(myi))
besseli1Z(WZi) = BESSI(1,(WZ(WZi)+epsilon)*x(myi))
end do
tempFZ = real((x(myi)*firstpartZ*besseli1Z+myHZ*besseli0Z)*0.5, kind=4)
call cffti ( NZ, wsavez )
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call cfftb ( NZ, tempFZ, wsavez )
FZ = real(exp(imagi*epsilon*abs(myk))*real(tempFZ/NZ, kind=8)*&
(LZ-epsilon)/pi+3.0*R/pi*epsilon*((-2.0*R**2/(3.0*R0**2)+1.0)*&
x(myi)**2/R0**2+log(epsilon*0.5*R0)-1.0), kind=8)
cylindervelZ(1:upperRangeZ, myi) = FZ(1:upperRangeZ)
end do
end subroutine cylindervelgrid
subroutine stokes (su, sv)
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) :: k1(XN+1), k2(XN+1), myr(XN+1), tempx(4), tempy(4)
integer (kind=4) :: starti, sizecyl, i, j
do i=1, XN+1
!horizontal velocity component
call spline2D(upperRangeR, zcoordinateR, cylindervelR, abs(sy(i)))
!vertical velocity component
call spline2D(upperRangeZ, zcoordinateZ, cylindervelZ, abs(sy(i)))
end do
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su = U*(1-u3coeff)*((-0.75*R*sx*sy/myr**3+0.75*R**3*sx*sy/myr**5)-k1)
sv = U*(1+(1-u3coeff)*(-0.75*R/myr-0.75*R*sy**2/myr**3-0.25*R**3/myr**3&
+0.75*sy**2*R**3/myr**5)-k2)
end subroutine stokes
!helper function for velocities in a cylinder
subroutine Hfunc(Num, lambda, ReturnH)
use globalinfo
implicit none
integer index, Num
real (kind=8) :: lambda(Num), besselk0(Num), besselk1(Num),&
besseli1(Num), besseli2(Num), besseli0(Num), ReturnH(Num),&
BESSK, BESSI
do index = 1, Num
besselk0(index) = BESSK(0,R0*lambda(index))
besselk1(index) = BESSK(1,R0*lambda(index))
besseli0(index) = BESSI(0,R0*lambda(index))
besseli1(index) = BESSI(1,R0*lambda(index))
besseli2(index) = BESSI(2,R0*lambda(index))
end do
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ReturnH = R*(3.0-(6.0+R**2*lambda**2)*(real(besselk0)*besseli2&
+besseli1*real(besselk1)))/(besseli0*besseli2-besseli1**2);
end subroutine Hfunc
!helper function for velocities in a cylinder
subroutine Gfunc(Num, lambda, ReturnG)
use globalinfo
implicit none
integer index, Num
real (kind=8) :: lambda(Num), besselk1(Num), besselk2(Num), besseli1(Num),&
besseli2(Num), besseli0(Num), ReturnG(Num), BESSK, BESSI
do index = 1, Num
besselk1(index) = BESSK(1,R0*lambda(index))
besselk2(index) = BESSK(2,R0*lambda(index))
besseli0(index) = BESSI(0,R0*lambda(index))
besseli1(index) = BESSI(1,R0*lambda(index))
besseli2(index) = BESSI(2,R0*lambda(index))
end do
ReturnG = R*(-3.0+R**2*lambda**2*(real(besselk1)*besseli1&
+besseli0*real(besselk2)))/(besseli0*besseli2-besseli1**2)
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end subroutine Gfunc
!calculate the stress force in the reflux
function stresstail1D ( xval )
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) eta, xval, stresstail1D
integer (kind=4) startingi
startingi = max(flagb-2, 1)
call interpbridge(XN+2-startingi, sx(startingi:XN+1),&
sy(startingi:XN+1), xval, eta)
stresstail1D =-xval*(eta*(R**2-3.0*(eta**2+xval**2))/sqrt(eta**2+xval**2)**3)&
+xval*(yend*(R**2-3.0*(xval**2+yend**2)))/sqrt(xval**2+yend**2)**3&
-xval*6.0*log(eta+sqrt(xval**2+eta**2))&
+xval*6.0*log(yend+sqrt(xval**2+yend**2))
end
!stress function when the interface is fairly flat
function stressIntegrandFlat1D ( xval )
use globalinfo
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implicit none
real (kind=8) xval, eta, stressIntegrandFlat1D
integer (kind=4) endingi
endingi = min(flagb+2, XN+1)
call interpbridge( endingi, sx(1:endingi), sy(1:endingi), xval, eta)
stressIntegrandFlat1D = -xval*(yend*(R**2-3.0*(yend**2+xval**2))/&
sqrt(yend**2+xval**2)**3)+xval*(eta*(R**2-3.0*(xval**2+eta**2)))/&
sqrt(xval**2+eta**2)**3-6.0*log((yend+sqrt(xval**2+yend**2))**xval)&
+6.0*log((eta+sqrt(xval**2+eta**2))**xval)
end
!calculate stress function next to sphere
function stressIntegrandsphere1D(yval)
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) yval, eta, stressIntegrandsphere1D
integer (kind=4) tempflagb
tempflagb = min(flagb+2, XN+1)
call interpbridge( tempflagb, sy(1:tempflagb), sx(1:tempflagb), yval, eta )
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stressIntegrandsphere1D = 2.0/R*(R**2-yval**2)-eta**2*(-R**2&
+3.0*(yval**2+eta**2))/(yval**2+eta**2)**(1.5)
end
!calculate stress function in stem of the entrained fluid above sphere
function stressIntegrand1D(yval)
use globalinfo
implicit none
integer (kind=4) tempflagb
real (kind=8) yval, eta, stressIntegrand1D
tempflagb = min(flagb+2, XN+1)
call interpbridge ( tempflagb, sy(1:tempflagb), sx(1:tempflagb), yval, eta )
stressIntegrand1D =- eta**2*(-R**2+3.0*(yval**2+eta**2))&
/((yval**2+eta**2)**(1.5))
end
!calculate perturbation flow
subroutine w(wu, wv)
use globalinfo
implicit none
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real (kind = 8) wu(XN+1), wv(XN+1), wbackflow(XN+1), wsidesphere(XN+1),&
wbelowsphere(XN+1), wabovesphere(XN+1),&
tempbackflow, tempsidesphere, tempbelowsphere, tempabovesphere
real (kind=8), external :: w2IntegrandBackflow, w2IntegrandBelowSphere,&
w2IntegrandPartialSphere, w2IntegrandZetaSphere,&
w2IntegrandZetaVert, w2IntegrandR, w2IntegrandZ
integer (kind=4) wi
wbackflow = real(0.0, kind=8)
wsidesphere = real(0.0, kind=8)
wbelowsphere = real(0.0, kind=8)
wabovesphere = real(0.0, kind=8)
do RorZ = 0, 1
if (minval(sy) < maxval(sy)) then
do wi = 1, XN+1
px = sx(wi)
py = sy(wi)
tempbackflow = real(0.0, kind=8)
tempsidesphere = real(0.0, kind=8)
tempbelowsphere = real(0.0, kind=8)
tempabovesphere = real(0.0, kind=8)
if(flagb <XN+1.0 ) then
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call simp(w2IntegrandBackflow, xflagb, sx(XN+1), integthres, tempbackflow)
endif
if (flagu /= 0.0) then
call simp(w2IntegrandPartialSphere, real(0.0, kind=8), xflagl,&
integthres, tempbelowsphere)
call simp(w2IntegrandZetaSphere, -R, R, integthres, tempsidesphere)
call simp(w2IntegrandZetaVert, R, yend, integthres, tempabovesphere)
elseif (flagl /= 0.0) then
call simp(w2IntegrandPartialSphere, real(0.0, kind=8), xflagl,&
integthres, tempbelowsphere)
call simp(w2IntegrandZetaSphere, -R, yend, integthres,&
tempsidesphere)
else
call simp(w2IntegrandBelowSphere, real(0.0, kind=8),&
xflagb, integthres, tempbelowsphere)
endif
wbackflow(wi) = tempbackflow
wbelowsphere(wi) = tempbelowsphere
wsidesphere(wi) = tempsidesphere
wabovesphere(wi) = tempabovesphere
end do
endif
if (RorZ > 0) then
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wu = (-wbackflow+wbelowsphere+wsidesphere+wabovesphere)*drhogover8mu
else
wv = (-wbackflow+wbelowsphere+wsidesphere+wabovesphere)*drhogover8mu
endif
end do
end subroutine w
!calculate perturbation velocity in the reflux
function w2IntegrandBackflow(rho)
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) rho, zcoord, w2IntegrandBackflow
real (kind=8), external :: w2IntegrandZeta
call interpbridge( XN+2-max(flagb-2, 1), sx(max(flagb-2,1):XN+1),&
sy(max(flagb-2, 1):XN+1), rho, zcoord)
myrho = rho
call simp2(w2IntegrandZeta, yend, zcoord, integthres, w2IntegrandBackflow)
end
!calculate the perturbation velocity next to sphere
function w2IntegrandZetaSphere(zeta)
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use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) zeta, xupper, xlower, w2IntegrandZetaSphere
real (kind=8), external :: w2IntegrandRho
myzeta = zeta
call interpbridge(min(flagb+2, XN+1), sy(1:min(flagb+2, XN+1)),&
sx(1:min(flagb+2, XN+1)), zeta, xupper)
xlower = sqrt(R**2 - zeta**2)
call simp2(w2IntegrandRho, xlower, xupper, integthres, w2IntegrandZetaSphere)
end
!calculate the perturbation velocity next to the sphere when partially in the interface
function w2IntegrandPartialSphere(rho)
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) rho, zcoord, w2IntegrandPartialSphere
real (kind=8), external :: w2IntegrandZeta
myrho = rho
call interpbridge(min(flagl+3, XN+1), sx(1:min(flagl+3, XN+1)),&
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sy(1:min(flagl+3, XN+1)), rho, zcoord)
call simp2(w2IntegrandZeta, zcoord, -R, integthres, w2IntegrandPartialSphere)
end
!calculate perturbation velocity in the stem
function w2IntegrandZetaVert(zeta)
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) zeta, xupper, w2IntegrandZetaVert
real (kind=8), external :: w2IntegrandRho
integer (kind=4) temp(1), tempmini
myzeta = zeta
call interpbridge(min(flagb+2, XN+1), sy(1:min(flagb+2, XN+1)),&
sx(1:min(flagb+2, XN+1)), zeta, xupper)
call simp2(w2IntegrandRho, real(0.0, kind=8), xupper,&
integthres, w2IntegrandZetaVert)
end
!calculate perturbation velocity when interface is below the sphere
function w2IntegrandBelowSphere(rho)
use globalinfo
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implicit none
real (kind=8) rho, zcoord, w2IntegrandBelowSphere
real (kind=8), external :: w2IntegrandZeta
call interpbridge(max(flagl+2, XN+1), sx(1:max(flagl+2, XN+1)),&
sy(1:max(flagl+2, XN+1)), rho, zcoord)
myrho = rho
call simp2(w2IntegrandZeta, zcoord, yend, integthres, w2IntegrandBelowSphere)
end
!perturbation velocity vertical integration
function w2IntegrandZeta(zeta)
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) zeta, w2IntegrandZeta
real (kind=8), external :: w2IntegrandR, w2IntegrandZ
myzeta = zeta
if (RorZ == 1.0) then
w2IntegrandZeta = w2IntegrandR()
else
w2IntegrandZeta = w2IntegrandZ()
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endif
end
!perturbation velocity horizontal integration function w2IntegrandRho(rho)
use globalinfo
implicit none
real (kind=8) rho, w2IntegrandRho
real (kind=8), external :: w2IntegrandR, w2IntegrandZ
myrho = rho
if (RorZ == 1.0) then
w2IntegrandRho = w2IntegrandR()
else
w2IntegrandRho = w2IntegrandZ()
endif
end
!perturbation velocity integrand
function w2IntegrandR()
use globalinfo
implicit none
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real (kind=8) w2IntegrandR, ellipticE, ellipticK
DOUBLE PRECISION k, kbar, tempK, tempE, DRF, DRD, ex, ey, ez
integer ier
w2IntegrandR = 0.0
if (px > 0.0 .and. ((py-myzeta)**2+(px-myrho)**2)>1.0E-006) then
k = 4.0*px*myrho/((py-myzeta)**2+(px-myrho)**2)
kbar = k/(k+1.0)
ex = 0.0
ey = 1.0-kbar
ez = 1.0
tempK = DRF(ex, ey, ez, ier)
tempE = tempK-1.0/3.0*kbar*DRD(ex, ey, ez, ier)
!tempK=0.0
!tempE=0.0
ellipticE = sqrt(1.0+k)*tempE
ellipticK = (1.0/sqrt(1.0+k))*tempK
w2IntegrandR = 2.0*(py-myzeta)/(pi*px*sqrt((px-myrho)**2+(py-myzeta)**2)&
*((px+myrho)**2+(py-myzeta)**2))*((px**2-myrho**2-(py-myzeta)**2)&
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*ellipticE+((myrho+px)**2+(py-myzeta)**2)*ellipticK)&
-3.0*R*px*py*(2.0*myzeta**2+myrho**2)/(2.0*sqrt(px**2+py**2)**3&
*sqrt(myzeta**2+myrho**2)**3) +(R**3*px*(px**2*(py + 5.0*myzeta)*&
(2.0*myzeta**2 - myrho**2) + py*(py**2*(2.0*myzeta**2 - myrho**2) +&
10.0*py*myzeta*(-2.0*myzeta**2 + myrho**2) +3.0*(2.0*myzeta**4 +&
3.0*myzeta**2*myrho**2 + myrho**4))))/(2.0*(px**2 + py**2)**(2.5)&
*(myzeta**2 + myrho**2)**(2.5)) - (3.0*R**5*px*(8.0*px**4*(2.0*myzeta**3&
- 3.0*myzeta*myrho**2) +px**2* (-8.0*py**2*(2.0*myzeta**3&
- 3.0*myzeta*myrho**2) + py*(-136.0*myzeta**4 + 296.0*myzeta**2*&
myrho**2 - 23.0*myrho**4) + 8.0*myzeta*(2.0*myzeta**4 + myzeta**2&
*myrho**2 - myrho**4)) -4.0*py**2*(4.0*py**2*(2.0*myzeta**3&
- 3.0*myzeta*myrho**2) + 8.0*myzeta*(2.0*myzeta**4 + myzeta**2&
*myrho**2 - myrho**4) - 3.0*py*(12.0*myzeta**4 - 22.0*myzeta**2&
* myrho**2 + myrho**4))))/(16.0*(px**2 + py**2)**(3.5)*&
(myzeta**2 + myrho**2)**(3.5))
w2IntegrandR = w2IntegrandR*myrho
endif
end
!perturbation velocity integrand
function w2IntegrandZ()
use globalinfo
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implicit none
real (kind=8) w2IntegrandZ, ellipticE, ellipticK
DOUBLE PRECISION k, kbar, tempK, tempE, DRF, DRD, ex, ey, ez
integer ier
w2IntegrandZ = 0.0
if (((py-myzeta)**2+(px-myrho)**2)>1.0E-006) then
k = 4.0*px*myrho/((py-myzeta)**2+(px-myrho)**2)
kbar = k/(k+1.0)
ex = 0.0
ey = 1.0-kbar
ez = 1.0
tempK = DRF(ex, ey, ez, ier)
tempE = DRF(ex, ey, ez, ier)-1.0/3.0*kbar*DRD(ex, ey, ez, ier)
ellipticE = sqrt(1.0+k)*tempE
ellipticK = (1.0/sqrt(1.0+k))*tempK
w2IntegrandZ = 4.0*((py-myzeta)**2*ellipticE+((px+myrho)**2&
+(py-myzeta)**2)*ellipticK)/(pi*sqrt((px-myrho)**2+(py-myzeta)**2)&
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*((px+myrho)**2+(py-myzeta)**2))-3.0*R*(px**2+2.0*py**2)*&
(2.0*myzeta**2+myrho**2)/(2.0*sqrt(px**2+py**2)**3*sqrt(myzeta**2&
+myrho**2)**3)-R**3/(2.0*sqrt(px**2+py**2)**5*sqrt(myrho**2&
+myzeta**2)**5)*(px**4*(-2.0*myzeta**2 + myrho**2) - 2.0*py**2*&
(2.0*myzeta**4 + 3.0*myzeta**2*myrho**2+ myrho**4 + py**2*&
(2.0*myzeta**2 - myrho**2) + 5.0*py*myzeta*(-2.0*myzeta**2 + myrho**2))&
+ px**2*(2.0*myzeta**4 + 3.0*myzeta**2*myrho**2 + myrho**4 +&
5.0*py*myzeta*(-2.0*myzeta**2 + myrho**2)+py**2* (-6.0*myzeta**2&
+ 3.0*myrho**2)))-(3.0*R**5*(px**4*(8.0*myzeta**4 - 24.0*myzeta**2&
*myrho**2 + 3.0*myrho**4 + 8.0*py*(2.0*myzeta**3&
- 3.0*myzeta*myrho**2)) - 8.0*py**3*(4.0*myzeta**5 +&
2.0*myzeta**3*myrho**2 - 2.0*myzeta*myrho**4&
+ py**2*(4.0*myzeta**3 - 6.0*myzeta*myrho**2) - py*(12.0*myzeta**4&
-22.0*myzeta**2* myrho**2+ myrho**4)) - 8.0*px**2*py*(-6.0*myzeta**5&
- 3.0*myzeta**3* myrho**2 + 3.0*myzeta* myrho**4&
+ py**2* (2.0* myzeta**3 - 3.0* myzeta* myrho**2) + &
py* (22.0*myzeta**4 - 45.0*myzeta**2* myrho**2+ 3.0*myrho**4))))&
/(16.0*(px**2 + py**2)**(3.5)* (myzeta**2 + myrho**2)**(3.5))
w2IntegrandZ = w2IntegrandZ*myrho
endif
end
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